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METH6DOLOGY
THE SETTING

.

"

San FranciscO's "Western. Addition" is one of two large Black
communities within the Oity. The selection of this particular
site for the 1976 .research on television usage was based bn
t

several criteria.

Perhaps the foremost one was that the

approximate1y.35,000 Black people in the area repres4t as

broad a spectrum is is possible on most of,the social and
aemographic lioriables which were of interestIo.ts. An' addi-.
'

tional factor, whith distinguishes this centrally, located
community frome say,. Oakland (which Li( much-larger) and the
SanyFrancfsco Huntet's Point area, ds that it contilins sub/..

stantial,numbers of persons from other ethnic minoritielki e.g.,
the Japariese,community.

Further, all of thetperimetet: sectioris

.the Western Addition are either residential or.mixtured of
imall .retail business and residential areas. Most of these
.

surrounding neighborhoodsare predominantly white;
*

4

The one other major selection rea'son was that the chosen area.

is, because of the other characteristics, quite obviously a
community in the social-organi*ational sense of the word.
Cabaecommunications Resourte Center holicited and was able to
obtain the support of important persons in the community
hierarchy'for purposes of skAffing the field operiltion, conducting
Ipapp4ng and "locator" phases within the Sampling,plap), and for
t

atimuiating the cooperatioil we ultimately found among ,the persons
,

4

who fell into.the sample.

4

The final point behind deciding to conduct the'reaearch in the
,

Western Addition was plat it' composes part of Caligornia's

,

6

17th Assembly District7 tip incumbent during'the research was
Willie Brpwn; a Bladk attorww1Who'first took office in the,
(There are, of coursew-other. districts
in the, Bay area which have Blacks as elected officials.) Our
'rationale for wanting to'study people who lived in such an

/AsseMbly during 1965:

or'

,area'was that in a nationareaection year it presented an
interesting complex of-political allegiances and/of alienation
symptoms. On top of the poiz n. cited above, this was iufgicient

to fix our foCus firmly on the San 'Francisco central'city area(
as a research site.

THE INTERVIEW
It is generally'accepted as a fact of life in ,contemporary
4.
social'scienoe that interviewing Amere6ans becomes pore
All, of the obstacles that we
could conceiNie of.eventually presented tp,mselves during the
course of this research. Overlying'the-general antipathy

.difficult as each year passes.

^

;

bred of Watergate, revelations about federal invasions of
-people's privacy, and the specific "welfare'investigatpr"
syndrome that pervsdes all urban areas, we encountered several

problems unique to San Francisco. Perhaps the most bothersome
one-was the six-week, complete shut-down of the city's public
transportation system.

This strike started during the first

week of our Wave 1 interviewing.

In a compact, densely popul'ated

area like,the western Addition, perking one's private automobile
on the street is Problematical. Iriterviewers, however, were
faced With either that or the less pleasaht.alternative... walking
from interview, to interview.

Even thodgh assignments'were made

by sub-areas, the issue of large numbers of non-contacts (over
1,500 attemptp to contact were made in order to Complete the
324 Wave 1 interviews) was a 'hardship we had to.cope with.
do"

Another coincidental sittiption added to the natural level of
te.

.

,x

reluctance that one 4Xpecti to find.in trying to conduct in-home
interview in urban areas. Duiing the time we were in the field
solicitors for Viacom Gable Corporation were circulating materials
'and were mtking personal contacts where possible in order to
promote subscription to the newly .available cable TV service

'

.

Offered by their.company. 'Since our,interviewers were using&
the names'of both.the'Booker T. Washington Foundatit and
Cabieconinur4.ations Resource Center, more than a few respondents
,

concluded t at we were trying to aell CATV plaaements.

.

Ultimately we overcame these probleme through perseverance and
o'verspending,our original interviewing budget'substiintially.

A sigrificant portion of the recalcitrant sample members were'

finally brought in by our colleagues.at The'Young Adults, a.
'community youth organization. Not only were we able to establish
'a .city office.in their quarters, but.they lent their support at

,

both the location and conta-ot phases.
"

SAMPLE ..sgucTioN PROCEDURES
cgNsus TRACT 'SELECTION

Sixteen contiguous.Census tracts were selected as the primary
area for this survey.. (traCts 152, 153, 154, 155, 157, 158,'
159, ,161, 162, 163, 164, 165,166,. 167, 1684.ana 1710 Each
,

at least a-20g BlacX poPUlation ac9prding'to
1970 census data. The area is surroundedby census tracts wfach
Rldek population,' none higher ,than
average well under 1
tpact containe

L

According to densus data, the sixteen tracts-Contained
a total,
tof 77,785'people'in 1970. ''Of'thepe, 35.,964 - 46:2% - were Blick.'

tiODWICATION OF CENSUS TRACtiS'

WAthin each census tract, speCi ic blocks were eliminated if
-144s .pro6dure
their population_was 1es than,2'

I.

\),

a

e liminated an area containing 19,284 people from the survey"

area; but only 1453 of these;people (6%)Attriere Blacks.,

4

The resulting modified census tract areA contained a total of
58,537-people, of whorn 34,821 (60%) were Black.

This repre-

sented only 8.2% of the Avtal population of 4an Francisco, but
to

it xepresented 36.2% of thq Black population of the entire city.
SAMPLE SIZE WITHIp EACH NODIF

TRACT

RPS Co. of San Fxancisco had been aSked to draw a salnple that

would result in'the identification of 600151ack households within
the survey area. The first step was to Veterminetrequired
sample sizes withip each modified census tract.

The following

formula was used:.

Sample gizea ''(Ba/btotal x 600)/14Ba
B

a

is the number of Blacks in modified traceal'B total iS the

tot, al-number of Blpcks in all the modified tracts, and 568

is

the pioportion of Blacks among the entire population in modified
tract a; ''Pout into Words, the s'ampke size for tractV was
determ,ined by finding the ratio of Blacks in the 6-act to Blacks
- in the total.sample area, multiplYing that ratio by 600 to get

the desired number 'of Black households in the modified traat,
IN

and dividing by the Black:.population,wrcentage in the modified
tract to d4teimine the total number of households to be contacted
in the tract'inporder to reach the desired number of Black
1

,hous4Ikelds.
e-

4

The reitat of this procedure was to creates.saPle that was.
'stratified in direct proportion to the black population repre---sented within each modified census tract. Thus, if/Wgiven
tract contained a tenth of all'Blacks'in the' sample area, sixty
.Black'hOmes would be deqired (1/10 ic 600) for the sample.

,the Modified traCt.was 75% Black., then a sample og eighty
.

k

households woad'be needed to obtaih 60 Black househops.

If

.

.4"

(60105 m 80) in the modified,tract. If the modified tract
wes'40% Biota( then a sample of 150 households (601.4 m 150)
woUld in needed to obtainr6b Black hoVseholds.
The iirocedure created a desire4 samplt: size' within each modified

tract"biat was_expected to produce a desired sample size of
Black households. 'Independent random samples were then drawn ,
for each tract.

SAMPLING FRAME

Velid-street numbers within each modified tract were determined
through the use of a large Wale Map of the area. The ranges

.

of numbers on valid streets were then photocopied from a
reverse phone directory which lists households by street in order
of address number. The 6opy of all yalid addrews within the
modified. tract became the.sampling frame tor the tract.

.

WITELENIELIng
Within eabh sampling frame, the specified sample size (see
4
above) had been determined.and was-'"drawn by a random procedure7.
NumlArs-were taken from'a table.of random numbersi"ahd for' a'
given random number, N, the Nth address was taken from the
sampling framq. The random proceddre was .;ePeated until the
t
sample size desired for the tract kiad been drawn.
1.

To insure that bias due to non-published phones nd homes without
phOne9 was eliminated, the addresses drawn were not"actually
?
used foeAhe."ample. Rather, lnterviewefp were tO Contact the

7).

next housing unit (hoMe or'apariment) immediately 8aboN;e the
nutber drawn froM the reverse directory..
..1

FINAL SAMIDLE:iIZE

The result.of the procedures weis a sample of 1,346 addresses,
_.

s-44.
%

4

OP,

stratified by modified censias tracts.

By 'simple laws of proba-

.

bility, and assuming4the population is srMilar,to what it wa!s
in 1970, this should have produced 600 allios households distri-

buted amongtracts in the name way,that the Black population'
WAD disributea among ihe tracts.

As it turned øit, the locator phase of the sampling units
revealed that many ineligible (i:e., non-Bladk) persons were
that fell into the sample. INfte rati6 of
living' in addres
such ineligibles led us to conclude that the composition'of
several of the tracts had changed markedly over the, year& aince
1970's census. The simple soiution to these problems was to

increase the sample of ,addresses for location purposes to1,500
from the origihal 1,346.

TBZ SUBJEdTS

The original cpnception of this research plan included the

idea that the heads of eachsampled hopsehold both be inter-'
viewed - if, of course,,there were two adults in the home.
This intention wets deemed dysfunctional in the light of a widely
held community attitude that only social service.fraud investi.01%.

gators couldjoe.really so interested in contactirig both heads
of a household. The final operational plan called for-specifying
a sex-of-respondent quota-on the basis of address; odd numbei m
-

male, even number m female. Where the desired person was absent
Rprmanently'4or. did not existrabsubstiO'blion was made. As the

demographic data below indicate, the sex composftion of the
-

4

sample closely approximates'the population norms.

Our sample size, on the first wave of the panel, ultimately
er eveni'uated out of the 391 Black adults'
keached 324. This
who were actually contact1 by an interviewer. Some 19 personi
did not formally refuse to be'interviewed, but were indispOsed

--

,

such that no completk interOjew. was possible._ Tbe secOnd.wave
of interviewing took place 11016te May 1976'and was cOnducted

largely by telephone.

7

Here ,we were:able tO intoeview-276;P'erien1001

the 48 ilon,.interviews;. only '6 were:outright-refusals: sinc4=17:teleDhone,contaCt isms Almtlly not feasible for some respondents,

40f

-40 of these second-wave interViews were again conducted face,

to-face.
4-

The third wave of itterviewing commenced in mid-June, shortly
This
,after the figal state, primary elections were completed.
a wy; the case in Wave 1e again required about one.
interview,
hour's time.

-

,pnt.
oi

.

.

.

.25% total of 268 .persons were re-interviewe4 at this

.
.

,

.,
,

.

N

sea in.a subseqUent section of this paper,
it'turndd pat t1kthe atrition._did not substantisliy alter
the demographic comwsition' of the original sample. On 16

As wikl be disc

Independent variables used for snalysis,,only one #064kd any
significant differeAces bOtween.t.hi, Wave 1 and WAve 3 samples.
41
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ALL'PERSONS
3,851
.2,533
.5,853
2,770
0,841

*152
*153

*155
*157
*158
*159:
*161
*162
*163 \
*164
*165'
Pt

*166'
*167.

sw

*168
*171
178
180
226
227
230
231
232'
233
234
258
264
312
313
314

605
608
609
610

TOTAL

'

787

1,473

17,464

5,9

2,543

'852

2,526
2,392
4,652
3,838
5,108
6,251
5,576

8,721
3,590
1,706
531
9,414
8,823
9,152
3,967
780
3,664
11268
12,083
6,066
7,640
3,398
192,-

315

81,191.

4

1,418-

4322

'1,828'

857
3,419
21779
2,005

,

.

80.3

12,1

51714
4,311
7,415
4,695
3,814
44765

33.5

1/.9

7,1.674

72.4

4.0.1

2,760,

11.5

4,170'
'4,003
5,000

20.4
56.0'
25.2
47.7
26.8

1214.8
.

.

3,291
3,457
2,057
755

73.5
72.4
39.3
41.5
59.0
50.3
23.6
21.0

/ 693

40.6

305.

2,991
323
2,937
3,251
4;635
3,285
1,580
160
271
423

57.4
29.5
55.3
89,6
79.6
49.9
81.6
25.5
24.3
53.6
69.7
78.2
46.5
83.3
86.0
29.0

36,718

45.2%

96,078

13.4%

42,596

2,774'
4,875
8,196
3:159
389

CITYWIDE
TOTAL gg

*SAMPLE

115,674

rAMILY MC.

PACKS

BLACIS

.

12.0-12.7
).2.4

12.7

12,41

12,5
12.4
12.3
12.2-

12.8
10.5
11.6
11.0
12.1
11.2
10.6

11,8
10.2
11.3
11.5
12.0
12.2
12.0
11.3
9.1
9.7.

5698
4,483
5,356
44597
5,494
2,422
2,541
3,447
6,500
8,474
5,082
7,616
9./137

4,915
8,871
9,207
7,913
9,239
8;973
3,821
5,400
2,618
10,70AR
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SUMMARY STATISTICS: THE DEMOGRAPHY OF THE 1976 SAMPLE

PRESENT'AGE OF 'RESPONDENT

MEDIAN AGE

34.0 YEAR'S

121. NUMBER OFICHILDREN IN HOUSEHOLD
47 4%NONE
14.5%
TWO.
4.
%
52%
FOUR.
,

*ONE
THREE
FIVE OR MORE

,

9 7%.
3 5%

i

128. SEX OF RESPONDENT
MALE

43 5%.

FEMALE

- 51.5%

)

124. RESPONeENT'S OCCUPATION

UNSKILLED FACTORY-WORKER, EQUIPTMENT OPORATOR, HOUSEHOLD,
SERVICE, POLICE, FIREMAN, LABORER, CONSTRUCTION

26.5%
14.7%

CRAFTSMAN, FOREMAN, SKILLED, SEMSKILLED, FARMER
CLERICAL AND SALES
PROFESSIONAL, MANAGERIAL, EXECUTIVE, PROPRIETOR
125. FPMILY INCO ME

15.9%
18.6%
4 7%
4 3%

,000
$3,999
$5,999

14 0%
14 0%

$7,999

14 0%

$8,000 - $9,999
$10,000 - $14,999
$1S,000 - $19,999
$20,000 PLUS

10 0%
18 8%
31 3%

SOME COLLEGE
COLLEGE GRAD
ADVANCED DEGREE

'LOWER

17 6%

20.5%

WORKING
LOWER MIDDLE

28 7%
25 4%

MIDDLE MIDDLE
UPPER MIDDLE
UPPER

PLAINS STATES
MIDWEST

0 8%
6 4%
0 0%
6 4%

UNDER $2
$2,000 $4,000 $6,000 -

13 6% '

126. HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD'S SCHOOLING

EIGHTH GRADE OR LESS
SOME HIGH SCHOOL
HIGH SCHOOL GRAD

,

27.2%
8 7%
3 7%

.-127. SOCIAL CLASS
'

4

6%

96. STATE OF RESPONDENT'S iiIRTH

WEST COAST
SOUTH
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHEAST
ROCKY MOUNTAIN

26 7%
34 21,DA
23 3%
2

T%

.NEW EUGLAND
MID Ar4LANTIC

0 0%

16

.

97. STATE I1 N WHICH RESPONDENT RAISED
4

.

WEST COAST
SOUTH
SoUTHWEST
i
SOUTHEAST
ROCKY MOUNTAIN

,

.,

.

0

PLAINS STNITS
MIDWEST
NEW ENGLAND
MID ATLANTIC...11

41 7%
25 4%
17 0%

5%
0 4%
1

ot,1.1%

6 4%
0 0%
...... 6.4%

.

4 f

...

%

98. TIMt RESPONDENT HAS SPENT IN SAN FRANCISCO

0 - 1 YEAR
1 - 5 YEARS
6,- 10 YEARS

s

.

99.

8 6%
.

DbE8THE RESPONDENT BLONG'TO.A RELIGIOUS/DENOWNATION

'

61 8%

YES
100.

- 15 YEAR
16 - 19 YEARS.
20 YEARS.AND

,12 Q%
11.2%

RENOMINATION TO WMICH RESPONDENT BElibNGS
.55.6%

BAPTIST
METHODIST
MUSLIM.
k

(

ET 1%
40-

,

CATHOLIC

SEVENTH PAY ADVENTLST....0.0%
1 9%
JEHOVAW,S WITNESS
CHURCH ,OF GOD AND
OHR I ST OR PENTECOSTAL
RTHER

0 0%
11.2%

101. DENOMINATION TO WHICH RESPONDENT FEELS CLOSEST

BXPTIST.4.
METHODIST\
MUSLIM N

7

CATHOLIC?

NONE
.

42.4%
7 T%
1 1%
8 5%
19 T%

,

.

.

6.9%

4

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST......0.0%
2 8%
*JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
CHURCH OF GOD AND
CHRIST OR PENTECOSTAL..5.1%
13.6%
OTHER

4

102. MARITAL STATUS OF RESPONDAOT

SINGLEf.

4tPARATED -0'
XIARRIED

42.0%
:10 3%
26.7%

DIVORCED
WIDOWED

12.2%,
8 8%

ci
ery DEMROGAPHICS
1

Certain "objectivesk media-related information about our
\
respondente.acces, to teleyision is obvlOusly-besic to understanding how and why they use the medium.

The daka tabulated

belo were collected on' the first wave of interviewing.
,

I

k

106. NUtt3ER OF TV'S
NONE,
ONE

p

.

.'9%

TRREE OR MORE

55.0%

27.0%
,17.1%

The nambers of sets in the households where we interviewed
were a bit lower than those national,-general population figures
avaalable.

Vevertheless, close to half the r4,spondents hadhr -

two or more sete in the-home, ahd this clearly allows the
program selectn process to fit better whatever individual
desires 1neri'ithui of the household may have.
107.

R OF COLOR TV'S
48.44
NONE
42.0%
WE

TWO
THBEE.OR MORg.

8 0%
1 6%

More thaA half the respondents reported that they had color
'sets, thii is againjust a-.bit below the national data presently
available.

In the area wherd this research took place, there WAS then an
r
.

.

.

.intensive Marketing effort being made by Viacom Corporation
add subscribers to their cable television network. .AbOtt. 'me
inpine of our respondents add they had a cable connection
Even without
at the time of tIva. first interview in Spring ,1976.
this reception enhancer, ther4 was littleaperceived problem,
perhaps because of the area's proximity tos-the. new city tretnb-

1.

mitting facility.

Some 46 percent-of the respondents said they

received all local channels satisfactorily.
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109. NATURE-Of RECEPTION
60.9%
'VERY' 900D
JUST ALL RIGHT 36.6%

1

2 5%

NOT GOOD AT ALL

Three further questions about4TV behavior in general deserve
some mention Imre, although thby are not, serictly speaking,
.in the same vein as the above Apt. We were interested in -des-1\1\
cribing the social/psychologfcirsituation in which the respon-

The initial gueition had to do with

dents viewed televLion.
,selection dynamics.

2

J.

HAS,THE SAY ABOUT WHAT IS TO ,BE WATCHED105. WHOXSUA1
ON TV IN HE EVENINGS AT YOUR HOME?
6 9%
CHILDREN
VIE ALL DECIDE...141.7%
SELF .
1.
,..

.

0%
3 1%
7 8%

NOBODY
OTHER
SPOUSE

1 9%
59.6%

PARENTS

.

6'

.

In about one of seven households, the decision on what tosview
is said-to be. made'democratically; about half that number of
families cede the choice to the ähildren. Although we have
no comparative data here, the interesting finsling was that in
fully two thirds of the,households, the prosram selection is
4

made, apparently without consultation,by one adult. Ii is
obvious/ however, that a substantial number of.the latter are
homes where there is- may one adult, living alone.
.

Of all the poseible prediOtors-of Viewing of particular television progrims, habituation has often been finipd -one of the
mcAit valuable.

Along the linee of trying to desdribe hoW

viewing patterns develop, weaiked our respondents.to designate
whether they viewed in a routanized fashion or'not. Perhaps
because.of the seasonal factors mentioned previbusly, or for
other reasons relating to work or life styles, the numbers' who
did report "regular viewing 'schedules" were leis than a majority.

44*

5. ON MOST DAys OF THE WEEK, DO YOU HAVE A REGULAR SCHEDUL
FOR WATCHING TELEVISION?
45.5%
YES
The social dimension of television viewing was something we.
.

4

.

:4
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e

intended to do more wit!i than-we wer41u1timately able to do.
The bars beginnings orthe'llociometry of television viewing
are contained"belaw.
6.

kow OFTEN, WOULD YOU SAY tbu GET TOGETHER' WITH' YOUR
FAMILY OR tRIENDS ESPECIM1Y TO WATCH CERTAIN TV PROGRAMS?
VERY OFTEN
OFTEN
SOMETIMES

15.7%

19.5%
4).9%

: RARELYv

NEVER

. 4.19.9%

/

44411.1%
.

l'here

were more dr

141,

equal and relatively small numbers o'?%,

persons who said they participated in such group viewing "very
okten".and "never." A few, More fell into the "often" and
"rdwely" categories, and lite remaining third were occasional
oi "sometimes" group '7.riewe7rs.

Againlothe constrAints of

existing family structure impinge on these results.

A mre

meaningful analysis of tis group viewing factor will be
presented in the section\dealing.wit$1 bivariate relationships.

s.

4

414

a

Jar

4

t,

0
p.

,a

.

\

141,
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AMOUNT OF TV VIEWING

The amount of time in:individual spends vieWing /television
ks important in many' of the explanatorlvanalyses typically
In-order.that
undertaken in studies like the pres4nt

we have a meaningful datum,here, we took a,multi-measuriment
-approachs- kw-feet y -beeauise of-the.
s

A

tlesire to -obt.a4.-an-aasass-

ment of-differential viewing by season, we took these multiplé
meaaures each of the two.times when we conducted in-home
interviews. These tiMe periods were (Wave 1) March 15-4

4

May 28 and (Wave 3) June 15 - AUgust 1. At this timefin
television history, the term "season" no longer ipnotes a
fixed time when first run programIngis Aired and another
time when "te-4uhs" predonlinate asxthey-"did several years
Nevertheleds, a 'major reasoicfor our taking this tWo
tago.
wave measureMent approach was to-describe how our respondents'
,possible life style seasonality affected use of television.

Given the peculiarities of San Francisco weather (e.g.,
regular summer evening fog and cold), these trends should
obviously not be expected to generalize to other areas. As

.N

Ihaaaeen found before, we cathe up'with discrepancies betWeen
respondents' estimates of their "average day,s viewing" and
the amount that they .viewed-either "yesterday" 'or "the day
before yesterday." :Average viewince-is ,greater among Tar
fir

iample.

The data are illustrated be

wit

TABLE 1*
4

ye

a

"Averagb dalS
(weekday and

Med ma 4.04

as 4.01
3e.

evening)

so 4-0Z

4430
8.a.

84. so 2443.

2 38.

.

.,

"Yesterday

Med ma,?.91
mi 3.36

s.d.

2.60

,

Mee= 2.89
"iim 3.10'
s.d. is 2 43

f

t

"Day.before
yesterday".

;

WI-- 2.76,

Med,- 2.74

x as 3.19

3C us '3.09

s.d. et 2.59

C.

s.d. a 2.53

*Ih,order to assess how reliable 'the reported viewing
times were on an individual level, we calculated
Pearson correlational coefficients between the three
...separate measureli-gade in the intetviews from Wave 1.
The tesults showed that "pverage weekday,,and evening
viewing" correlated at r or .68 with "yesfrday viewing"
and at r's, .63 with the "day befpre yesterday." The .
.67
latter two were correlated at r
b

.

---1

4

Why should this "average" concept be consistently thigh?
'mentions
by respondents of the
There wete many extemporaneous
fact that there we;p "too many re-runs on," and this may
have had an attenuating effect on ,amount of,viewing, as
meetsured by the specific "yesterday" and "day before yeserday"1
questioks. There was also the possible factor of the distribution through the week Of interviewing days. 'This point is
easy, to handle: the 324 interviews were indeed distributed

evenly over the week such that.the "yesterday Viewing" figure
Nc)ind the "day befoxit yesterday" 4gure are both averages of
five weekdays and two weekend days. While summary calculations

of each of these two might be helpful, we are not going .to do

3

r,P4

'4

N._

/
0

.it in this analysis ioecause of the relatirsly small nuMbers
A

'of Weekend viewing'data.

'In subsequent analyses Of.viewing time overall, we shall use
the "average viewing" figures shown in Table 1.

While the

medians of both.the Wave 1 and.3 of the distributions of.
time-of-viewing !ell at,4,1i6urs, a coupe of peculiarities of
the viewing curvei Are worth notinig. First, the extremes are,

x

intetesting, almosi no.one designates himself as a non-viewer.
Thi's is especially interesting in the light of thahvery

frequent comments by,respoadents to the initial questions of
the survey...i.e., when pressed'to choose faVorite programs
they offered commentslike "well, I hardly wabch TV at all..."
The fact that

he modal.responses to the viewing average ques-

e upp'er limit of our range (i.e., 8 hours or
tions'fell at
more) is prol?ably not as unique to this sample.as.one might

imagine.

A 18bk At the age and 4-e.314 breakdown of tpis segment

of the sample shows that the h6Usebound, especially aged,
or ih. w6men are often "watching all day"...probably just
turning the set on an0 leaving it on... watdhing or not,..
ai$ several told our interviewers.
-

I.

In sum, one is cautioned.to examine their distributions of
TV viewing carefully, even if citing."04erages" is often
/

Approprcate and,necessary.

0.1

.%

-

'There are several conclusions that theise,.4ata support, even
if fuitht;r.analysis4.s clearly needed.' iirst, the atsolute/--;

figures for vi'ewing televplion, are lower than expected bY
....\_WhsteverVie measurement method and at either of ,the two
-%

P-points in type. Those Commerdkal.audience measurements ser-.
11.1116NriCeli we haCle 604m found almost tudvi our obtained viewing
times.

These are admittedly not from West Coast urban areas,.

4

,? 3
A;

S

but.otherseof the data whicht y report do closely coincide
rime time "Black cothedies").
with our own (e.q., viewing o
Resoluions of methodologicai differences that might be
contributing to these discrepancies will be addressed later
.

in thii report.
The second major fl.,114ing of ,interest here is that there,is

virtually no seasonal (i.e.,Wave 1 vs: Wave 3) difference in
any of the.viewing-time indices. gus-strikes, 'droughts,
Olympic specials notwithstanding, We expected that there

would be time interval differences,, and the fact that there

were not callA for eicpanding this "timeOudget by season
s we plan to conduct.
work in future studie/'
at

II

.

4

TABLE

AMOUNTS OF VIEWING
(WAVE le SPRING 1976)

AVERAGE
WEEKDAY &
EVENING

41pSTERDAY

DAY BEFORE
YESTERDAY

fe

25%

:29

:30

1:30

1;29
2:29

2:0 .3:29
3:30

4:29

4:30

57:29

5:30

6:29

6:30

7:29

7:30 4

40

16.8 96.,

12.3%
14:5%

10:0%.
16.9%..

20.2%

at

11.7%

13.4%
14.1%

13.7%

8 1%
12.2%
4 7%

5 '9%

8 8%

91'0%

9 596:

3 1%.

3 8%

18.1%

12.4%

11.5%. ;

..9.8%

9 5%

S.

FAVORITE PROGRAM PREFERENCES One of the important ways7-we used to Investigate whattelevision programs Were doing for their vieWers Was sinp1y tO

anquire what each resfpondent's "three favorite shows" were.
This coMpletely unaided question, coming at the very start

of the first wave of-interviowing should_have produced
responses pretty well free frOm any influence'like a res,pondent's potential need to provide socially desirable
information to the interviewer.

A iotal of 156 different program names were provided by our
324 respondents. Although this is a quite broad distribuiion,
the frequencies of naming a few leading shows merits tabulating

.

them below.

1st choice

2nd choice

3rd choice

1

*

Good Times
Jeffersons
Sanford & Son
Sports
Soap Operas
New*
Kolak
Starsky & Butch
Baretta
FBI
All in the Family
*

50
35
31

t

*

i''

24,
23
18

,k

,

6
6
§
9
.4

0

43

21,

26
31
13
18
16
15
6

21
34
21
21
11
15

5
3
6

14

7

1
17

40P

The predominance of liking the three prime-:time comedies
featuring Blacks is clearly established. This is, in fact,
consistent withiode smaller sampfe data we collected in 1975
in Richmond, Californla. Sports and soap operas, for men and
women respectively, are.also very popular. The battery of' the
most generally popular detective/adventure shows do fairly
well in our listing.

4

26

Perhap the only somewhat unexpected finding is the relatively
high popularity of the news programs. While there is not
enough information in this question to generate a meaningful
explanation of this, it seems clear that the desire tor
whatever news programs do 'offer our respondents is not
unimportant to them, as measured by program preferOnce at least.
When the programs mentioned were grouped by typecs, the following
distributions were obtained:'

1. THREE MOST FAVORITE PROGRAMS
,lst

4

2nd

3rd

44.0% 43.2% 39."

SITUATION COMEDY
VARIETY/COMEDY
CRIME/DETECTIVE
WESTERNS
'SOAPS
ADVENTURE
GAME SHOWS
SPORTS
EDUCATION
NATURE
DRAMA
RELIGION
NEWS/PUgLIC AFFAIRS
OTHER

1 3
15.7
1 3
10.4
2 8
2 2
7 5
0.10
.0 6

1
1
8
2

9
3
5
5

5.4
18.0
Q.6
!3.5

2.5
2.2
3.2
0.0

0.3
0.3
6.9
6.9

3.9
19.9

1.3
8.1
2.6'

1.3
-4.6

0.0
1.0
2.0
0,7,
7.2
8.1

There is, of course, a great deal of similarity between this
table and the previous reports on specific shows, but this
may offer a clearer look at the types of shows that had the
greatest pppeal to our sample.

As an aside we_can report'

that of the 'most favorite" shows counted, 42 percent of them
were classifiable as "Black shows:"' i.e., the comedies we
discussed earlier.

4

Out of the 324 persons we interviewed in Wave 1, the numbers
of "Black shows" grouped in this way:

36.6% designated no "Bladk shows" among three favorites
tI
one
33.4%
0
0
two
18.6%
three
11.4%

A
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Trying to codify the responses to the fi:hz do you like

?" questions was difficult in that so many,persons
were so uncertain or, at least, pot specific about their
reasons. The first distinction which we made involved coding

,

eadh rmipse as "internal" ("personal") or "external"
(community-oriented or otherwise general). On this set of
criteria, each of the three favorites was liked by between
.19and 19 percent of our saM-ple for "personal" reasons (e.g.,
"J.J. is someone I can really dig ....). Most explanations
were very,general.

The more fruitful of the codes for 4ualifying,the,reasons our
sample liked their self-designated "most favorite shows" was,
that which'focused on objective content parameters. The
diSiribution on the "first favorite" looked like this,:
,

,

MAIN REFERENCE rOR,LIKING FIVORITE,
I LIKE THE ACTORS, ACTING OR THE
'CHANWTERS IN PROGRAM...
I LIKE THE STORY.LINES, PLOT,
SITUATION IN WHICH PROGRAM TAKES PLACE
I LIKE THE ISSUES VT THE PROGRAM DEALS
UNEMPLOYMENT
WItH (e.g., POITER
,

24.9%
59.1
15.9.

More than twice the numbers of respondents cited plot or
story line related reasons for their liking of their favorite
show as mentioned the acting or the characteri portrayed.
About one person out of six noted that their affective focus
was on.the'issues, dealt with on the show. The implications

that this finding holds for producing television shows to
effect the kinds* of social and other changes on which CRC is
focused are obviously very valuable.

2

t3.1,

THE POPULARITY OF VARIOUS TELEVISION PROGRAMS
The first wave of interviewing included an'extensiVe set of
.questions-that presepted the respondent a list of prifam hames
.

fOr each weekday's prime-time network offerings. If one identi:fied a program as having been seen "during this past season,"
'there were two additional questions posed, first, an evaluation
"very'.

(a five-space rating scale ranging from "very good" to

bad").and, second, a four-space frequencynof-viewing scale
(ranging from "Verl; often" to "rarely").

.

,

A number qt tables have been generated from this set of viewing
data, but ihe most important s±ngle one seems to be that given
below.
,

TABLE 2

OVERALL POPULARITY OF TYPES' OF PRIMErTINE WEEKDAY SHOWS
NET AVG.
AUDIENCE

BLACK SITUATION COMEDY
OTHER SIT. COM
COP/DETECTIVE
OTHER' ADVENTURE
"HUMAN DRAMA"

VARIETY....
GAME SHOWS

Ce

,1_

AVG, RATING X
FREQ. OF VIEWING

86%
40K
51%

.

131,86

53
6 38
5 77
5

4

5"...
5IS-'
:1411.

4a%

6 37

,

3
5

4756..,

73
01

As evected, the two Bladk situation comedies which,fei1 into
the'weekday prime-time listings were thejnost highly seen,
rated, and most frequently watched.

The other types of programing we included'are all, curiously
enough, grouped at the same general level df audienc size about 50 percent. We did not,inquire in this rese rch about
the Motives bi6ind viewing any but the hree favorite shows.

I.
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It is therefore .difficult to opine as to wily shows of seemingly

very diffrnt types (as far

as

producing gratifications. are

concerned) should produce such similar viewing patterns.

In

iyefind Aboltif-thiiiiiiiVeiiVolr,

spite :of 'whatever subsequent

the audiences of these tYpes of shows, the absolute fo.udierre
size nuMbers clea'rly suggest that our. sample 'had polymorphoub
program tastes... once it had( proceeded' beyond the inigal filter

level of watching prograMing that related directly to-Black
people.

1.

I

30'
4'

AUDIEKE SIZE

TABLE 11

AVERAGE RATINGS
FREQUENCY OF VIEWING SELECTED ITOGRAMS

119.

s'rARTRE

(.64)

TILE FBI
( G6 )

'

TRUTH OIL
CONSEQUENCES

(.54)
_WO ROLLERS
( .42)

awitinf, 2 WA/

( .56),

WEDNESDAY EVEN ING

TOESDAY EVENING

MONDAY EVENING

3.01 2.0

25 000 PYRAMID

1.64

HOLLYWOOD SQUARES

3.27 2.33
2.97 2.28
2.40 1.76

CHANNEL? 2 MOVI E

PRICE IS RIGHT

2.89 2.25

LITTI,E it

2 ,2_CL 11.15

Lin"S telAIU A DEAL

3.2Ft 2-.35

TONY 01(IANDO

3.13 2.14

MOVIN' ON

2.34 1,76

THE BIONIC! tipMAN

ZO
3.01
4. 33.3.22

BAR ETTA

(.4q)

)

flOBBY VINTON
3 )

.
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( .54 )

( .55)
( .41 )

( 48 )

(.5aSE ON

THE kRAIR1r.

( .40)

(.59)

HAPPY DAYS

ou Tut: pochs
'PULL]. F.,

2.47 lip1

CH :LNNEL 7 MOVIE

3,, 41 2.46

211,p4..-1*112 JCANNoN
( . 57)
( 35 )
CMCO AND tilr MAN
LAVERNE AND spinun2 13 ,l. 61

( .50 )
( .52 )

.4t,)

t. 58 )
GOON 1:AVENS
. 34)
JOU I oaRT;s1.i...p
( . 45)
AT..1, IN
( .67 )

1.53
2.01
2.65
2.56
3 2 7 2.44
1.97 1.55
3.15

2.14
2.73
LY 3.76
RICH FARN/PODR MAN 3.44
(

52! )

MAUDE

(.56)

iirCISPM JOIN'

( .37)

mpICAL CENTER
0111ER SHOWS

COOD

(.85)

( .40 )

POLICE WOMAN
P4'9'145411*

(.53)
63) '

THE ROOT:I ES
(
ONE DAY AT A 2'1MT?.
( . 35)

CITY OF ANGELS
(

Svirrcit

. 43)

2.89 2.21
2.97 2.10
3.19 2.32
1 ..94 3.55
2.38 ..1 76

2.73 1:89

2.19 .34
2.94 2c11

AND DAWN

.`2.73 1.90
2. 97 2.15

RHODA

2.21,_ 2.15

wond) .TV ?13112

(.40)

( .58)

3:01 2,27
2 52 Li 8t.1

3.aet.
2 tf4
f-ef.

THE .DU?1E'LINGS

3.2 )

PETROC ELL]

ç.44)
STARS KY /AD HUTCH
BIM (

Kt

IG
0!

11`

2.49
3k!ID-XLV',
2.35 .11_77

2.73 2 03

( .43)

OTHER SHOWS

OTHER SHOWS

)

I.

f
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lat:f1.1

194,

Table.B, cont.

-

FRY DAY f*ENING

TERAIMAY EVE32II1G

_21_87 1.95

eP(.50)
EIEVI TREASME IRDIT
(.48)

2.55 )1.95-

2.09 156

EAllpn ma PM

( .38)

ADAMS SCREEN

.

Dif1213Alf .10TES

(.32)
(.88)

shuronD AND sou

(.63)/BARMY MILLER
NMVAI1 5-0.4

2.93 2.n.

ROCKFORD FILES

3.1.:4 2.54

POLICE STORY

(.36)
111E VIALTo:IS
(.52)

or,

ifttCOME- BACK KOTTER,i

( .551

(.55)
,VE'R.Mrs
OF

SAN FRANCISCO

nom,/ AND MARIE
( .

43 )

ALL TOKir..11-1ER NOW

(.64)
(.36)

TUE PRACTICp

53)

(.59)

( 9./8)
MIER

OTMR.....511ows

)

(

2.06 1212
.1.44
1 . (17 1,36

NAME THAT Tun

2.05 1.48
3.14 2.11
ft.ses
3.62 2.65
3.12
INI 2.35

mc DAVIS snow

TEs1

ff

3

4.36 3.16
2.19 1.62
3.67 2.37
2.09 1.63
2.58 2.13
3.10 2.27

TABLE C
'
'MP 30 WEEKDAY PROGRAMS
(NET AUDIENCE IN PERCENT OF TOTAL SAMPLE)

1.

'SANFORD & SON (.88) '

_GOOD,TIMES (,85)

_

3.

STREETS OF S.F. (.78)

4.

BARETTA (.69).

5.

ALL IN THE FAMILY (.67)

6.

F.B.I. (.66)

7.

STAR TREK (.64)

8.

Af.,L TOGETIIER NOW (.64)

9.

THE ROOKIES (.63)

10.

WELCOME RACK KOTTER (.63)

11.

BIONIC WOMAN (.61)

12%

STARSKY & HUTCH (.60)

13. 411 TONY ORLANDO (.59)
14.

POLICE STORY (.59)

15.

CHICO &TIE mAiti (.58)

16.

CHANNEL 7 MOVIE (.58)

17.

POLICE WOMAN (.58)

18.

CANNON (.57)

19.

MAUDE 1.56)

20.

CHANNEL 2 MOVIE (.56)

21.

22.

LET'S MAKE A DEAL (.55).
BARNEY MILLER (.55)

23.

HAWAII 5-0 (.55)

24.
25.

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES (.54)
RICH MAN, POdR gAN (.54t

26..

PRICE IS.RIQHT (.54)

27.

HAPPY DAYS (754)

28.

ROCKFOilb FILES (.53)

29.

M.A.S.H. 4.53

30.

ON.THE ROCKS i.52)

31.

WALTONS (.52)

p.

.

10.

_ODLE 1)

RATING X FREQ. or VIEWING SCORES FOR THE WEEK (TOP 30)

3,19
TUESDAY EVENING

11401(I/tY EVENING

j

CHANNEL 2 MOVIE

6)

6 , 77"

BOBBY VINTON

24)

4.36

procE 'Is RiGirD

*TAR TREK

7)

TnE
TRUTH ()it

WEDNESDAY EVENING

-J

111. .1.

)

FiourRs

maw", 2 ticM E 26 )6.70
1.*1

RHODA

39 )

ROCKS

PHYLLIS
CHANNEL 7 140171E

) 60. 3

4

26) 6.50

___

JOE FORRESTER

ALL I N THE }MI CY 51.2
CH MM/POOR
MAUDe

CSM JO:DI

qC:.

Mit/25)8.81.
19) 7.96

.1

6. 'it)

13)

TONY ORLANDO

mull, ON

Tim BIONIC WOMAN

AI1D DA141.1

HAPPY DAYS

27 )6.00

BAREIvrA

cow Titts

2)

WORLD 'hp WAR

11

LAVERNE AND SHIRLEY

CHICO 'ANT, THE MAN

17 ) 0, 3c4

THE DUMPLINGS

M*A*SiHA

6.2ft
2- i .--:------;

PETROC ELIA

THE noomEs

STARS f:Y AND NUM a. 2

ONE 'DAY AT A TM;

BLUE Kl1/41 I MIT

CI;11Y OF .ANCELS

sy1Tal

OTHER SI ICUS

OTHER ;$HOIIS
)
)

)

34

,1

18) 7.10____

CANNON

POLICE WomAN .

.

4)10.95

POPI

"

....*

'IOUS!: ON

liSDICAL CENTER

011 tit slIOWS

0711111

THE PiffilRIE

LET's wax A DEAL21)7.7)

,

com HAVENS

IAIIMelf*MmeIl

HOLLYWbOD SQUARES
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NEWS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS VIEWING
of our sample
It has been noted that about ohe person in seven
cited "the news" as one,of their three favorite television
these
programs; this ranked among the top six program types, in
Another way we triecrto assess how news and public
ierms.
aftairs/documentary programing was b'eing used by these responsdinply to inquire as to the frequency of iheir v4ewing
dents, was

a,variety of-such shows.
the four types included.

The results showed local news to lead

10. NATIONAL NEWS BROADCAST
25.4%
VERY OFTEN
24.1%
OFTEN

11: CURREW EVENTS pHows
15.8%
VERY OFTEN
14.3%
OFTEN
12. LOCAL.NEWS BROADCASTS
33.1%
VERY OFTEN
26.3%
OFTEN'
13. INTERVIEW SHOWS
VERY OFTEN
OFTEN

SOMETIMES
RARELY
NEVER

27.2%
14.2%
9 0%.

SOMETIMES
RARELY
NEVER

36.3%
17.4%
16.1%

SOMETIMES
RARELY
NEVER

23.5%
8 4%
8 7%

1

SOMETIMES...6..\-2946%
28,4%
.25
. 6%
NEVER

8 0%

8 3%

RARELY. ..

"often" or, "very
About 60 percent said they vieweci local news
often;" only 17 percent fell on the other, infrequent-usage
with some
end of the spectrum. A'few less viewed national" news
to What they reported. About half the,
frequency, Accordi
sample fell into th is high and, while about a quarter viewed
either "rarely" or "never."

l

Cr.
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When the general label "current events" shows was used (along
with the "Sixty Minutes" example); we found that less than one
third said they watched "often" or "very often," while even'a
few more were infrequent viewers, and the remaining third were
"sometimes" audience members.

The focus of the queistion on "interview shows" showed them to
be the lea4t frequently viewed in this.group; .three times as

.

many viewed only iiifrequently or not at all, contrasted to the
number which were,frequent viewers.

Overall, these_questions lead us to conclude that(the large
majority does tune in news (if not pUblic affairs shows) at
least once in a while, and that regular, frequent viewing
is apparently the rule for substantial numbers - about 60 percent
in the case of local news. The patterWhere fits what we have
surmised 'from,other areas of this investigation. That is, the
interest and participation in more local events and news coverage
is greater than is the case for less immediately relevant matters.

The specifics-on stations named in question 67 indicated that
there may be somethilig more than what immediately becomes
apparent here asto a set of reasons for selecting news sources.
67. WHICH CHANNEL DO YOU WATCH' MOST OFTEN:FOR LOCAL
EVENING NEWS?

9 9%
or ALL OF THEM
(an Oakland indepqndent)...3.3
7 0
(NBC)
j7.6
(cps)
35.4
KG0 Channel..? (ABC)
OOOOO ..2.5
)(MD Channel 9 (PBS). OOOOOOOOO
2 5
OTHERS
NO SPECIAL ONS
XTVU Channel 2
KRON Channel 4
XPIX Channel,5

Wben-we asked about resibns for viewing local news, we got
the responses tabulated below.
4
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68. COULD YOU TELL 1MS2W1WY 'TOU ESPECIALLY WATCH THE

NEWS ON THAT CHANNEL?
A GENERAL RESPONSE OR "NO SPECIAL RiASON"
COMMENTS ABOUT THE BREADTH OF COVERAGE
(e.g., "THEY COVER ALL THE NEWS")
COMMENTS ABOUT THE QUALITY OF COVERAGE
COMMENTS ABOUT NEWS TEAM PERSONNEL
(BUT NOT BLACKS)
COMMENTS ABOUT BLACKS ON THE NEWS TEAM
OTHER REASONS

23.1%
11.8

1841
8 6
10.9
27.6

}hiving -anticipated the general phenomenon of ,oui saMple's

prefering conteet and contekt which were familiar to them, the
low ihcidence of selecting a race-related reason for news
viewing preference,was surprising. Ther6 is a further aspect
of this point, however. That is the rank Order of the stations
relates closely to the Black representation figures on the local
news teams.

KPIX has three Black reporters, KRON has -tOo, and

the other two commercial stations'one, each. There are, on, the
format and contextual levels, no apparent differences between
these news programs. The times they are aired do differ, but
only slightly. We have to infer that,,even though it wen:t
unexpressed by most of our sample, the race of the news persond

does play some partym the selection procesos
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I.

VIEWING BLACK TV PROGRAMING
Our own pre-test data from 1975 substantiated-most of the
output of A.C. Neilsen's televisiop audience survey unit in
pointing out that such'"Black" shows (that feature Blacks in
leading roles, but are typically neither cieated nor Oroduded
by Blacks) as are on the air are quite pdpatar among Blaak
It was with this point in mind that we undertook,
audiences.
on the first wave of interviewing, to assess why our sample
felt as we expected th, would about these shows. We also
expapded a bit beyond the prime-time comedy shows that seem to,

draw the largest numbers of viewers to ask about news and
public affiars offerings as well. Tile questioning on.this
subject appeared-at the beginning of the first wave of P.m survey
for a specific reason: that.wai, we had found that open-ended
questions about positive issues (as these were fok most persdns)
tended to pUt respondents at ease.
"Sa,pford'and Son".was the first show about which we adked spe-

The respondents had almost all watched this
-program at some time (99.4%) and most 'of these'offere4,At least'
some positive evaluation Of what 'they had seen (92,3% described
"special good points" *bbut the program). We had tried, ih the
cific que'stions.

A

1975 pre-tests Of scales and question formats to devise codes
to apply to the expected positive affect that our eventual
'respondents would, have towards these'shows featuring Bladks.
The first code
They boiled doter: to a two dimensional system.
relating.fo why 'respo

nts liked these shows was a dichotomous
orientation. The comments were coded

4internal vs. extern1
as to either being in r ference to the reSpondent's personal
.-relationship to the show, the plbt, the actors, the characters,
.

s

etc., or werealong the lines.ot seeing the program content
as relating to the Black community at large. Examples of these
include: "Fred remfrids.me of my own fath.er in tas gruffness..."
and "I.feel tha

ny, show that deals with Blacks is good for

the community as a wUtiole..."

On this variable,we found "Sanford

and.Son" to te overWhelmingly "external" in the perception of
our respondents (95.9%).

The second dimension on vita& we sought to code perceptions of

the shows featuring Blacks was a trichotomy: either an xpression
of positive affect towards the actors or the characters, or
towprds the story line, plot, or situation in which the program
takes place, or finally, towards the issues that the program
deals writ) (e.g., poverty, unemployment).

Since pre-testing had revealed that these generally liked shows
featuring Bladks were not, bj any Means, univerisally liked or

unilaterally admired, we felt it would be instructionalo try
to assess what "bad points"bur respondents perceived in these
comedies. The code schema was'the same as opest one intended to
measure positive asriects of the pr4rams.

The results-of the positive coding for the "Sanford and Son"
show appear below:
15.

WOULD YOU SAY ARE THE SPECIAL GOOD POINTS OF
SANFORD.AnD SON?
APPEpiL OF PROGRAM PERSONAL, NTERNAL
4 1%
AFFECT LEVEL
APPEAL QF PROGRAM NON-PERSONAL, EXTERNAL
95.9%
(EMPHASIS- ON BLACK COMMUNITY)
REFERENCE OF GOOD POINTS'

I LIKE THE ACTORS, ACTING OR THE
CHARACTERS IN PROGRAM
I LIKE THE STORY LINES, PLOT, SITUATION
IN WHICH PROGRAM TAKES PLACE
.
I,LIKE THE ISSUES THAT THE PROGRAM
DEALS WITH (e.g., POVERTY, UNEMpLOYMENT).'

12

)

It is interesting to note that about equal numbers of our

sample made reference to the characters or the cast when citing
positive points about this program as made mention of thb
story line.
.

.

Only about 9, in ten persons referred to the issues dealt
with in the program as being a primary positive focal point.
When the amgaiive side of the stAtements about "Sanford and
Son" are examined, we find:

16. ARE THERE BAD POINTS TO SANFORD AND SON?
46.0%
YES
NO
P
INTERINAL4
6 8%
EXTERNAL

54.096

.

93.2%

REFERENCE OF BAD POINTS
I DON'T LIKE THE ACTORS* ACTING OR THE
CHARACTERS IN THE PROGRAM
27.1%
I DON'T LIKE THE STORYLINE* PLOT* SITUATION
56.5%
IN WHICH PROGRAM TAKES PLACE
I DON'T LIKE THE ISSUES THAT THE PROGRAM
DEALS WITH (e.g., POVERTY* UNEMPLOYMENT)
16.5%
Comparing the positive and negative remarks made about this
,

popular show, we are struck by these general conclusions:
First, there are many more positive comments than negative.

Second, the cast and/or the characters in the show are much
better liked than they are disliked. The balance swings in the
oppositeedirection when the story line,is the focus; that is,
mOre than half of the few who do have negative statements to

se statements4n the context
4
4P°
of some shortcoming in the 4
tory line; even fewer of the positive
comments referred to this aspect of the show.
(A
ical
response on the negative aide here was "If they
e going to
1(519
show a Black family, why does he have to be a junkman?") ,In
that this program i s apparently not perceived as being "issue
oriented," only small differences.showed up here bet
n the
make about this shoip., frame t

<1-,

.

414roportions making negative and positive remarks.

as

,

.

13

\A,

"Good Times" was the second television program about which
we made specific inquiry. Our pre-tests had indicated that
this family dramatic comedy was likely to appeal to a broader

audience on even a more positive set of attributes than the
almost purely comical "Sanford and Son." The results shown
below tend to support this expectation.

17. HOW ABOUT "GOOD TfMES," HAVE YOU EVER SEEN IT?
NO
97.5%
YES

2 5%

.1,/

18. WHAT-DO YOU CiiNSIDER TO BE THE GOOD POINTS OF
THIS SHOW?

GOOD POINTS REPORTED
94.3%
YES
INTERNAL (PERSONAL)
EXTERNAL (NONPERSONAL)

5 7%

NO
6 7%
'93.3%

REFERENCE OF GOOD POINTS
I LIKE THE ACTORS, ACTING' OR THE CHARACTERS
IN PROGRAM
I LIKE THE STORY LINES, PLOT, SITUATION IN
WHICH PROGRAM TAKES PLACE
I LIKE THE ISSUES THAT THE PROGRAM DEALS
WITH (e.g., POVERTY, UNEMPLOYMENT

31.9%

45.9%
4

22.2%

19. WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER TO.BE THE BAD POINTS OF "GOOD'
TIMES"?
BAD POINTS REPORTED
53.5%
NO
46.5%
YES
INTERNAL (PERSONAL)
EXTERNAL (NONPERSONAL)

2 2%
.197.8%

REFERENCE OF BAD,POINTS
lt

I DON'T LIKE THE ACTORS, ACTING OR THE
28.8%
CHARACTERS IN PROGRAM
I'DON"T LIKE,THE-STORY LINES, PLOT, SITUATION
56.8%
IN WHICH PROGRAM TAKES PLACE
I DON'T LIKE THE ISSUES THAT THE PROGRAM
14.4%
DEALS WITH (e.g., POVERTY, UNEMPLOYMENT)
Again, almost all our respondents had viewed this show;
similarly, almost all,offered positive comments and the great
.

lb

V

majority of these were of the "external," community-related type.

711)important
sho
them.

differences between the responmes to the two
id question came in the coding of the reasons for liking

While the numbers Ao cited their liking for the plot

or story line were about the same here as' on "Sanford 'and Son,"
there was a marked shift away from stating A liking for the
characters or actors in "Good Times."

Seemingloy, these persons

shifted towards a doubling for th*r liking of the issues taken

.

'up in the show.. We can only gueis the extent that this latter
point-represents.a leaning towards more serious than Comical
treatment of the Haack community's basic problems.

The taped

protocols did show this to' be an important point of explanation.
But the" was also ttie frequently mentioned presence:of the full
family - parents and yot;ng children.. The respondents not

infrequently suggested that many of TV's Black families were
too stereotypically fatherless to sui,t them.
,On the rest of-the parameters of liking and disliking, "Good

A

Times" phowed very similarly to "Sanford and Son."
As Ae two shows above havf in common a basic working class
milieu for the story line, the third Show we exilmined, "The
Jeffetsons" deals with an upper-middle class:Black family,
?residents of an otherwise almost all-white environmeht'. the

outstanding comic theme is the male protagonist's flaunting of
his economic success and trying to force on any and all the,

concomitant social success he feels he deserves. It Was
" V
expected that because this upper-middle class setting would be
foreign to most of our'respondents, they would react .accordingly
.14

and, with some negativism towards this program.

20. HAVE YOU.EVER SEEN "THE JEFFERSONS"?
92.5%
NO
YES

45

715%

21. WHAT DO YOU,THINK: ARE THE 111AIN GOOD POINTS?

GOOD POINTS REPORTED.
rts
92.3%

es

go

7 %

8 7%

INTERNAL (PERSONAL)
EXTERNAL (NONPERSONAL)

.91.3%

REFERENCE OF GOOD. POINTS

,LIKE THE ACTORS, ACTING OR THE CHARACTERS
IN PROGRAM
.1

I DIKE THE STORY LINES
I

nofr

SITUATION IN

WHICH PROGRAM TAKES PLACE
I LIKE THE" ISSUES THAT THE PROGRAM DEALS
WITH (e.g., POVERTY, UNEMPLOYMENT)

27.1%

52.5%
20.4%

22. HOW ABOUT /TS MAIN BAD POINTS?

BAD POINTS REPORTED
51.4%
YES

Na

INTERNAL (PERSONAL)...
EXTERNAL (NONPERSONAL)

48.6%

*8 Yg
91.7%

REFERENCE OF BM') POINTS

I DON'T LIKE THE ACTORS, ACTING OR THE
43.1%
I DON'T LIKE THE STORY LINES, PLOT, SITUATION
43.8%
IN WHICH PROGRAM TAM PLACE
i DON'T LIKE THE ISSUES THAT THE PROGRAM
13.1%
DEALS WITH (e.g., POVERTY, UNEMPLOYMENT)

CHARACTERS IN PROGRAM....

A few less of our sample had viewod this show and a few less
offered"positive comments about it than for the other two
There war; also a.very slightly increased use of nonshows.
community related comments here..., ,The smallest numbers on any

.

of the three shows of respondenis used the "I like the actors..."
reason for their positive mentiim of "The Jeffersons." But
even here the-issues orientatiOq was relatively high. It is not
unlikely that the reference was to the constant Jeffersops'
theMe of individual and group racism, even applied to 'a family
which,has "made it" economically.
On only this show of the three was there a,majority of respondent!,

1
toe

who volUnteered bad points about the program, but there was only
* small plurality.. Of those who did make negative comments,

howver, the reasoning was substantially different in this show
than on the others.

A large surge in "not liking the characters

Unfortunately, our system of coding
did not discriminate between the two possibilities here, although.
wis suspect that disliking the boorish "George Jefferson"*would
or the actors" wail noted.

probably contaminate any ratings that we might have tried to
make.of t1

actor, Sherman Hensley.

Aslde from the differences we have noted between the three
shows, there is A single ovorriding commonality to be seen.
That is, pretty much regardless of the' empathy'the viewer has

for the shows or the characters (they'are all apparently perceived,
,

to deal equally well with what are the same basic issues),
The
there is'a "levelling" effect that worips on all three'.

respondents we talked to almost all shared the attitude that
whatever the details involved, as long as the show dealt with
some aspect of the Black experience, it was to be viewed, on
balance, as beina positive.
While we received not a few comments about the excessive'stereotypy

shows, 41e unequivocally negative
comment was indeed rare. In another section of this paper,
we will discuss the other eide of this matterr that,is, what
kinds of programing,these respondents would prefeelo4ave on
and/or insensitivity of these

television if given their choice.

/.
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VIEWING BLACK NiWS/PUBLIC AFFAIRS:, PREFACE
4

One of the primary thrusts of this ntire rese'arch project
was to ascertain how reliant Black people are on television for
obtaining news that is especially reklevant'to their lives and '
their general cultural environment. Much of the literature
that bear* on this question is consistent with the premise
that an oral tradition is at the heart of how the community
works.

It has ben suggested that this is related to African

life-style patterns that still survive in contempOrary
American Black culture.

our own thinking leads us to intuit that the way television
may be used by Black people today could be functidnally defined
ao just a sometimes, somehow mediated, form Of fate to face
oral communication. This is a hijhly speculative suggestion,
but worth considering as the data from these interviews in San
Francisco are examined.

One very broad swipe at answering the question is provided by
looking at the results of three pertinent elements of the
first wave interview.

45. WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW HOW MUCH YOU RELY/ON TELEVISION
'AS YOUR SOURCE OF INFORMATION ABOUT 'BLACKS AND THE
BLACK commuNITy. LWOULD YOU SAY YOU RELY..i,
32 9%
VERY MUCH. ..... .13.0% .NOT TOO MUCp
,..
14.6%
NOT
AT
ALL
PRETTY MUCH
14.0%
SOMEWHAT... ..... 25. 5%

There is a clear negatiVe ikewness to the diekribution of
responses.here. In one respect, that would deem to reflect
poorly on not only what television is doing, but inferentially
on what it could do for intra-community information transmission.

48
5: -

On the other hand, given the bbjective realAty di haw extremely
limited television is for the 1,1ack San Francisceseinterested
in his awn community, it is surprising that as many respondents

&rad

so, expressed some reliance on this medium.-''r

If the data on reliance on newspapers for Black community news
are examined alongside the TV results, we find the two tv be

This is most unexpected since there are at least
two major weekly newspapers widely circulated in the community
(Tile Sum Reporter and Muhammud Speaks or The Bilalian News).

very close.

461 HOW ABOUT NEWSPAPERS? WOULD YOU SAY..,
NOT TOO MUCH
10.1%
VERY MUCH
NOT AT ALL
11.0%
PRETTY MUCH
30. 6%.
*SOMEWHAT
,

30.9%
17..4%

Either one of two tentative statements about the abOve seem
warranted. First, these two major mass media may be only
minimally used to obtain information about the Black community.
Thisnwould, of course, fit our expectations.

The second possibility is that the newspaper results here are
artifactuallyilOwered because the question may have been
misinterpreted o mean "daily newspapers," tilis makes logical
sense, especially when the question followa one,about another
daily medium, i.e., television.

Even if this latter point has some credibIlity, the responses to
4.he even, broader open-ended question tabulated below underscore
the apparently minor role that mass media play in this Black
community's internal news transmission system..
6.

47. WE WoULD LIKE TO KNOW WHAT IS YOUR MAIN SOURCE OP
INFORMATION ABOUT BLACKS AND THE BLACK COMMUNITY?
24.2%
FRIENDS.
TELEVISION....' 12.6%
1 3%
6 V%
RELATIVES
RADIO.,
29.7%
OTHER
21.3%
NEWSPAPER
4 5%
MAGAZINES

the mass media are designated by only
Taken in coMbination,
45 percent of the sample as.their main news/information source
about the community. Of the remainder, a few more persons
named 'interpersonal sources outside rather than inside their
own immediate social environment.

Nbne of these questions sought to address directly the ultimate
point here: how could television, with all its oral, quasipersonal ubiquitousnelos, be made to perform better as a source
of ineormation for Black people in the community'? This will be
discussed at length later in this paper.

4.140116.
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WEWING,BLACK NEWS/PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMING.
In the San Francisco area in 1976 there were'Precious few
television programs created by Blacks and aimed at Blabk
audiences.

There is, of course, the occasional, nationally

originated special like the heralded "Autobiography of Miss
Jane p4ttman" which may gave greaf dramatic impact. Their
.

infrequency, however, underscores the callous way the industry
seems to ignore its minority audiences. To try to measure our
sample's reactions to that programing which does appear regularly on.local television, we asked several questions on each
the first and third wave of interviewing. The major focus
was on news and "public affairs" shows.

The CBS owned station in San Francisco has, during most of,the
past year, pr91uced and aired a show called "All Together Now."
;emis nominally designed to cover the whole Of the citY's many
cultural dimensions, but probably focuses more on the Black
community=than on others. The maln mover and on-air person
involved with this production is Belva Davis,. a veteran news-

person on the station. When we'asked our respondents.whether
they viewed Davis! show, the results came out as below:

23. NOW, THERE ARE A FEW SHOWS ON TELEVISION WHICH DULL
WITH NEWS ABOUT WHAT'S HAPPENING IN THE BLACK COM"ALL TOGETHER NOW,"JIOSTEp 'BY BELVA DAVISMUNITY.
ON CHANNEL 5 FilIDAY EVENINGS IS ONE OF THESE: WE
WOULD LIKE TO KNOW WHETHER you HAVE EVER SEEN THIS SHOW.
'
21. 0
78.6%
NO
YES
24. WOULD YOU SAY YOU WATCH THIS SHOW...
RARELY
10.2%
-VERY OFTEN
,NEVER
13.3%
OFTEN
36.1%
SOMETIMES

51
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18.5%
21.9%

25. HOW WOULD YOU RATE "AirTOGETHER NOW," HOSTED BY
BELVA DAVIS... WOULD YOU SAY IT IS...
4...0.8%
RAD
VERY flOOD. . . . . . .38.0%
1 2%
VERY
BAD
43.1%
GOOD
JUST ALL RIGHT..16;9%
Some four out of filie persons'in the sample had,viewed Belva
Davis' show, and of this number about 80 percent rated the show
generally isfis being "good" dr "very gOod." While this is a
creditabae. position, it i tempered significantly by the finding
that-out of -thgee who had seen the show, more than twice. as-.

many said they view it only "sometimes" or "rarely" as said
that they watch "often" or "very often."
$
The public television "Black Perspective on the News" was
another show about which we asked the same series of questions.

26. HAVE YOU EVER SEEN THE SHOW CALLED "BLACK PERSPECTIVE
ON THE NEWS" THAT COMES ON CHANNEL 9, LATE SUNDAY NIGHTS?
56.2%
NO
43.8%
'YES
27. HOW OFTEN DO YOU WATCH THIS SHOW?

VERY OFTEN.....*.4.6% *RARELY
NEVER
5 6%
OFTEN
SOMETIMES

13.3%
56.2%

20.4%

28. HOW WOULD YOU SAY THIS SHOW IS...

32.1%
VERY GOOD
0e7 46.4%
GOOD
20.7%
JUST ALL RIG

/BAD

VERy BAD

0 7%
0 0%

In this case, only about 44 percent of the sample had ever
viewed the program. Again, however, the rating's by those who
had viewed were quite, high; some 46 perc9nt called it "good"
and 32 percent "very good." Only a single person rated this
show negatively. However, the same kind of caveat as applied
'above to these good marks comes intoplay here. That is, frequency of viewing "Black Perspectives" was low; more than three

times as many respondents viewed "sometimes" or "rarely" as
viewed "often", or "very often."
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was the third specific
Another PTV offering, "Black Journal
program presentedo our respondents in the way described above.
Here we found the loWest frequency of viewing of all three
programs.

29. "BLACK JOURNAL" IS ANOTHER CHANNEL 9 SHOW. HAVE YOU
EVER SEEN THIS PROGRAM?
67.3%
NO
32.7%.
YES

-

4

30. noW OFTEN DO YOU GET TO WATCH "BLACK JOURNAL"?
WOULD YOU SAY...
11.7%
RARELY
3 2%
VERY OFTEN'
65.6%
NEVER
4 4%
OFTEN
15.1%
SOMETIMES

31. HOW WOULD YOU RATE THIS SHOW? WOULD YOU SAY IT IS...
0 0%
BAD
31.5%
VERY GOOD
9 7%
35.5% VERY BAD
GOOD
JUST ALL RIGHT 23.4%
Only about one third of the respondents said they had viewed
"Black Journa44" We again found the same pattern on the two
evaluative questions about this prOgram. While ratings ok the

program were high, the frequenqy of watching it was very low.
Even though they are only infrequently aired, KQED, the public
station in the city, does offer other Black 'community-oriented
programing from time to time. It'was to cover these shows and
to focus on the general level thht wesasked'the non-specific
question tibulated below:
32. ASIDE FROM THE SHOWS WE MENTIONED A MINUTE AGO,
THERE ARE OTHER PROGRAMS,THAT CHANNEL 9 PUTS ON THAT
RELATE TO THE BLACK COMMUNITY. HOW OFTEN WOULD YOU
SAY YOU SEE THESE OTHER PROGRAMS?
30.5%
RARELY
** .2.8%
VERY OFTEN.
34.0%
NEVER
6'9%
OFTEN
SOMETIMES.. ..... 25.9%

Fewer than ten percent of the samPle avows "often" watchinb
these "other" KQED shows about Blacks, anpther quarter are
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°Sometimes" viewers, and the remaining majority.virtually
nvr tune in. (This latter finding is mitigated somewhat When
the figures for general non-attendance .to this station are
examined., A share of the "never wotch" contingent above may
well be persons' whose receivers do not get a good picture from
this station's broadcasts.)

Even despite the low incidences of viewing Black fare on PTV
or "All Together Now" by this sample, and their stated desire
for more Bladk-related programing, we felt that a question
about.kinds of prbgraming desired would be fruitful. ,The table
below shows that desires are-Well distributed, but aPpprenilk
ced..ter on what might be labelled "high iriformation.."
A

33. OVERALL, WHAT OTHER KINDS OF TV PROGRAMS DO YOU
THINK SHOULD BE AIRED THAT WOULD APPEAL TO THE
BLACK COMMUNITY HERE IN THE BAY AREA?
21.7%
CULTURAL SHOWS
t24.7%,
NEWS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS
15.0%
DRAMA
22.1%
EDUCATION (INCL. CHILDREN)
16.5%
OTHER.v
REALITY vs. FANTASY ORIENTATION
NON-FICTION
24.4%
FICTION

75 6%

One interesting datum here is the low rankAng that "drama" gets
on the code schate we developed from what were open-ended
qUestions in-the interview. The fact that just less th'an-halC
the Sample expressed the desire for news/public affairs or
educational programs is what led us to conclude that "hard
information" is what is being asked for'by our respondents.
e

One additional view of the programing desired by our respondents was provided 'by our recoding the data from the previous
table into a dichotomy we chose to call "reality vs. faptasy,
orientation," or "fiction vs. pcmt-fiction." The resu4s hei'e
showed how the "hard information"-seeking dominates hat this
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sample said it wants from television's offering6" to the Black
community.

On Wave 3 a more general question was asked about television.,
programing desired, there was no reference made here to the
Black community as a target audience. It is interesting to
compare what came from this apprOach with the preceding.
GENERAL PROGRAMING DESIRED
BLACK SHOWS EXCLU6IVELY
SHOW TYPES WITHOUT MENTION OF RACE
COMBIN4TVON OF THE ABOVE
.

.26.0%
57.9%

While there might seem to be contradictory implications to this
predominance of mentioning shows which are not specifically
Black-related, we feel that this isnot actually the case.
Subsequent analysis of the relationships between media behavior

<tt,

and attitudes and the complex of alienaei.on variables we measured
will bear on this. For the moment, though, just. Presenting the
table below may be worthwhile.'

95. THERE ARE SEVERAL BLACK PROGRAMS ON TELEVISION NOW.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE A LOT MORE BLACK PROGRAMS,
A FEW MORE, OR ARE YOU SATISFIED THE WAY IT IS NOW?
6 0%,
SATISFIED
72.3%
A LOT
21.7%
A FEW MORE

,

Almost theee quarte-te4f the sample said they wanted "a lot.
mo.re" Black programs on television than existed at the time of
the research, and all'but a few of the remainder said they
wanted "a few more."

Beyond the observation that the context of these several questions
peobably affected somewhat the intensity of the response,ewb
are led to this tentative generalization: Our sample of adults
in San Francisco wants more Black programing, especially
information about their own community and culture, and even "
more and better pure entertainment programing. There are few

g'approaching an exclusive diet

in the sample who' wanted anyt

of Bladfare on television,(Just as there were few who expressed
the desire to live in an exclusively Black neighborhood, see
Wave.1, Q101).

0

GENERAL REASONS FOR WATCHING BLACK SHOWS ON TV
In keeping with the multi-measure.strategy used,throughout
this research, we tried a general approach to assessing reasons
for watching shows that featured Blacks. The reasons built

inio this closed ended question wer derived from earlier work
we had done in this area.

35. HERE ARE SOME GENERAL REASONS OTHER PEOPLE HAVE GIVEN
FOR WATCHING BLACK-ORIENTED PROGRAMS. WE WOULD LIKE
TO,,KNOW WHETHER EACH OF THESE STATEMENTS APPLIES TO
U A LOT, A LITTLE, OR NOT AT ALL.
A LITTLE NOT AT ALL
A LOT
YOU WATCH
THESE SHOWS...
37.0%
37.3%
25.8%
0 RELW....
A. JUST
25.2%
39.9%
B. TO GETNA GOORD LAUGH...34.9%
t

-,

C.

TO GET Ii1FORMATION

25:5%

ABOUT WHAT%S HAPPENING.47.5%
D. BECAUSE Y00 CAN RELATE
TO THE CHARACTERS IN
44.4%
'THE SHOW
E. TO SEE HOW SOME OTHER
PEOPLE SOLVE THEIR
31.1%
EVEHOWY PROBLEMS
F. BECAUSE THEY SHOW HOW
THINGS AgE IN REAL
32.4%
LIFE
G. JUST TO SEE FOLKS THAT
24.594
LOOK LIKE YOURSELF
H. BECAUSE SOMEONE ELSE
IN THE FAMILY INSISTS
11.2%
ON WATCHING
I. JUST TO PASS THE TIME.17.1%

1%

33.9%

27 .0%

1

21.7%
,

29.2%

39.8%

38.9%

28.7%

21.1%

54.3%

23.3%

65.5%

.

The-major finding here is that we have another &mo tration of
the importance to our sample of the generic variable we have
labelled "telling it like it is" or "realism." The highest
loadings of agreement with these statements about reasons for
watching Black shows in general include Xhree such: i.e.,
"xelating to the characters...," "showing things as they are in
.

(:

Oh'
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real lige,0 and "to get information about what's happening..."

-

What appears to be pure and simple humor-seeking (albeit with
race-related overtones) is also very strong among ihese viewing
reasons.
4;

The viewing rea

ns which our sample rejedted as relatinij to

ow viewing rationales were all'in what we
could call the "passille" group. Neither "just passing the
their own Black

time...," acquiescing to another family member's desire to
watch a particular program, nor "just relaxing..." were important
to this set of respondents in this context.
A

The resvilts of question G. ("to see folks that look like your.

self") may indicate an expression of the negative social
desirability of the question.

On the other hand, we feel that

.a more thorough interpretation here is that while seeing Blacks

on television is a necessary condition for being satisfied with
the me&um, it is not, in itself, a .sufficient state of affairs.
Olier and over, the audio-taped protocols Contained comments

that amounted to "...well, watching Fred Sanford,is better than

not getting to watch any-Black folks at all on TV.9 but they
ought to have more mod programs on about us.," '
.
I

7
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'ATTITUDES TOWARaS

,

TELEVISION'S TREATMENT OF BLACKS
a

The question of our respondents' attitudes aboutthe daily
newspapers in San Francisco was ansWered fairly unequivocally.

Given the time and att4ntion that the sample paid to newspapers,
we did not seek to ask their separate evaluations of fhe news
and feature components of the papers. The distinction is often
In
a difficult one to make, e;en for students of jounalism.
television, however, it seemed to us that the time and apace
definitions were Mfich clearer as to what is news and what'is
entertainment. The questions we devised (again derivations from
Schumann and Hachett,1t1974) to evaluate how our sample felt
about television were thus separated into two groupings. The

entertainment'group focuse4especially on the growjng numbers
of entertainment programs:which feature,Black performers.

:The initial cut at the'question of trust in television was on
,

the general evaluative level as tabulated below:
85, DO YOU FEEL THAT YDU CAN TRUST QUJTE A BIT OF WHAT'YOU
SEE ON:TELEVISION OR CAN YOU JUST TRUST A LITTLE BIT
OF IT, OR NONE OF IT AT-ALL?
10.994
NONE AT ALL
15.0%
QUITE A BIT .
74.1%
A LITTLE-BIT
,

About three-quarters ot the sample expressed the thought that
they could only trust "a,little bit" of what they saW on TV.
,As contrasted to the'parallel newspaper .question, we find that

a few more persons fall into the high trust bategoty, but the
ultiMate differencee; between the two media on this non-speCific
trust questionitre inconsequential.

While the next question was not strictly speaking an evaluative
6

one, we intended that it be closely related to this complex.

The focus of the question wenhe several Black-related situatioh
comedies Vhich have appeared on prime-time network'TV for the
1.aPt,two seasons. Xs had'beern the case in the newspaper question,
we built in a time compariscin to this quest4on: that is,- the

responses shoUld represent no4 an absblute judgment about the
present 'situation but rather A statement.about the, adequacy of
the ."recent" progress made by Xfie television industry in this
area.

ERTS ARE SAYING NOW THAT TELEVISION OVER
86. A NUMBER OF
THE PAST FEW YEARS ISDOING A MUCH BETTER JOB OF
S FAIRLY IN ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMS.
TREATING BL
OTHER,PEOPLE SAY' THAT THERE HAS NOT BEEN OUCH REAL CHANGE
FOR4THE BETTER. WHICH DO YOU THINK IS SO?
MUCH BETTER JOB..38.0%
NOT MUCH CHANGE...53.0%

DON'T,KNOW

9 0%

Most Norsons still select the retponse category which amounts
to a negative statement about this medium; i.e., "not much
real change," But almost four in ten reported that there had
been, a" poSktive Change... that'"television over the past few

years 14 doing a much better job of treating BlaCks fairly.in
entertainment programs..."

However, thepositive implication of these .results i
someWhat when the data tabulated belbw are examinea.

modified

s

89. IN GENERAL, DO YOU 'THINK THAT THE TELEVISION ENTERcTATNMENT PEOPLE WANT TO SEE BLACKS GET A BETTER BREAK
OR DO IOU FEEL AS THOUpH THEY WOULD'JUST.AS SOON KEEP
BLACKS DOWN, OR DON'T THtY CARE ONE WAY OR IIHE OTHER?

BETTER BREAk......24.9%
KEEP BLACKS DOWN..26.8%

THEY-DON'T 'CARE...48.3%

Fully one, quarter-of the sample felt quite positivelT,towards
television people's, motive's here, but -anequal number expressed
-,negative fpelings.

The remaining half said that they felt that

"television'people didn't card one may or the other about it.,."

Wd see this latter findirm ai indicating disfavor rather than

4

6
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,

neutrality.

If it is thus interpreted, 'it fits with, the preceding

(and following) data.

Local news programs in tit'f't 94;11 Francisco are* have, within
the past couple of years:. expanded their minprity staffing

t
somewhat. 'Even if the use of,Ellack newspersons seems predomr
inantly to be on the.weekend 'shows, the fact iW that more Blacks
are spending more time on caMera on local news shows than'was
(- remains to be researched how coverage
the case in the past.
of'the Black community has fared during the !tame time period.)
Our question designed to essess-tir effects tt this on the
(potential) Black, adult audience obtained,these results.

87. HOW

BO4 TEL2VISION'S.PR6ORIWtWdOG

BLACKS

FAIRIX ON LOCAL.NEWS PROGRhM81::DO 1.60U,TflIt0( THERE.A LOT,OF PROGRESS. J4 *ws covat/Op OF, BLACKS
H4S B
AST
FEW YEARS, NOT, cO.PROPRES,$)r'' ALL, OR
IN THE

DON'T Y U KNOW?

A LOT OF PROGRESS..33.0%
NOT MUCH PROGRESS,055.8%

WW,T
A.

'Moat still felt thot there had "not been inuch progress,." but a

third of the sample classified the changes

ofprogresS.°
7,

A cloie concOmitant of this adequacy of cov
,the one that inquired about trust

in.news,:of

cf.'t question was

the Black community.

9. HOW ABOUT THE NEWS YOU WATCH ON TEISVISION ABOUT THE
BLACK COMMUNITY... CAN YO0 TRUST...
NONE AT ALL
7 9%
-QUITE A BIT.,. .16.7%
74.5%
A LITTLE OF IT
It is apparent that a positive assessment of fair treatment of
.
Bladks on local news does not necessarily result in crediting
the mediumwill trpatworthiness. The data here r*gres to the
pattern seen previously. That is, three-quarters of t e sample
;.t
expressed "only a little trust" in TV news about the 1211 ck
..

The margin among the remaining persons is tippedin
the direction of trust rather than distrust, but this does not
community.

really change the overall situation markedly; it is still
negative, on balance.

Perhaps the poor trust ratings ars just part of a generally
low rating on the trust dimension as far is TV news is concerned.
94. DO YOU THINK THAT THE NEWS YOU SEE ON TEleEVISION CAN
BE TRUSTED (MITE A BIT, A LITTLE BIT, OR NOT AT ALL?

QUITE A BIT
A LITTLE BIT

19.3%
73.9%

.

NOT AT ALL

The same large proportion of respondents rated their trust in
general TV news as.marginal, although almost one-fifth now
express "quite a bit of trust" in geheral news on television,
and very few are completely without trust.

The final news-oriented dimension of this sequence dealt with
perceptions of television news people's attitudes towards Blacks.
90. HOW ABOUT l'HE TELEVISION NEWS PEOPLE... HOW DO YOU
SUPPOSE THEY FEEL ABOUT GIVING BLACKS A BETTER BREAK,
KEEPING THEM DOWN, OR pop'T THEY CARE EITHER WAY?

BETTER BREAK
27.4%
KEEP BLACKS DOWN .20.2%

THEW DON'T CARE

52.3%

Somerhat more than one.quarter see televisiop people as being
quite positive on this'question of "giving Blacks a better
break..:" a few less stated that they feel negatively.obout
TV people's motives on *this.

It is most interesting here to
note that the bulk of the respciTies were in the non-commital
categoryt that is, imputing indifference to the "television
news people..."

Given the predominance pf the "little bit"
responses in almost all the preceding qmestIons, it seems
reasonable to read this in the same fashion.
4

Looking at the results of these.trust and adequacy-of-coverage

questions and at those,assessing perceptions of television's
basic motivations towards Blacks, the similarity with the
results on entertainment programing is striking.

To generalize,

)

it would seam that this sample of San Francisco Black adults
feels this way about television news; (a) They do not feel
that there is enough coverage of Black community news; (b) they

distrust television news in general but especially distrust
.what news there is about their own people;..(c) nevertheless,
they feel that the situation has shown some progress over what
it was several years ago.

The recurrent theme, whether applied to Fred Sanford or to
there is
local weekend anchorperson Andrew Hill is... "Perhaps
being treated, but we are
some improvement in the way we're
nowhere near being satisfied if this is where the improvement
stops." khe parallel course that this draws to the statements
made on the political questions in this research are interesting,
albeit not unexpected.

There is, in San Francisco television, nothing approaching a
truly BlAck television station. Our subsequent examination of
the questions which deal with attitudes towards the Black press,
shOuld provide the cross-media analysis which can give added
meaning to all these assessments of what are, after all, White

mass media serving predominantly White audience.
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INTEREST IN POLITICS

Interest in politics is a variable that cillold have important
relationships both to outcomes like voting itself or in
several ways to media behaviors as 'well. Since the term of the
field woxk on this panel was designed to take into account the
developing political story leading up to the November general
election, we asked political interest question's and about
related areas like participation in political activities, etc.,
on all three interviewing waves. Th broadest formcof the
political interest question generated the results shown below
(from Wave 1).

80. IN GENERAL, WOULD YOU SAY THAT YOU ARE VERY INTERESTED,
:IN POLITICS, NEUTRAL IN POLITICS, UNINTERESTED, OR
VERY tNINTERESTED IN POLITICS?
10.3%
UNINTERESTED
VERY INTERESTED.14.3%
VERY UNINTERESTED..5.0%
43.6%
:INTERESTED
26.8%
NEUTRAL
Almost four times as many persons expressed a positive interest
in politics as were negative about the area, and only one
quarter were neutral on it. On the slightly different dimension
of perceived importance of the subject of politics, presumably
a question that tapped a more general cognitive dimension, even
greater numbers of positive responses were counted.
e.1

77. HOW IMPORTANT AN ISSUE DO YOU THINK POLITICS IS?
YOU THINK IT IS
4 4%
UNIMPORTANT
VERY IMPORTANT. 40.6%
VERY UNIMPORTANT..1.9%
31.9%
IMPORTANT
21.2%
SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT

DO

If this is examined as a bipolar, symmetrical scale as it was
intended to be perceived, then we ha4re eleven times as many

persons on the positive side as were on the "unimportrt"
or negative side. Almost three quarters of the sample saw

.1

politica as an Aportant issue.
In the abstract then, we find only minor evidence of a "don't
care" feeling about general political matters in this sample
of adults. This is a more definitive statement than it would
The Democratic Presidential candidate was, by the time
seem.
this suryey was fielded, so clearly perceived to be Mr. Carter
that there was virtually no contest after the first primary in
New Hampshire and the big victories in Pennsylvania and Illinois.

/Further, the polls showed at that time that neither Republicap
hopeful was going to have much of a chance in the November
election if Carter was the Semocratic nominee.
The analyses to follow.will deal with the many ramifications
of how th.6'basic salience of politics tortilla sample manifests
itself in specific attitudes and behaviors.
Interest in the 1976 presidential campaign is the first such
specifically focused vatiable we shall examine. This question
was first asked in the Wave 1 interviews during March - May.
The time period commenced at the start of the primary campaign
(coinciding with the start of reporting on the-first large

primary states) and ran through the last coliple of weeks before'
the California primary on June 8.

.

While the field work was conducted over a longer time span than
anticipated, it is'stiil felt that the important interest and
activity variables were not upset significantly. The figures
for interest in the 1976 presidential campaign showed that some
58 percent were positively interested, about a quarter were

neutral on it, and about one in sekren persons expressed a
definite lack of interest.
re-

81. WOULD'YOU SAY YOU ARE VERY INTERESTED IN T8E 1976
PRtSIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN, .01141RE YOU INTER;ESTED, NEUTRAL,
UNINTBRESTED, OR VERY WINTERESTED?
UNINTERESTED......10.9%
VERY INTER;STED:20.3%
38a% VERY UNINTERESTED..3.7%
INTERESTED
26.9%
NEUTRAL
These results 'are very close to the set aimihg at a measure of
-general interest in poliiics. One would.susPect, in facte

that at any given time in.a Presidential election yeareg'getteral
interest and presidential campaign interest are one and the
,

same concept.

.

The first update on the general interest question was administered in the second wave interview; this wis a telephone
contact (except for some 40 persons who had no phones and were
therefore interviewed in person) made between May 25 dhd June 7.

The figures looked like this.

VERY /NTERESTED.32.0%
..38.5%
INTSRESTED
10.4%
NEUTRAL

UNINTE4nklist*
yERY'URINTERMWT

)

,.,
.

\

00.4k%g

'As expected, with the election imminent, interest was apparently
increasing..-, and thiA despite the later to-be-discussed fact
that 41 percent of our sample was not even.registered to vote.

The final update on this interest questiom came in the middle
of the third wave interview. In this post-primary segment of
the field work, we found these relatively unchanged result's:

VERY INTERESTED.28.1%
INTERESTED ..... 39.5%
17.9%
NEUTRAL

8 7%
UNINTERESTED
VERY UNINTERESTED..5.7%

In general, thdke has been a slight slump in the loadings oh
the extremes of the distribution of interest and the shift is
towards the center position ("neutral"). We would have been
surprised if this were not the case, giyen the locked-up nature
of the Democratic Presidential race both before and after the
ft

Convention.'

POLiTICAL ALIENATION
Although there have been numbers of items and scales devised .to

measure how antipathetic an individual is towards pc4itics in
general or towards parts-of "the system," our feeling"was that
none of them applied sufficiently well in the present case to
warrant direct application.

The premise was that traditional .

means of assessing political alienati9n couldmot make appropriate definitions of the very important component which Black
people share to a greater or leiser degree: ihat is, "alienation
from white society:"
4

The descriptions elsewhere in this paper'of the feelings our
sample had for Blacks in political office have shown that it
air

is not eleCtive office ar se or a demockatic systel; of governance from which Blacks are aliended. Rather, it seems to be
the system as it exists today that keeps Biack people from more.,
active participatory roles or even from political information...--

esekJng -via mass media, or from communicating with elected
officials themselves.

Increases over recent years in several of the components of
what over41 might be, labelled "political participatIon" may
presage increases in more-and more of the_components of the
In fact, it is inteesting to speculato whether the
process.
'

statements Of high interest levels which our research found
are the first link in, a chain.

It could proceed from statements

of iriterest (even if partly just a response to the perceived
social desirabilIsty of 'being interested) to more intense

interest-oriented behaviors (like atteeling to media coverage
on the issues), to (close-to-home) personal information seeking

and exchange, and finally to direct interchange (both seeking
information and demanding that information be acceptedryith both
Blacks-and then non Blikcks wlthin the political system itself.

Rather than present to our respondents either eXisting scales
that purport to measure political' alienation; or to synthesize
from several scales a single presumably relevant scale for our
special purpose here, we chose to offer just a few items bearing
on political alienatiorip as it is Itsually conceptpliged. The
whole of the picture of how our sample feels removed 'from tlie
dominalli'culture, and, of course, from the part of it which

politics represents, must be pieced together after examining
the many components which we asbert it has. The four questiorit
naire items which we finally used to address the questi8n afe,,
tabulated below.
s

23. HERE ARE SOME STATEMENTS PEOPLE HAVE BEEN MAKING ,
ABOUT POLITICS. WE WOULD LIKE'TO KNOW WHETHER YOU
STRONGLY AGREE, AGREE, NEUTRAL, DISAGREE OR
STROpGLY DISAGREE...
A. THE POLITICAL DECISIONS POSSIBLE IN THIS COUNTRY
ARE SHAKY COMRROMISES.

STRONGLY AGRE...31.3X DISAGREE
32.1% STRONGLY DiSAGREE..4.25
AGREE....
15.8%:
NEUTRAL
B. MOST OF OUR LEADERS ARE DEVOTED TQ THE SERVICE OF
OUR COUNTRY.
.

39 .,6%
DISAGREi
STRONGLY AGREE....5.7
t...21.IX STRONGLY DISAGREE..18.9%
AGREE
14.7%
NEUTRAL
C. MEMBERS OF THE BLACK CONGRESSIONAL CAUCUS ARE
4.
WORKING IN THE INTEREST OF' BLACK' PEOPLE.
DISAGREE
STRONGLY AgREE..2#.3%
STRONGLY DISAGREE..4. 9%
. . 36. 6%
AGREE
22.6%
NEUTRAL

24. SOME PEOPLE SAY THAT YOU SdoULD VOTE ONLY IF pm
WANT TO. OTHERS SAY THAT hVERYBODY HAS A DUTY TO
VOTE. WHAT DO YOU THINK?
44.8%
DUTY TO VOTE
53;2%
ONLY IF YOU WANT''TO
2 0%
DON'T KNOW
e.411

8
'*

'

If we can aNsume that the most positive response to 23.B would
reflect the least general alienation by the individual, it
would seem that the results point at a preponderance of politi-

cally alienated persons in 41e San Francisco Black community.
AlMost six out'of ten respondents felt that most of the leaders
of our country are NOT devoted to the service of.ihq country,
an only about one out of four felt that the leadership.IS so

.

(As an aside, it is interesting that so few perscns
were non-commital about this question.)- In trying to interpret
this finding of perceived "lack of devotion" we'are struck with
the question of which politicians the respondents were discussing
in, lined.

rt.

"Most" clearly Implies "mostly white."
when mak* the judgment.
We can only guess (on the basis of others of our findings) that
if this .question were to be apportionable by race, we would
.

'find that this sample felt/that few white politicians were
devoted to the service of the country (as a whole) but that most
or all (of the few) Black politicians were so devoted. Lacking

.

the specific evidence necessary to parse this datum, we are left
with inferring only that most of our sample felt', when we asked
"'them, that most American leaders were not devoted to the service
.4

of the-countrY..

The second question in the series on alienation concerned
political decision making. The trend here is consistent with
the above findings. That is, a large majority of the respondents
said that they agreed with the etatement that "the only political
*
decisipons possible in the country are shaky.compromises."

And the degiee of disagreement Wis more intense than the agreement with'the "dev-oqpn" question had been.
I.

The matter of whether voting is "a duty"or not.came out closes
to evenly split; most pexlsons, h6welier, stated that the act
of voting'should be reserved fer those who dojo voluntarily,
IF

and not out f a sense-of duty. The fact that most of our
respondents were on-voters in the 1976 Primary election may
not be unrelated o the rosults oh this question.

The fourth question in this series entered the specific realm
of making assessments of the Black politicianoroglthough this
time we were asking about motives rather than aqivities. Four
times as many respondents stated that the membership of the
Black Caucus in Congress is working in the interest of Black
people as said that these politicians were not working in their
Almost one fourth Of the sample was not disposed one
way or the other on this question. We cannot say whether this
the
latter point is relat d t the fact that only one member of
#
Caucus is from the general area of the research site (and even
interest.

then, his constituency is ocially and geographically..removed
by some distance). But, more important than the neutrals on
"his issue is the fact that close to two-thirds of the respondents agreed with this positive statOment about Black Congress-.

peksons.
17 legi,sThe popular Black press appears to cover this grou
lators rather comprehensively. In thle midst of the inte?1ewing

on our Wave 3, a substantial national television appearance (at
th Democratic convention) by Ms. Jordan.of Texas may have
contributed to some respondents' positive feelings on this
matter. We would expect that even if respondents wgie sometimes
not aware of what the.Caucus membership is, it.was sufficient .
to know that they were Black and thus obviously elected by .
Black people and thus.obviously workindin the interests of Blacks.
The overall thrust of these alienation questions is-_clearly in
the same direction as other dimensions of those attitudes t ar s'
politics which,have been discussed elsewhere in this paper.
There appears to be a clear tendency towards distrusting

7o
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politicians in general, but, at the same time, an even stronger
tendepcy jo believe in the work of those politicians who are -

Adding this to the knowledge of either local or nonlocal Black politicians - where knowledge of individuals was
fair and knowledge of legislative activities was scanty - it
is apperent that "political alienation" among our sample was a
bifurcated thing. A closer examination of the details of this
is in order. That is, we will later look at the quest4on of
Black.

how participation in political matters both Black and non-Black
oriented is felated to the two-sided issue of alienation from
the political process.

Y
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SOURCES OF INFORMATION ABOUT POLITICS
Once having established how important the subject of politics
was for each respondent in the survey, we undertook to pin
down channels by which they receive information about politics
The first level of address to this question
Was the abstract "Where would you go to get most of your inforand 44ctions.

mation about this issue?"
78. HOW, WHERE WOULD YOU GO TO GET MOST OF YOUR
INFORMATION ABOUT THIS ISSUE?
40.5%
NEWSPAPER
8 4%
RADIO
26.8%
TV
3 1%
MAGAZINE
11.5%
TALKING TO SOMEONE....
9 7,6
OTHBR (SPECIFY)
%
.

The results are both surprising and a bit frustrating to try
to interpret. We see that "newspaper" is the predominant medium
here by a substantial margin. More petsons volunteered' "newspaper" than did the other three mass media combined. A small
contingent cited the interpersonal communications and a few
mentioned such sources as official state literature, outdoor
displays, etc) To find the newspaper so important is not what
one would expect; obviously we failed to anticipate this and
4
thus did not use the natural follow-up question, "Which
newspaper?" Thus, it must remain as.speculation for now that
the'references here were to the Black-owned Sun Reporter which
runs a great deal more of directly Black-related political news'
and commentary than the daily newspapers in San Francisco. It
seems inconceivable thit with the to-be-discussed low levels
of trusein the San Francisco dailies our sample would express
much reliance on them for political information.'

Looking into the comparative political information questions

7 2,
A

4

(print media vs. TV) we find that the,above data eire apparently
supported.

lill,r

76, SO FAR IN THE 1976 POLITICAL CAMPAIGOr WOULD YOU SAY
YOU'VE READ A LOT OF NEWSPAPER AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES
ABOUT THE ELECTION OR SOME OF WHAT'S BEEN WRITTEN OR
HARDLY ANY AT ALL?
49.4%
HARDLY ANY
10.6%
A LOT
40.0%
SOME
74. NOW THAT THE ELECTION CAMPAIGN IS GETTING STARTED,
'MERE ARE A FEW TV PROGRAMS COMING ON ABOUT THAT.
OF THOSE THAT HAVE BEEN ON SO FAR, DO YOU THINK YOU'VE
SEEN A LOT OF THEM, .SOME OF THEM, OR HARDLY ANY AT ALL?
53.9%
HARDLY ANY
7 5%
A LOT
38. 6%
SOME

75. HOW ABOUT BETWEEN NOW AND THE ELECTION IN NOVEMBER.
DO YOU THINK YOU'LL TRY TO WATCH A LOT OF POLITICAL
PROGRAMS ON TV, OR SOMEOF THEM, OR HARDLY ANY AT ALL?
32.1%
HARDLY ANY
23.7%
A LOT
44.2%
SOME
.

The degree by which there is a 1976-specific predominance of
print-uae over TV is, however, very small.

The prospective question about TV use for the balance of the
time before the 1976 election indicated that the respondents

planned to switchto a rather heavSr use of TV for these political
information-seeking purposes. Even though only about a quarter
of the sample stated that they planned to watch "a lot" of
political TV "between now and the election in November," the
rise from what they reported as haviagedone up to the time of
the interview was substantial. Thelforklel question about
prospective use of' print media was not asked, but we would
speculate a similar rise would obtain as general interest in the
,

election increased over time.
The third wave iriterview contained a cougle of additiOnal
questions that bore on use of the media for information pertaining,

.

to the 1976 election. campaign. A pair of these dealt with the
amount of attention thatA'he reapopdent said lie/she paid tq
general "politica issues." The responses on the newspaper

oriented question- ere:
.

NO ATTENTION
SOME ATTENTION
CLOSA ATTENTION

....... 13.9%

60.3%
..25.8%

For the questiOn on'television, we found:

NO ATTENTION
SOME ATTENTION
CLOSE ATTENTION

:41.3%
'60.0%
28.7,4

There is virtually no difference here between the media. It
should be worth noting, however, that these statements of
projected attention may deviate somewhat from actual behaviors
There is a certain, indeterminate
because of two factors.
amount of social deOrability to reading for information, and
there is an observed tenderwy to avow less use and reliance
on television per se than ob.jective reports by individuals
indicate. More important, there is simply a great deal more
time spent with television by our respondents than is spent
reading newspapers. And even if the attention that a television
viewer pays to commercials, for example, is perhaps only incidental,
there is4exposure neverthelesse.end that is a good part of what
we are getting at here.
On this line, we asked a direct question about attention paid
The results
to advertisements for "various candidates" on"ç
showed this:

NO ATTENTION
SOME ATTENTION
CLOSE ATTENTION ....

16.2%
56.9%
26.9%

There is apparently only a little lower value on information
that is obviously presented as an-outright persuasion attempt
(i.e., a paid commercial) than that which is presumably

14.

"objective'news inforMation about candidites. We can t say
about
whether this reflects the respondents! treating all ne
political candidateg as persuasion oriented, c#,wheth4c they
impute soMe vallie to any and all information about candidates.
It does clearly suggest that any future_studies of the general
)

sort we did should include an intensive Investigation af slack

people's use of advertising about politics'.
One other related aspect we looked at was projected attention
to Republican candidates' advertising. To a group wilose orientation is so thoroughly towards the temocratic party, the matter
of attention to Republican Presidential campaign apertisinkwould seem unimportant. This was not tite case.
82. HOW ABOUT A POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT FOR A'REPUBLICAN
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE? WOULD YOU PAY....
15.294
CLOSE ATTENTION
49.2%
SOME ATTENTION
35.6%
NO ATTENTION
Almost two-thirds of the group avow at least some interest in
attending to a commercial for the Opposite party. Whether this
was because of the hot contest (Ford vs. Reagan) in progress
at the time of the interviews or because of natural curiosity
or some other reason, it is still worth noting as a piece of

the overall political interest 'complex.
'
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The general statement that one might make here is th.4 despite
whatever shortcomings our sample might perCeive in the media,
they still say they rely on them for significant amounts of
information in the political area.'

a

4.

POLITICS AND THE MEDIA

USEi OF TV FOR POLITICAL INFORMATIOMPURPOSES
The first wave of interviews conducted in this panel research
presented a series of questions intended to cover a wide spectrum of individuals' information-seeking about political
decision-making. We had derived the questions in a Winter
1976 pre-test wbich addressed the issue through open-ended
or inform:6.y structured means.

92p approach at determining how salient the "reason for usage"
:\questions we derived turned out to be is to observe how many
ofthem were off the mariSlatogether: or conversely, how many.
of them elicited a positive response of some sort. The mean
over the eleven questions is just about two-thirds responding
positively. That is, two-'thirds of our reasons fit (at least

part.of) the real behavior pattern of the respondents.
Specifically, the mean percentage of respondents Answering
"alot" over the set of stales was 36.5: the mean of the "a'
little". responses was 27.6; the mean of the negative responses
was 35.8 percent.

If one can rely on this distribution as a_critailion of the
validity of the set of questions About uSe yf-TV for these

purposes, then we seem to have a reasonably icjood measure of
111111M0

what we were after.

Another way of looking at the aptness of these particular
questions to the establishment of an overall measure of "use
of TV for pplitical information seeking" is to examine the

VS.

variation in negative response over the set of questions. As
the table below shows, the only strongly deviant item was the

first "do you watch these shows to determine how to vote?" Some
59 percent of the simple stated that they do not watch political programs on TV for this reason.

54. HERE IS A LIST OF STATEMENTS THAT DIFFERENT PEOPLE
HAVE MADE WHEN ASKED WHY THEY WATCH SHOWS THAT FEATURE
POLITICAL CANDIDATES. FOR EACH STATEMENT ON THE LIST,
PLEASE TELL ME WHETHER IT APPLIES TO YOU A LOT, A
LITTLE, OR NOT AT ALL.
NOT
A LOT A LITTLE AT ALL
DO YOU WATCH THESE SHOWS...
A. TO DETERMINE HOW TO VOTE

TO ENABLE you TO HAVE THE FACTS
WHEN DISCUSSING POLIT. ISSUES
C. BECAUSE IT IS AN OWIIGATION TO
YOURSELF TO BE POLITICALLY
INFORMED
D. TO FIND OUT WHAT THE MAJOR
ISSUES ARE
E. TO FIND OUT CANDIDATES'
VIEWPOINTS ON THE ISSUES
F. TO COMPARE CANDIDATES
G. TO FIND OUT THE BACKGROUND
OF ROLITICIANS
H. TO OBSERVE HOW THEY ACT ON TV
I. TO WATCH INDIVIDUALS OP YOUR
OWN POLITICAL PARTY.....
J.010 FIND OUT CANDIDATES' IDEAS

13.4%.

. .

33.4%.

.

.59.1%

B.

28.4%. ..33.4%...38.1%
34.2%.

. .

24.8%. . .41.1%

42.8%...30.9%...26.2%
48.6%.
36.4%.

26.0%.
. 28.8%.

. .

.

.

.

34.9%.

.

51.4%.

40.6%
44.0%

. .

. .

37.4%

27.0%. .
27.7%.

IRBOUT BLACKS AND THE. COMMUNITY. .52.2%. . .24.7%.

K. TO SEE WHAT BLACK POLITICIANS
ARE THINKING

.

28.6%. .

3C.1.8%. .

28.9%. .

.25.4%
. 34.8%

.24.5%.

.

.23.1%

.

.24.1%

One caveat about theae data comes out of the above. That is,
itAseems reasoftable to think that all tlhe other ten items ought
to be direA-inputs leading to the very_behavior - a voting
decision - that respondents largely do not associate with TV

Although we did not test this point, it may be that
ceding even.part of the responsibility for voting to an outside
force like TV is simply too much for our respondents to admit.
usage.

Looking at what comes out as the most important dimensionsvof

11,

our sample's TV usage in the political area, it is appropriate
to collapite the table above into a series of dichotomous
variables. The audiotape records of the interviews led to some
doubt about whether the respondents were properly using all the

,

scale spaces as intended. We chose not to'rely on interviewers'
interpretations of shadings of positivity for designation of a
given answer of "yes" or "right" as either "slot" or "a little."

Clearly the two items that deal with political information
eXplicitly labelled as related to Black people are above and
apart from the rest in terms of positive response tendencies.
The other two items close tq the top are bopt objective and
issue-oriented in nature.

To synthesize something out of responses to these four highest
items: our sample asserts that they use the medium for purposes
of defining the issues and the candidates' stands on the issues...
especially those issues that relate most closely to the Black
community.

The remaining seven of "the derived uses we tested for applicability to the situation here were difficult to group on an
ad hoc basis. The important point may be that all but the

reason that was most often rejected ("to determine how to vote")
were accepted by a majority of the respondents as being descriptive of their own way of relating to TV's political coverage.
The one of these that would seem to be subject to the highest
degree of social desirability factor ("becpuse it is an obligation to yourself to be politically informed") was rather high
on the rejection list; 41 percent expressed no such felt obliOne interpretation of this is thAt if so many were
gation.
able to articulate such outbpoken rejection of such an obviously
stated "democratic participation" obligation, then the rest of

78

the scales may have a considerable validity component, being
unaffected by social deiirabilitY directed responses.

misempl USE FOR POLITICAL INFORMATION
After having been administered the section dealing with TV
use and politics, the) respondents were asked to address an
"avoidance" section, i.e., designate their agreemett or disagreement with a series of reasons for avoiding political
programing.on TV. The reports from the field supervisor and
interviewers indicated that these questions were not effective(
4
and ofteWmiscomprehended. We have therefore deleted them
from this analysis. They are worth noting, though, in that-the
questionnaire for the 'first wave interview was structured such
that the TV and politics sections were followed by a parallel

section on uses and avoidances relating to newspaper reading and
political information. Even though the dimensions of usage were
constructed almost identically for the two media_in question,

the juxtaposition probably confused possible comparisons
somewhat.

Nevertheless, the table below indicates that at least on a
superficial level, the overall response patterns to these
questions for the two media were very similar.

79
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56. HERE IS A LIST OF STATEMENTS THAT DIFFERENT PEOPLE
HAVE MADE WHEN ASKED WHY THEY READ ARTICLES THAT
FEATURE POLITICAL CANDIDATES. FOR EACH STATEMENT
ON THE LIST, PLEASE TELL ME WHETHER IT APPLIES TO
YOU A LOT, A LITTLE, OR NOT AT ALL.
-

NOT

)

DO YOU WATCH THESE SHOWS...

*

,

A LOT ft, LITTLE AT ALL,,

16.1%...26.8%...57.1%
A. TO DETERMINE HOWTO VOTE
B. TO ENABLE YOU TO HAVE Tnt FACTSr
.32.2%
WHEN DISCUSSING POUT. ISSUts.
C. BECAUSE IT IS AN OBLIGATION TO
YOURSELF TO BE POLITICALLY
INFORMED
D. TO FIND OUT WHAT THE MAJOR
ISSUES ARE
E. TO FIND OUT THE CANDIDATES'
VIEWPOINTS ON THE ISSUES

F. TO COMPARECANDIDATES
G. TO FIND OUT THE BACKGROUND
OF POLITICIANS .

H. TO READ WHAT THEY HAVE TO SAY
IN THE NEWSPAPERS
I . TO READ ABOUT INDIVIDUALS OF
YOUR OWN POLITICAL PARTY
J. TO FIND OUT CANDIDATES' IDEAS
ABOUT BLACKS AND THE BLACK
COMMUNITY
K. TO READ WHAT BLACK POLITICIANS
ARE THINKING

36.66...24.4%... 38.7%
45.1%. .29.7%... 25.2%

25.3%
34.2%...31.3%...34.5%
.

.32.29L

.39.1%

32.3%. 33.9%... 33.9%
.

38.7%.

.22.9%... 38.4%

52.1%.. .23.0°4... 24.9%
51.1%.

.27.1%

The only dimension on this scale where there is more than a /
minor difference between the parallel items on the TV section
its "H;" apparently reading about politicians in a riwspaper is
more appealihg to some ten percent of our sample than is watching
It woujd have been useful to ask which
po1i.tic3anp on TV.
newspapers'wery the respondents' reference points. The politically

potent.(and Black) Sun Reporter may be the source of what we
Later Analysis will discuss this point, however.
have found.
One additional possibility is that newspaper reading Rgr se is
an activity which can be turned off as easily as turning the
The reader is not ompelled to spend whatever time on
page.

'

this communication that the communicator deems optimal.

t,

Politicians' intrusions into the communication space of the TV
viewer may be perceiVed as less desirable just because the
choice factor is diminished by the physical nature of. the
medium itself.

4.
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INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION ABOUT POLITICS 1.

Preceding the host ofAtuestions we asked about the mass media
and their effects on political attitudes and behaviors, a brief
series, dealt with interpersonal pommunication on politics.

About four in ten respondents (38.2%) reported "talkirig about

politics with friends somefkmes." About helf tfgain as many
persons fell into the "very often" category as into the "never"

categoiy (21.4% Vs. 14%), and the other two moderate categories 4
were about equal (1I.8% and 14.6%). On balance, then, there
was a slight tendency in the direction of some interpersonal
communication about politict.
A

For purposes of assessing the relative impprtaveigf thb-subject
of politics to our sample, we presented them qth two'other
isaues which were expected to be of great sa1.i6nce, and asked

about the frequency of interpersonal dommunication in these
three areas.

When econOmics was the subject,.the resporises

were substantially more skewbd towards frequent communication
than were the politics data. We found th4 one quarter talked
with friends about economics "very often," anothier quarter fell

into the "often," and one third into the "sometimes" categories.

Only a few designated either of the lower frequepcy responses
as characterizing their economics communications.
4

The question of how frequently race is discused among i0..ends,
showed similar'results to the economics question. Almost one
quarter of the sample were ih each the highest and next highest
frequencies here, some'40 percent.in the middle category
("sometimes") and a scanty 15 percent in the two lowest levels
combined.
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The comparative tableA below indicate how the sample WAS arrayeg
on these three communication areas.
POLITiCS
40,

13.9%
11.7%
38.0%

NEVER
RARELY..
stomETImps

OFTEN
VERY OFTEN

....14.5%
21.3%

r

ECONOMICS
410.5%

NEVER
RARELY...,",.
SOMETIMES

' 4 9%

VERY OFTEN.:.,..27.5%

32.1%

RACE

NEVER
RARELY
SOMETIMES

I.

6 fd%

83%

22.2%
22.2%

OFTEN
VERY OFTEN

40.1%
V.

is

One interpretationof these data hinges'on the assumption tbat
salience is ,related to frequency:of interpersonal communicatlion,
vs
among other things.- But, we must also take_account. of the
posgibility that talk aboukApolitics is more predictably dyclicaY
O.

than'either of the other subj4bts,"and that the top gf the
frequency Cicle was near when the field work 1's donelli; April
and May 1976..1Despite this the topic seems rather hpw On
Given the mass _media exposure air thee

salience to oUr.slpiple.

_

.

interest,data repeirted elsewhere in this paper, we:have to con:-..
cliede thit_thwquestion was'not working as intended or coat. r t
A

\ ''

4

U

saliency Simply does not Manifest itSerf in "talking with;
friends" abotlt politics. The abstradtness of,the quesfion may

.

,

.

also have worked to 'coveY-the atensity relatignship wd eXpected,
.,

.,

,

t

..,

.
,

,,

-.,

v

.

.,

To add '"anoOlerAnkl*to the interpereonA/'coMmunication,alT"Owed---..
dasagreementsthat
our
' "Atliati n, we inqUireerabout(the
_
.,
,
re-.ond rXts found tOming up in their discussibns of these

Ub jeCts With friendste

titre

f

were'

eu

lar.

agre4nt

I

.

-

The resu4tsin tlie three areas
V,

There was, quiee a 'bit".more agreement than 44s-

o4 e ph ques^tion aO only a slight tendency for,greater
e
r'

%
4a,
')

:
4. .
P

disagreements in the economic question than either race or
-politico. The upshot of this finding seems to be that, as
inttition would suggest, the "important" things people talk about
Are things they tend to agree on... at least in the limited
spedtrum in whi9D, we were asking questions here.,
On still another dimension we chose to look at in the area of
taIKing about substantiVe iasuesi we addressed the questions
below towards the end,of the first wave question schedule.
83. DO YOU EVER TAi.,K ABOUT PUBLIC PROBLEMS WITH ANY OF
THE FOLLOWING PEOPLg?
YES
NO
YOUR
73.7%
26.3%
PEOPLE WHERE YOU WORK
49.8%
50.2%
COMMUNITY LEADERS - SUCN AS
'CLUB OR CHURCH LEADER'S
'36. 2%
63.8%
DEMOCRATIC*OR REPUBLICMC
4LEADERS ,
77.6%
22.4%
FRIENDS
,OTHER (SPECIFY)
7 7%
92.3%
.

The pattern which emerges here is not unexpected, by and large.

There isonly a small &mount of discussion With public officials;
*

fewer than gne quarter of the sample talks with Democratzei.c or
.

,

This may be a finding that coulAhelp
t
explain why the responses to the local polit*ial knowedge
questions werelso predominantly incorrect.. Another likely
Republican l,e;aders.,

,

,

*

conlibuting, factor was that the local Black politidian!
(Assemblyman'brown) was,6'at the time bf the surveY, "waging"
a non-contested primaryudgkpaign, and the Repubilcans were not
running anyone,at all for his office.
e'

A. few more respondents said pat they discussed public problems
w41 community leaders (/the term .refers to the Black communlity

'aria is largely distinguished from the political organizational
.structure in San ,FranbAsco).
*
no.

.

But still, only about one third of the sample talks about
"public problems" with anyone other than a personal acquain-'
tance.

We iind that about half Ahe sample.discuss'es these

subjects with fellow workers iperhaps More would', but many Wbre

not employed outside their oviiTbemes). Some three out of Imir,
respondents Mentioped that they talked with their own family

members about these problems.and even more said they talked
about them with friendsf-

Although we are !Apt hware of anY data to which th

f

40

e can

reaspably be contrasted, it seems something oft..ttn inom'aly that

what we labelled ?"public problems" are more and wore dipcussed

as one gets farther from the public communication level.
It is tempting to impute at least part of this finding to the
feeling that prevailed among our sample members that their

.

access to the public level=(i.e., elected'and appointed' officialp)
Was not good.
In the later discussions of such concepts as

"alienation," etc:, we will retUrn to this theme.

br
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4
NATIONAL POLITICAL KNOWLEDGE

Both the primary election held during our timeA the field
and the November General Election were heavily focused on the
felleral level.
For analysis purposes, respondents' knowliNe
of nationalppolitical issues Was an important control variable.
Our first wave interview containM eight such questioRs, plus
one at the state level.

dB. NOW, HERE ARE SOME QUESTIONS ABO
GOVERNMENT. FIRST, HOW MANY U.S. Sn

FEDERAL
TORS ARE THER8?

A HUNDRED
ANY OTHER NUMBER OR DON'T KNOW

.

32.1%
67.9%

66. HOW LONG IS THE TERM FoR A U.S. SEgATOR?
30.9%
69.1%

SIX YEARS
1
ANY OTHER NUMBER OR DON'T KNOW

67. WHAT IS THE'TERM FOR A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE?

68. CAN YOU NAME ONE OF THE U.S. SENATORS FROM THE STATE
OF CALIFORNIA?
TUNNEY OR CRANSTON
45.7%
54.3%
ANY OTHER NAME OR DON!T KNOW
,

-4

34.3%
65.7%

TWO YEARS
4
ANY OTHER NUMBER OR DON'T KNOW...,

;

-

I,

6 §

.

.

HOW.MANY JUSTICES ARE ON' THE U.S. SUPREME COURT?
....

NINE

29.0%

,

ANY OTHER NUMBER OR DON'T KNOW'.

-

71. 0%,

70. COULD Yqp NAME TWO OF THE PRESIDE14TIAL CANDIDATES

FROM THE DEMOCRATIC PARW?.
CARTER, CHURCH, UDALL, IIARRIS WALLACE, :
: KENNEDY, BROW, JACKSON, OR HUMPHREY.67.9%
if
'.0THERS OR DON'T KNOW
32.1%
'4
71. WHAT IS4THE TERM ,FOR U.S. ,PRESIDENT?
I

'

.'F.06UR TEAR5

ANY OTgER NUMBER OR DON'T. Know

t

84.9°2

"..15.1%

.1*

72. WHO IS TBE GOVERNOR OF CALIFORNIA?

88.3%
11.7%

BROWN
ANY OTHER NAME OR DON'T KNOW

73. WHO IS THE BLACK MAN %NO IS PRESENTLY A MEMBER OF
THE SUPREME COURT?
46.0%
THURGOOD MARSHALL
ANY OTHER,NAME OR DON'T KNOW
The mean correct response rate over these nine questions is
`51 percent; this and the variation among items lenli some

\.

credence to the validity of the series. 40

A couple of interesting patterns are eVident in these questions
of national scope. First, the identification of.persons holding
office prbved fairly simple overall; interestingly, California's
40

Governor Brown scored highest by some margin on this. A si;cond
resull was that the "detail's" of elective office such as the
length,of term, size of the U.S. Senate, oi-Supreme Court, were
scored correclily by relatively few persons.

Our speculation on

this,-bven if the samplc,of items is small, is that imedio

publicipolitical.knowledge (e.g., candidates' names) exists
commonly w ile what one respondent 1a4e1led as`Pcivics class"
questions (e.g., "How many Justices,on the COrt?")' are so
non-salient that knbwledge kg aff a,low_level. It surely makes

senge to expect that knowing Senator Tunney by name is more
vital than.knowing.that he has 99 fellow Senator's on the hill.'
In order to test how strong.the race commonality is in identification of'political.figures, we should have apked questions
about other Juitices than Marshall. We^did, on the tliird
,waVe, ask a series of quesfions'about.Blac1'non.2.1oca1
and thesp cIS'ta appear in a skibsequen

,

8 7'

.

ion.

Ii

LOCAL POLITICAL KNOWLEDGE

buring the first and thirdwaves of the panel, respondents
were given a numbe; of items to test their awareness of local
political issues, both scandidate-related and more .general.

The initial series of questions related to Willie grown, a
member of the California Assembly and a representative of all
the respondents in this suvey. It was expected because of his
being black that knowledge of this young, active politician
would be relatively high..,

The third wave.guestionnaire also included a series of locallyoriented pont/teal questi.ons that related to non-Blacks.
f tlie two sets of questions
Althoulgh the relative difficult
,

is hard to atsesio the general re ponse trends should have
borne on the matter of the saliency of race in politica)
knowledge/interest areas.

It turned out that the mean correct responses to the six queslie rown were at the 32.6% level, and even this
tions about. X
low figure was ffected upwards by the one easy question about
Mr. Brown's party affiliation.. The table below shows clearly
The essence of the situati9n was t 's: 41r.
11
Brown's campaign headquarte1.6 provided us with a li
t of the

whatme found.

issues on which they had,spent the most time, and which they
assumed would be best known to his constituency in 'San Francisco.

We selected items from what we expected-to be a brqad range of
difficulty. .The results indicate that we or-Brown'g office'

miscalculated on at leac a couple of frQnts.

1

4
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58. SOME PEOPLE MANAGE TO KEEP UP WITH ISSUESe,AND THEIR
OWN POLITICAL REPRpSENTATIVES. OTHER PEOPLE SAY THAT
IT'S DIFFICULT 20 FOLLOW THESE ISSUES DUE'TO LACK OF
TIME, ETC. WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW WHETHER 'Am ARE
FAMILIAR WITH THE FOLLOWING ISSUES. WHO INTRODU (ED
THE LAWHCALLED "CONSENTING ADULTS" BILL?
28.1%
71.9%

WILLIE BROWN
ANY OTHER NAME OR DON'T KNOW

59. THEREI'llAS BEEN MUCH TALK ABOUT TH-E. "NUCLEAR INITIATI
(A PROPOSAL FOR THE USE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY TO 'PRODUCE
EL CTRI 'Y). DO YOU KNOW WHETHER.ASSEMBLYMAN WILLIE

OWN IS FöROR AGAINST Tins INITIATIVE?
23.1%
FOR
76.9%
AGAINST OR DON'T KNOW
GO. WHO IS THE REPUBLICAN PARTY RUNNING AGAINST ASSEMBLYMAN
WILLIE BROWN?
6
14.5%
NOBODY
85.5%
ANY NAME OR DON'T KNOW
61. IS WILLIE BROWN THE SPEAKER OF THE CALIFORNIA ASSEMBLY?
27.5%
NO
'
72.5%
YES OR DON'T KNOW
.

62 IS WILLIE BROWN'S BILL WHICH REQUIRED A PRE-SCHOOL
.HEALTH SCREENING A LAW YET?
22.5%
YES
71.5%
NO OR DON'T KNOW
3. WHAT POLITICAL PARTY DOES 4"ti,LIE BROWN BELONG TO?
79.9%
DEMOCRATIC
20.1%
ANi OTHER RESPONSE

Just as an asideippe made a simple attempt at measuring our
sample's attitudes towards Mr.'Brown. While the point Was to
assess.how the respondents felt towards theIlosest level to
them of Black elected officials, it alSo.givn an added dimenqion
The fact4hdhtwo-

of meaning to the knowledge scores, above.

thirds of the sample felt positive towards tte job Willie Brown
is doing as Assemblyman is significant when coupled withowhat
4

s

the respondents knew of th'especifics Of his work. The'possible
implic'ation here is that Brown's race bylkitpelf i sufficient

.4
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to generate positive attitudes among the Black adults in our
40P

sample.
4.

64. HOW GOOD A'JOB IS WILLIE BROWN DOING AS ASSEMBILYMAII?
WOULD YOU SAY...
28.4
PRETTY BAD....,..1.4%
VERY GOOD
VERY BAD
GOOD
JUST ALL RIGHT.,26

As noted, the questions about non.i-Black San Frantisco politics

were asked.in the third wave of interviewing; this wasIsome
months after the initial wav7. Again, the general eleption

'two

primary.on June 8, 1976 did Lot include any city ballot issues
sio that BFown's uncOnteted election campaign and the other
local questions should have been more or less equally nontopical at the times thpy were asked. The results of the second
series are shown below.
31. 'SOME P3OPLE MANAGE TO KEEP UP WITH .POLITICAL ISSUES.
OTHER PEOPLE SAY THAT IT'S DIFFICULT TO FOLLOW THESE
ISSUES DUE TO LACK OF TIME, ETC. WE WOULD LIKE TO
KNOW WHETHER YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH THE FOLLOWING ISSUES:
.

WHAT POLITICAL PARTY DOES MAYOR GEORGE MOSCONE BELONG TO?
ANY.01141R RESPONSE...23.1%
DEMOCRAT....g..76.9%
32. WHO WAS THE MAYOR OF SAN FRANCISCO BEFORE-GEORGE
MOSCONE?
ANY
R RESPONSE.,..7.
JOSEPH ALIOTO...92.8%

OF THE SAN FRANCISCO
WHO IS THE MAN NOW SERVING AS
-BOARD OF -0PERVISORS?
51.1%
ANYONE ELSE
KOPP
48 9%
34. WHAT POLITICAL PARTY DOES' YOUR CONGRESSMANf MR BURTON,
BELONG 20?er
'30.1%
69 9%
ANYTHING ELSE
DEMOCRAT

35.,HOW MANY BLACK PEOPLE ARE THERE NOW RS

MEMBERS OF THE.

SAN FRANCISCO BOARD OF SUPERVIORS?
50.60%.
ONk.(TERRY FRANCOIS)
49.4%
THER RESPONSE
PP
sea.
41V- 4
OP
'It 05we't,h4 these were,"in fact4 much simpler questions than
.

tht several aboq Willie Brown's legIslati:ve activities.

Avs.

.4,
r) 4

90
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When the grossest of overviews is taken, it does seem that
simple_identification of polftical individuals and party
aff.iliatioms kis managed by similar numbers of our respondents;

and this, regardless of the race of the local individuals in
tlie questions.

In the end, theie are so many f.ctors contributing to the
response trends on'those local political knowledge questions
that we feel that no analyses adross .1/Ace of politician linps

It is suffidient to say here tht knowledge
of the persons in important local elected positions is fairly
As fat'es we' measured it (and as common sense dictate),
high.
knowledge ef the legislative activities of these same indiviIt is not particularly surprising to find
duals is quie---low.
that complicated legal matters are less well known than mediawould be fruitful.

4,

dominating popular otficials.

1
6
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KNOWLEDGE OF NON-LOCAL BLACK POLITICIANS
A seven item series of questions on Wave 3 addressed the subject
of knowledge of Black politicians from location:other than
San Francisco. We again encountered the ubiqUitous probleT of
serecting items of equal difficUlty SO as to be able tO Use the

local and non-locll scales in comparisons.

The obtained range of correct xesponses here was broad. About
three-fourths of the saMple was able to name Shirley Chisholm,
but only one-fourth knew of Newark's Mayor Gibson or of Massachusett's Senator Brooke's being the only Black Senator.
36. COULD /OU NAME' 2 PEOPLE FROM THE CONGRESSIONAL
BLACK CAUCUS?
30.6%
TWO CORRECT RESPONSES
69.4%
LESS THAN TWO CORRTXT

37. DO YOU REMEMBER THE,NAME OF THE BLACK WOMAN WHO RAN
FOR PRESIDENT IN 19727
73.5%
SHIRLEY CHISHOLM
26.5%
ANY OTHER NAME, DON'T KNOW

j

38. HOW MANY BLACK U!S. SENATORS ARE THERE?
28.9%
71.1%

(CORRECT(

ONE

ANY OTHER NAME, DON'T KNOW

39. COULD YOU TELL ME THE NAPE OF THE MAYOR OF LOS ANGELES?
66.8%
THOMAS BRADLEY
33.2%
ANY OTHER NAME, DON'T KNOW

40. COULD.YOU TELL ME WHAT POLITICAL POSITiON JULIAN
BOND noLps?
.40.0%
GEORGIA STATE SENATOR
60.0%
ANY OTHER OFFICE, DON'T,KNOW
41. COULD YOU TELL ME WHO IS MAYOR OF NEWARK?
25.2%
KENNETH GIBSON
74.8%
ANY OTHER NAME, DON'T KNOW
4
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42. AND COULD YOU TELL ME THE NAME OF THE MAYOR OF
ATLANTA?
43.2%
MAYNARD JACKSON
56.8%
ANY.OTHER NAME, DON'T KNOW

-

Even if it were possible to assume that the'local and non-local
Blads pblitician questions were,equally difficult, there would
be some prdblem about comparing the efficacy of possible sources
Since television broadof information of these two groups
.dasts almost nothing about any of these non-local politicians,

one must infer that knowledge of them comes eithervfrom reading
or from talking to someone who has knowledge of them. San
Francisco publications (both Black and non-Black) generally

provide comprehensive coverage of lbcal figures, whild nationally
distributed publications (like Ebony) frequently deal with
non-locals like the several large city mayors in the group above.
In the 'end, the absolute levels of knowledge about non-local

Black politicians seem generally rather high.

Two reasons

seem plausible: (1) because therq are s5 few Black politicians
that they necessarily make a big impact in the Black press;

or (2), the Black people in the sample are specifically drawn
to seeking information about Black politicians out of a feeling
of kinship toWards all 14acks. Whatever.the case, there is
The extent that it is related to individual
political participatien, as it could be, will be examined later..
knowledge there.

9

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
only minimal
As the data below indicatel-our sample avowed
actiVe involvement in political campaigng.
--79. MANY PEOPLE ARE GETTING INVOLVED IN VARIOUS-POLITICALVARIOUS REASONS.
CAMPAIGNS, OTHERS HAVE rIcyr DONE SO FORtEEN
INVOLVED IN
WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW WHETI R YOU HAVE
LAST
YEAR.
ANY OF THESE ACTIVITIES WI HIN THE
NO
yEs

A. HAVE YOU PASSED OUT LEAFLETS OR
OTHER MATERIALS DESCRIBING ANY
12.8%...87.2%
CAMPAIGN
B. WORE A CAMPAIGN BUTTON, OR DISPLAYED
20.8X...79.2%
A'SIGN OR BUMPER STICKER,
C. TRIED TO CONVINCE SOMEONE TO VOTE AS
20.6%...79.4%
YOU PLAN TO VOTE
D. ATTENDED A POLITICAL DINNER OR
17.1%. . .82.9%
RALLY
E. CONTRIBUTED MONEY TO A PARTY OR
10.6%. 089.4c,:6
CANDIDATE
.

s

Although twice as many persons said that they had worn a
campaign button or tried to influence Aome other-person's voting
absolu.Ee numbers,
as had given 4hey to a candidate or party, the
are still small.

sbt of questions
.The third wave interview contained a second
designed to taIR involvement in local community government.
The si,yluestAons are tabulated below.

IN
45. NOW . JUST A FEW QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR INVOLVEMENT
OFTEN
LOCAL COMMUNITY GOVERNMENT. PLEASE TELL ME HOW
YOU DO THE FOLLOWING THINGS.
A. VOTE IN CITY ELECTIONS
24.0%
VERY OFTEN
21.7%
OFTEN
22.1%
SOMETIMES

RARELY
NEVER

11.8%
20.5%

-

B. STAY INFORMED ABOUT WHO THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT
_OFFICIALS ARE?
VERY OFTEN
RARELY
11.1%
OFTEN
NEVER
12.3%
33 7%
SOMETIMES....%
27.2%
C. TALK TO FAMILY, PRIENDS, AND NEIGHBORS ABOUT
LOCAL POLITICS?

VERY OFTEN
..OFTEN.

-111`16` NY

RARELY

13. 5%
411.-11

15.4%

c4,45.4%

SOMETIMES
D. LET LOCAL GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS KNOW 'WHAT YOU
WANT DONE ON ISSUES?

VERY OFTEN
OFTEN
SOMETIMES

RARELY

7 2%

23.5%
40.9%

6 8%* NEVER
21.6%

41.

E. LET LOCAL OFFICIALS KNOW ,WHEN YOU DON'T LIKE
SOMETHING-THEY HAVE DONE OR HAVE NOT DONE?

VERY OFTEN...i...6.8%
OFTEN
7 2%
SOMETIMES
20.8%

RARELY
NEVER

23.0%,
4.2.3%

F. WORK TO GET ISSUES YOU THINK ARE IMPORTANT
ACCEPTED AS PRIORITIa BY LOCAL GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS?
VERY OFTkN
OFTEN
SOMETIMES

7 3%
7 3%
26.3%

RARELY
NEVER

15.3%
43.0%

;.'t

-

The first three items on the list indicate that fairly large
numbers of responaents are engaging in these behaviors-at least'

occasionally; upwards of 80 percent said they voted, kept
informed about their government offIcials4 identities, and
discuss4d local politics with friends and family.

The data
show that these are more than less frequent involvements.,.

When we eXamine the 'bottom half of the table,however, we see
that these three examples of involvemeht in local political

Upwards.of 4D
percent said.that they neNier interact with locAl officials about
issues, ahd'of those who do interact, onlY e,few do So moie than
occasionally.
affairs are unusual among our sample members.

"At

In one general sense; it is not surprising to find that the
apparently simpler, closer-to-home dimensions of local,political involvement occur mpre frequentlyand for more personw.
The low levelei of reported substantive contact with local
officials fit with what we anticipated. AA obvious question

that all these data elicit is "Why the relatively high massmediated contact with eleged officials, and yet the low
personal contact with local.government?"
We do not mean to suggest that-Ois pattern is peculiar to the
'Black adults in San Francisco. But it is abundantly clear
that this sample says it is not accessing itself to lscal
goveFnmeht. Our concerns are ultipately to induce just ,that
climate that would Kcilitate persofial interaction between

people and their elected officials.
The pfesent iesearch did wit attempt to get into describing
the reasons behind what we are discussing,here. We can say,'
however, that the 11)roadcast media in this area, and.most. others
are playing .only a minor role in transmitting :information about
local governmentA affairs to the man ahd woman in,thp Black
Community. -c'If mediated inthraction.is, as.we suspect., a InecetT-,
'
4
sajprecursor to personal interactiori, then the findings

reported Nre may itself be of some use in stimulatimj change'
in the exisO.pg situation.

-
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INTRODUCTiON TO BIVARIATE ANALYSIS SECTION
In all, the three'interviews in this panel contained Oyer
700 variables for each of 267 individuals. There were, of
course, fewer for those 57 persons who were not included in
the Wave 3 sample. The analysis of the data on this sorti of
project cbuldeasily and fruitfully occUpy several man-iyea 8.
.

.

Thp was nOt possible in the present case, and the result o
tiMe constraints on the project was that the analysis had. to
b selective and restricted to simple correlational levels.
With the last interviews conducted on S'uly, 28 and the coding,
editing, and program writing taking some time, the computer
outpu on even the column frequencies was nOt available until'
The correlational programs were run on October
August 12.
21 and the crosstabulations on November 5. The point of
mentioning these dates is simply that they underscore the
rationa1ization for what we have done with tlie analysis of

he data.
Out qf what could have been-spd, we selected abou( 130 key
variables and from these fashioned fhe core of the Bivariate
analyses we accomplishes. In the coirelational subprogramh
of the SPSS, we generated 1,314 Pearson correlational cocifi4
cients, using 73 of the variables that were appropriate for
In the ciosstabulation programs we ran
such an approach.
.

.there were 1,690 tables. generated. This crosstabulation was
systematized so that each of 16 "key" variables was run against,
4
.

each of 105 other variables. The key variables included:
limary*source of political information, reported level of
general interest inipolitics, reported frequency of viewing
teievisidn, political .orientation, frequenci of viewing
.soap operas, agel occupational status, family income, education

9

.

of the head off household, self-designation of social claps
status, sex.of respondent, region in which the respondent was

raised, religiousity, marital statue, a scale-of Black identity, and i participation index (completion of all waves of
interviewing or just part of them). The other variables are
included in the accompariying list of "computer codes," this

code list is designed to

4iiitate additional analysis which

may be undertaken in the immediate future*by researchers,or
other.interested parties.

4

)10ME BIVARIATE RELATIONSHIPS:

V

EVAWATIONS.OF THE BLACK SITUATION COMEDIES
In order to asseqs diiferent persons.' general attitudes towards
e.."Goda Times" landi'"ganfordilhd Son," we examined'how the.sixteen

1(4.1 variables were crosstabulated aghinst the individual ratings
to? each show. *Only a few of.the variabeis in the "Good Times"

set were significantly associated according to the nonparametric
/Chi Square and/or Kendall's Tau b.

Educational licktievement

as tabulated in ll/4/p3744shows a significant negative palation39, d.f. mg 20, p -(.005).. Even though the distriship (X2

butions of evaltations are strongly skewed towards the positive
at all educational levels, the tendency is less marked for

'

the,persons withrelatively high education.
Another variable which we foundoto be associated with the
evalu4tion of "Good Times"'was thelirespondent's self-designatiop
of social class. The direction was towards:the higheF Social
'classeq making slightly less favorable evalbations of this
1

program.

A likely speculation is that the diSsonance between.

'the obviously low social-eConomic, class of.the chaiacteis on

the Program

arld

the respondent°13 perception,-of hid/her own,

clask is responsible for this result.;'

(See Tale 11/4/p474.)

AffiliatioA with,a religious group als6 seemea to'be asseqpted
with one4s rating of "Good l'imes," with X2 significant at the
p-m (.03 level. There Was evidence.of a slight tendency for
religious persons to rate the show higher than non-religious
Again,'it seems plausible
persons (see Tabae.11./4/p703).
that the content of the show, especially the strong Morality
theme espoused by" the female lead,4 is what makes fqr this
relAtionship.

This argument is supported 'when 'tile association.'
I/

4
01'

99

between religiousity and\the "Sanford" rating is examined.
This distinctly areligiou show is rated more positively ialthough
not significantly so) .by \sb he non-religious respoddents..
.

?a

%
i

The one additional nonpare6etric relationship which sh6ould be
noted here is between the respondents' political orientation
od Times." Persons who identified
and their evaluption of
themselves as left" polit cally rated the program less posi(See Table'
tively than t se on the 4her end of the schle.
I

ven though tilis association was statistically
11/4/p568.)
significant, it should be refterated that the responses geneally

were skewO heavily in'the direction of posite evallaations,
regardless of political preference. One might posit that the
few persdhs who actually appraised the show negatiyely were
the "radichls" of the sample, but.even of the.ten percent whos
checked.the left-most, space on the pofitical identification
/scale, most.rated "Good Times" et least "pretty good." Again

:11

we have evidence ipf tHe overall inclination to perceive Am.
Blaak-related,content on TV as positive - even if nbt as ggiod
as it might. be.

"As might have been expected, the obtained relationship between
,the age of the respondent and the evaluation'given tO "Good,
Times" is sicihificrt 'and positive (Kendall'As Tau b = .14,
<.004: able 11/4/p166). Older persons tended IMor,e often
p

to give this show the most positive rating possible, while more
younger respondents were more reserved with their superlatives.;
The intIrval level variables against whi h we correlated evalua:tions of "Good Timee revealed several nteresting relationships.
The previously noted crosstabulation findings were supported

.//

by thePearson treat'ment on age.and social class designition.
Further, parAons who tended to rate " od Times" more pobitively
were also identified as lackinl general
e.

0

00

rust in television's

'ixeatment of Blablts, bilt at the ealie.time, viewing news and

public affairs programing relatively more often. They reported
tco a fairly xtensive exposure to campaign news on TV and personal
invOlvement in local community gOVernmelit affaits.

"Sanford and Son" is, of dourse, a very different television
*

show than "Gbod Times" even though both enjoy large-audiences
(including mostly the Same persons) within our own San Francisco
ample and in other areas as well. Even if there may be basic
,

commonalities of racial contOct, social cItos, tragic-comedic
format, etc., there are distina differences evident ii ihe plot
.

content apd the'life styles of,the cfiaracters. The rTligion/
'morality issue mentioned above is one of these.

Perhaps because of these differences, our sample apArently
Vas reaating to'"Sanford and Son" in distinctive wiys that are
I
The crosstabupertly aceflected in the analyses dEscussed below.
lations performed ,on_the "Sanford and Son" raeing yielded only
a few siatistically significant relationships.. As rith "GoOd

Times," age was related positively to,the ratings here; oldex
persons again rated the show.more positively'than younger ones.'
.fKendall's Tau b = .14, IS Za< .003). Occupational status was
a

,

ihverriely related to the.zatings with.the persons at the lower
end of the scale showing a significant.tendency to rate Ole

show more positively.than those at the upper end (Kehdall's
Family income, whip is, of bourse,
Tau b =
P.= < .061).
related to occupational status as We have defined it,. Was found

to be related to the ratings for "Sanford and Son".in a signifi2
d.f. =28,p = < .02; Kendall's
cant negattive.directionAX =
Tau b = -.13, p =< .005). Xs also expectiad: and consistent
wlth the:above, educational achievement was inversely.associated
with' the ratings at the relatIvely strong.statigtical levels of
< .001.
X 1. 61, d.f. = 20, p Mr< .001; Nendall's Tau b = -.18, p
The final "status" variable was also inversely relited to the.

:2
valuations here with X at 55, d.f: m 20, p IN( .001 ind
(.001 on thq,self-designation of
-.15, p
Kendall's- Tau.b
sociil class variable. The above relationshiPs are tabulated
.

in 11/4/p113, p168, p320, p375, and p425, respectively.

The correlational analyses which were performed on the ratings
data from "Sanford and Son" corroborated the demographic assoCiations which we have mentioned above; that'is, age was
related to. positivity of.evaluating the-program, and education,
,

family incom, and.socialclass were significantly related
As was the case with "Good
to riatings in an inverse direction.
TimeSi" we found statistiially sound relationships between t#is
rating and campaign viewing amounts and frequency of viewitig
news.in general. There Was also the negative relationship again
.between rating and a scale of trust in television's treatment
It was a bit anomalous to find that despite the ,.
of Blacks.

latter expression of non-trust in TV,,the same persons'wdre
calculated to Ilave positive correlations between their rating
of "Sanford and Son" and the degree to which they reported
felying on TV for news of the Black commynity. We have, of
coutse, 'noted this preViously, but the use of the mediuM iri
th41 face of'an expression,of low faith In'itls.treatment of Blacks

is hard to reconcile. t'erhaps the existence of at least
few Black newspersons on TV as contrasted t9 no identifiably
Black reporters on the large daily newspapers' staffs is what

makes.for this situat3on.
-

t`

Several othpr si6nificant Pearson r's round out the picture
we have been drawing.' There were positive relationships fouri4
betOeen the "Sanford" rating anehfour ogler politically relevant
indicators; they were involvement.in local community government affairs; attention paid to political advertisements on TV,
distrust of politicians'in general, and expressing a 4ight-leaning
political,position.

-

-11

.

In sin, we see that liking each of these TV shows is more in#tense among the older, less.advantaged persons'in the sample.

.

Since the content of neithei show is directly5,olitical, the
tendencies,for high ratings to vary positively with politicra
involvement, and media use Indicators may be just artifacts'of
some.thixd Variable,relationships.. It ha's been suggested that
.the relativelY higher liking for these shows ainong those who

so reported may\be a function of a generational expectation on
tofekance level as well as anything else. The blder Q.ess
f mass media reference which
spans the "Amos 'n.Andy" and."Buelah" eras. They may be able
to see progress (lbeit very gradual) personified in the
advantaged) Blacks.have a frame

appearance of Esther Rolle) and Redd Foxx on the tube playing
parts with reality.and empathy integrally built lotto their
characters. The upward-mobife, younger, betterroff set: sees
only that what they are offered is not enough'to suit the,

"progress now" ethic that the '00's,introduced to the Black
kexicon. eft, of course, can only be an interesting speculatiun
.

.

at this point whether today's youth will mellow in their media
tastes as yesterday's youth apparently have.

0
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'MAIN SOURCE OF INFORMATION ABOUT-BLACKS

ANp.THE BLACK COMMUNITY: BIVARIATE ANALYSIS
Vhe ciuestion which generated the analyses in this section
appeared about half wayAthroughithe initial.interview; it was
precede'd by sections th"6t dealt with the Black-focused comedy

shows on the TV netwbrks, the news/public affOxs shows both
on public television and locally originated, and, a long series
about Black magazines and newspapers. The intention behind
placillg the pivotal media choice question at this location
was to confront the respondent with a final problem he hild
already been consbidering for at least 20 minutes. The form of
,

In at word, we simply wanted an
unadulterated answer to a query that we felt had a great deal
Of pOtential for-being affected by extrpneolls influences within
the. 'question was open-ended.

Ii Wjal be recalled that the mass
media as a group were designated by fewer than half the sample
as'being their main source.of information (see Wave 1,,Question 47).
Ale segments to follow will address the matter of what kinds of
the interview situation.

persons selected which media for finding about their people and
their community.

.\

As antfcipated, the reliance/use patterhs in the area df general
political information-seeking wereiadsociated with the ,media
"chosentfor the purpose under discussion here.. These have been
discussed at some lengtik in.the section on "Primary sources of
sum, the Table ll/4/p29
informa on about
'showed hat-those persons who designated one mass medium or
the other:for paitical.information-seeking purposes al o.tended'
'to refer tO thersame'mediuni as their primary input to ews of
the Black'community.
6-

.

`
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When the age.of the respondent was Crosstabulated against the
source-of-Bladk-community information,another significant
nonparametric association wallt obtained.

7'4/Able ll/4/p103 ;plows

that several interesting dynamics were taking place as age
level increased,. T114re was, for example, a marked fncrease
'the percentages designating TV,as their)primary source of
44.nformatiovafter fifty. In fact, the two yo nger age brackets
We
are also iimilarly higher than.are-the mid-ra ge ages.

have already suggested that the.aging process and its'inevitay
lowered mobility, as well as' the observed inverse relationship ,
between age and educational ,Ichievement ate likely contributors
a

to this situation. Almost the opposite phenomenoh seems to be
happening in the newspaper by age association; there is relatively less naming of this medium among the Imung and the older

persons, and the mid-range seems to rely on it'most emphaticklg.
Although we cannot judge without making additioAal analysis,
it seems likely that these two major media are probably func.

.

tional substitutes for each other but not for other mass or
interpersonal modes of communication. .As age increased, relatively fewer persons reported that'their primary `tource of
information about the community was "friends." "Jnfortunateky,
the modal category among the communication media turned Out to
be non-analyzable;. while many of the "other" references were

recalled to be pon-personal acquaintances, there is simply not
sufficient precision to presume to explain how age isacting
with this variable.'

-

Family income showed an interesting assoc'ation when cross\
tabulated against the- respondent's choice f a community.
information medium. Looking at the majOr media and at "friends,j
we can observe that the persons who chos6.,te1evision had a
median income of about $7,000; the few Whose major information
.

.

source wat radio had $5,000; the newsi5aper group reported about
$9,000;.and the "friends" groilp had something lesp than $4,000.

10.5

The large numbers in the unclassified "other" group also fell
at Vle saMe los.; level age the "friends." Once again, it is
.

distinctly possihde that a generally'consistent relationship
between education, preferred intake-mode (Chi Square m 43,
d.f. m 30, p III< .06) arid family inCpme is What 1.6 beina reflected
in these data.

While the associatiOn between sex and the chosen mode of informing one's self about the Black community fails to reach
the levels of significance that we established, it came close
2
< 05). Proportionately rhore wohen
(X m.12, d _f am 5, p
831

designated TV as their chosen medium hve,. and they also were
more heavily represented than men on n. "friends" category..
r

Religion too failed to meet the statistical levels we wanted,
but at p = <.066,'it is worth noting,that TV was disproportionately selectif by those who were of some religious faith
and, at the same tiMe, "friends" were more frequently cited
by the non-religious.persons in our sample.
The final breakdown.to report aS sOnificent here was marital,
status. Although the numb;er of widowed persons was small,
they represented a proportionately high percentage of those.
:who named TV as their main source of inforMation about the
Black dommunity. ftge and loneliness no doubt contripute to
0

4

,

.

this_finding. Among those whose choice of a medium was
newspapers, the single and separated gkoUps were substantially
underrepresented wh le the Married and divorced grot4ps were

-

-overrepresented.

ercent of the sample who chose

The

"friends" as their maia source of information contains a higher
than expected proportion of divorced persons yet a'lower than
Interpreting the differences
expected propbrtion,pf separated.
between these latter two groups is diff3cult at best, and we
I

shall hot ittempt it withoutsfurther research.

,
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RELIANCE 017 TELEVfSION FOR NEWS

r

OF THE BLACK COMMUNITY: BIVARIATE.ANALYSIS
On the face of this question, it makes'little sense even to'
,

ask how .a Black sample from ban Francisco could rely on television for nelde of the Black community. The'absolute amount

of news of Black people or of their neighborhoods is miniscule.'

One can only speculate about the reasons for this, but, by any
cisual examination, it As a fact. Nevertheless, it was
desirable to attempt to assess how much our sample relied on
what television coverage there was for whit information they
Several interesting
each sought about their own community.
findings came out of this series of analyses.
Not surprisinglfy, there was a statistically significant finding

when reliance on TV was run against the.list of primary sources
designated for getting information about Pcaitical issues.
Trable 11/4/p27 shows that t4 persons who reported using TV as
their source of political information'tsome Z7 percent of the
total sample) were much higher on reliance on TV for news of.
their own community as well. This may lend sOme credence to
the suggestion we have made elsewhere-that certain persons in
this sampA tend towards using certain media for all their
news/information-seeking.

'Agewas also system'atically related to reliance on TV for news
of the community. One could posit that the relative immobility
that comes with Increasing age would be responsible for the

.

elders' greater reliance on TV 'as contrasted either to other

less personal mass media or to direct personal%contact.

In

San Francisco, hOwever, the very popular Sun Reporter is, by

nptura of its controlled circulation status, probably available

J.
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news, dedreaseiii.slightly, but the!) starts. in-creasing agaief-at
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'the higher age brackets..,-y

,

v.

While neither ineothe nor job status was found related to
-reliance on TVOve. see in Tab1p.3,l/4/044 that edticational

achievment was:significantly aisbeiated, by the nonparamettie
statistics'that we.usea. The strong.Renda'Ws Thu.b:bf -:23,underlines the case thet tgebelore highly educated tendeeto x-ely,
less and less,on,television' for news of-their..community. SoMe .
part of t4s pattern may be an artifact of-the same kind6k. =
negative attitudes tOwards television that often coMe Out ins

.

general sample surveys*pf t e more educated.' _Alternatively, ,it may simply be that'the more, ucated are simply able$
discriminate better:about the quality of this particUlar sourevOlb,
ot this particular kind of information beeauS.§,of their brOadet
.

...,
,

-.
.

media exposure. Perhaps the element of reading facility,..:
is presumably a correlate of higher educational'achievement,
may be allowing the use of wtitten information sources.by.this
group while the older,-less educated ely more heavily,on the

spoken communications that °television features almost eX9(lusively.

The final interesting crosstabulatiOn in this series was that
which ran relianceon TV against the state in which the respondents said they were raised. Table ll/4/p629 shows tlIkt tbe
,

,

one-quarter of the sample from ilke deeP South were 'very. dffferent
in,their relialce pattern1 than al the others. In general,
they tended to be much rnoky re1iap thin the others on televisiOn
for neWs of their cOmmunitY. rtc fact, the marginally significant. finding involving frequency of viewing Belva Davis' local
show was probably attributable to disproportionaiely high

t,

.

numbers offSoutherne4viewing the show frequently. -One other
likely contributor to this state-raised/repance-on-TV-finding
ii that edimatiOrn was substintially low-f;r amohg tit() southernraised persons in-the sample, &nd this would-, of eoUrse, support
the hypptheiis that'they would use an information Medium

I

4

geared Imo talking rather,iican to reading.

-In those áases where ihe levels of measurement contained in
the quefftions were suitaile, We submitted the data td'a sbries

Of correlational naIes complementary.to th ones described
above. Some relationships were assessed'both Ways. For.example,
age was related-to relia6Ce on TV for news-of the Bltick com-N,
P = <.001. Education was found
ounitk at the level r =
Each of these adds to the
< .001.
to yield,an r of -.29, p
_

4

credibiliii of the nonparametric tests noted above, and 'the
.pair are congruent with each other. Younger, betteat educated
persons have the built-in distrust tf all social institutions.
the mass media among them. Beyondithese confirmations, we also
found that the scale of knowledge of national Black political
'figures was inversely related to reliance on TV (r = -.30,
This implicitly suggests that'TV was not the
1.12 = < .001).

source from which the knowledge of national Black political
figures derived.

A scale computed to measure tr t in television was found to
be correlaeed to the reliance-Ton-TV variable at the r = -,21
Since our.sample had a basic dissatisfaction
level (p = < .001).
with the news on TV, then it makes ,sense to accept the explana-

tion that as reliande on TV increased (and presumably usage
inCreased with reliance) satisfaction and its natural concomitant, trust, would tend to diminish.

It is not so easy, thouglirto fit into this same picture the
.002) between reliance
significant correlation.(r = .22, p
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on TV andASieadth of viewing general news and pubLc affairs
programing. A more facile explanation might be that as.one
re4es more Jon TV for one kind of news, the tendency is to use
it for seeking Other kinds-of news as well. THis seema to be
supportive of.the.three news.exposure variables below4as they
related positively with the reliance-on-TV responses. We

found reliance related to retrospective.campair viewing
prospective campaign Ivitewing (r 418),
amounts'(r =
< .03).
and local news viewing frequency (r... 412, p

raised here about.the Black
vemmunity thveragt-offered by KOED, the public station in the
An interesting-'question
City.

is/

This station also airs the other Black shows that come

over the public TV service.lines. It may be the combination
of these several inputs that I:esults in the flEding that reliance

on TV (in general) for news of the community'was inversely
related to reported frequency of viewing anything on MED
(r m -.16, p If< .004). The logic ls circuitous here; we can
speculate that the peculiarities of public TV viewers include s'
heavier than ,normal reliance on reading (even though education
was not related to frequency of viewing.the public station for
our sample).

The final significant correlational coefficient we generated
on this reliance variable was with-the evaluation given for.the
We
.17-P6p =
generally popular "Sanfoid and Son;" r

<.002

had earlier picked up data to Indicate that one of the appeals
of this show was its realistic "tells its like it is" quality.

Even though "Sanford" clearly does,not provide news of the San
Francisco community, it does not seem out of place to impute to
each of these types of Black-focUsed programs a common element
.of "relevance."

DESIRE FOR MORE BLACK PROGRAMING.

ON TELEVISION: BIVARIATE ANALYSIS
.1*

Of the three-quarters of our sample which had said that they
wanted to see a lot more Black shows on televisionsand the,

/

other 20 percent who wanted at least a few more and even among
the few who. expressed satisfaction with the way teteviegon is
in this regard, we.found no significant 'differences on any
of the bivariate an'alyses we.undertook.

The desCripive

Atatititics.make-the-genertl pointas clearly as it is possible
Regardless oX education, or family
income, or/political interest, or any of the other dimensions
in .this soft of research.

of which we took measurements, all segments of the,community
want more television directed at Black life styles.

I
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THE BELVA'DAVIS.SHOW: BIVARIATE AgALYSIS
,

In many ways the uniqueness/of each.Blabk-community is as
li'important in asseslingrits television needs andvants as th
I

.

commonalitieS that all Blick,communities. across the nation
%
share.

.

Since one.of. the two'Bladk-focused television programs

originating in the Bay Aea dur1ntk-Our research had expressed
.interest in airing a segment.on this project as a part of its
communitydews section, we endeavored.to find out something
more.t.han.the bare_nunibers.about what the aUdience was for

,

'this show.

It has been shown, in looking again at the descriptive section
of tbis paper, that the cumulative ("tle-in-sometimes") audience
for the show was large (about 80 percent); at the same time,
far fewer,persons reported`that they watched regularly and
frequently (less than one.quarter reported either "often" or
"very often" viewing). ,The ratings of the show by our respondents were consistent and very high; these may, in retrospect,
a "projective". than a realistic
have been tapping more
That is, they may have been feeling
dimension of respon
a need to be positive about a show that was perceived as being
.

directed_at their own community.

,

With all qf this, it seemed that it would be useful to conduct
a series of analyses,Of what kinds of pertons fell into the
various frequency-of-viewing categories. For obvious reasons,
the frequency question was chosktn as a more uninflated measure
of'interest in the show than.was the straight evaluative form.'
The results of running this frequency variable againat the
basic'list of fifteen osthers yielded not a single significant
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.

AAJarently, none of theie variabaes has anything
to.do with how thW aildiskAce for "All Together Now" is composed.
relationship.

\

.

One might expect that relationships could b4 found omong others
of ovr variables, bUt this pnalysis will bed deferred until
In passing, it is perhaps worth noting that- the Belvii
later.
DA§vis show"was cancelled for an indeflnite,period sometime
In
Autumn
1976-it
shortly aftpr 6iir research was 'conducted.
.

.

_

returned to the air on'ail irrTVlar

-
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WHO WATCHE§ LOCAL* NATIONAL NEWS, AND CURRENT EVENTd

14OWS?

,
The most obvious use that'the anAwers to these questiots could
serte for the present project.would be to' provide inputs thiit
could' Ultirately help maximize the efficiency of,the varioui
-\torms of communicating intorpat.ion to,the Blacla cOmmunitY:
.we are here pointing beyond the iissRe of what RInds 9f persons
use 1.4hat diff erent media for what kinds of information or
1

This section is retricted to a basic
analysis of how the several kinds of TV's "hard" informatioh
programing types draw different audiences from the broad splectrum
Of people that ma'ke up the community. The series of bivariate
ered such that each of the focal
allaXyses discussed here is
onshipi.to the criterion variables
independent Variabless% rel

wentertainment_purpobes.

is.treated in turn.

The first relationship exim,ined was between the news'viewint

,

freq4enci variAbles ank the categorical variable, "primary%
source of informatim about politics." Neither of the national
.td

types ol; show

("Cronkite's News" or "Sixty Minutes") nas

differentially viewed by groups who selected the viirious
primary sources of political information. There was, however,

:

a significant nonparametric association wlth the variable
"frequency.of vieWing local news." But given that this 'reseArch
wai condpbted at a time when the nationalnews picture was
heavily laded with political materials, it seems peculiar that.
...../the TV orientdd group did not deviate noticeably in any,of the
three vases from, say; the newspaper oriented group. In fact,
these two major mass media veria used very similarly, and it was
.

the interpersonal cateigOry '("talking to someone..") that showed
6,

up most discrepant fromthe others.
Ai we have said in other setions bf this paper, there is same
evidence that, as far as obtaining informaion about relqvant
thinte/(e.g., poliktics ornows of the Black community), mass
tmedia.users seem mare like each other, regatdless of whether
1i

0)ey choose broadcast or print Tedia, thekl they appear like
410be who prefer to get their information from informal, personal
a4Urcea.

41.

When the second set of analyses, the news viewing frequencies
vs.,levei of general interest in politics was examined, a sort
41

ok reversal-of the-preeeding was obe;erved. That is, there were
relatively ttrong associations obtlpi.ned with each of the nationally
oriented news/current events programs, but the reported frequency
1

of viewing local news was unrelated to interest in politics.
In both tables ll/4/p114 and 115, the strength of the positive
assatiations between viewing frequency and interest in politics
(Kendall's Tau of .18 and .19, both p=.0001) were the complete
reversal of the local table which showed virtually no association whatever.

The.simplest explanation, to rei5erate'what also appears'elsewhere, is that sources of national and local political matters .
and levels of-interest in the two concepts do not follow ccAsistent patterns. An abiding reason for the failure of 'political
interest to' relate to viewing of local news ie that the subject:

matter that would naturally feed a desire for iniormation
about politics in general simply does not appear on local nelds
In fact, the local neWs shows, which typically'
programing.
precede the national programs, assiduously avoid most of the
redundancies that such coverage would contain.

z

4

Age of iespondant ix sbown in tables ll/4/pl0,1,079 to be
positively related to news vieWing at.fairly strong'levels of

.

association by the nonparametric statistici5 we-used. When
natiRnal neweis considered, wq found that the older respondents

11

were gropptid at the highest endi of the frequetby-of-viewinq
sca/es,.a lesber tendency t'owards viewing.national news was found

among the younger groups, although even

ere, upwards of 40

percent of the..under-40 groups reported

tching national

,

.

.

.

.

news'ht least "ofteri."

..

This same sort of old age/verywfrequent-viewing iwIttern and
yOuth/rarely-viewin4 concomitant again shows up inthe data
on:current evente allows (e.g., "sixty minutes). The major

distinction we found wben lakking at the figures for local neWs
viewing was that at all age levels there was, mbre reported
mply more'marked\at the
viewing; the,positive relationship is
upper age levels.

Ai number of attempts have been made at explaining the general

phenomenon of age being positively related to'reliance on or
even general use of television. At this point, letit suffice
to say that a most clear way to get information out to the
older persons in this San Francisco.sample would be to Oet it
out as televised news - or at least in the time context of whatever
Aher !information is being broadcast on.the kinds of shows we
cited herb. .putting together the relatively higher marks for.
attention.that local news programing has won an

the reality that

locally oriented information (e.g., social ser ice access
advice) may be most effective when placed with other locally.,
oriented.materials, the potentidl'value, of the lospl news shoW
is obviously' great.

As' interesting as the signifiCant findings dealing_with age are

1

the'lack of significantly different news vieWing frequendies
founotbetween sample membere of different educational levels,
family incomes,-self-deiignated.social class status, or sexes.
Apparently the typical endings that clastify general popblations
as to thdir "print" or""broadcast" vrientationa (which findings

.

often include high correlations with eduqation.and iis concomiL.
tiintai, income and social class) do not tind'application viibn
this sample. of .San Francisco Black people is concerned. The
degrees' of thdir 'reported use of the general news that' Tiroffers

-

are seemin§ly common over all the usual demographic Variableq.
save age.

".

Contrary to what we have reported above, a number of statistically significant findings were obtained when the summed
index reprTsenting the four news viewing frequency'variables
(Note that here we
was run agAinst other critical variables.

have added back the previously omitted question on "interview
shows'like 'Meet the Press.'")
Among the likely antecedents to media exposure 'variables, for
example, ..we found "breadth of news viewing", to b9...-cotrelated to
reliance On. TV for rieWs of the Blacik.communitrAtt the r= .22
level (with p=(.001). So, too were there significant relatidnships.with both the political interest variables; deneral interesliat the r= .23 leVel and local politics interest at
r= .16 (both with p=<.01).. Consistent with the emphasis on'
local news viewing that'appeared in the comparisons of the
basic detcripitive statistics on these four news viewing questions,
we see a relationship here with the acale of degree of involve-

ment'in local community government issues (r= .28; prx(.001).
Since, as we have said several times, much of,the content of
television at the time of this research was.political in nature,

it is hardly h surprise to note that the vieinglof news
relate to deveral political campaign viewing variables. We
ca1cui significant correlatille here With both retro-4
spective (rw---.29) and prospective campaign_news viewing

(r- .35), as well as with retrospective repotted reading about
the campaign.of 1976 ?rim .30). Each of the quesfions designed
to measure the step beyond simple exposure, i.e., degree%of's
attention paid to political content on TV,showed up significantly
-

.Nelated'to the overall exposure.variable;.attention paid to
.Political advertising '(r== .25) and attention paid tb 'other

.

o

'''PoIitical-contents on television,(also :25).
Of&

A-clearly significant (p!..001) but not exceedingly stronggenerated when KQED viewing-frequen
(relationship (r= .14) was
4
We might impute
anci.the news (breadth index were run together.
this in part to the previously noted-emphasis this local station
gi_ves to San Francisco centered issues, especially political ones.
0
`-

Two ddditional correlations_here are a bit of a puzzle. As
frquendy of viewing news increased, so did reported evaluations
of the two "Black comedies" the national networks were running
at the time of the field work in.Spring 1976. Perhaps this is
a function of.both r's between average weekly viewing time and

news viewing index (r= .18) and jche presumed (i.e., not tested)
r between frequency of viewing any show and evaluation thereof.
That is, if one watches alot Of television, some respedtable
We feel that this
portion of it is bound to be news programing.
is shcrt of being. an Adequate 'analysis,- but cannot offer a
better one at this point.

As a final curious point, we have found a sli9htly positive
correlation between news viewing amount and a tendency towards
reporting one's own political position as being "moderate" or

.

.
.

el 1 8.

4

even-risihCof moderate7 put anotheK way (necessary because of
.thoi waythepolitical.position hcal& was presented to the
eresP6fidedt6),:the farther one placed himself from the-"left"

interval in iifive spacd scale, the higher his score on the
.news viewing frelquency index.
A

al
,
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f
A
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Interest in local politics is something which we gave rather

The major reason was
that's Noymber 1975 municipal election, while replete with
slight emphasis throughout our survey.

intense contests and issues/ was, after alie.five months into
r.

history by the time we were in the field. The 1976 primary
election ballot had virtuially nothing of interest on the strictly
local level. !taking even implidik comparisons between interest
in national and local politics with this inequity of immediacy
built in would.be unwise; and we thus chosp to defer the
'loca.l issue until some later work.

Utast for the record, though,

the absfract question of local pc4.itical interegt obtained

the following results in the May - June interviewing.
9 7%
VERY INTERESTED. 20. 2%
UNINTERESTED
INTERESTED / 6- 6 4 4 43. 896- - VERY- UNI-NTERESTED .4.9%
21.3%

NEUTRAL

c's
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TRUST IN TELEVISION: BIVARIATE ANALYSIS
To the, extent that the use of television hay or nay not be
related to the potential the medium has for influeticing one's

attitudes or behaviors, we felt it necessary to eAmine bow
t
our sample felt about this dimenkion of what they sew on TV.
The Series of questions that diAlt with this issue was presented
about half-way through the initiai,interview. As had been the

case in several other media use axeas, we inquired here too
about trust in newspapers; the point was to impose a sense of
relativity and thus to mitigate the expected hyPercritical
nature ,of abqtrAqt,corphents about television. Again, the scale
we have labelled "trust in television" was summed from three
questions; the focus on these shifted from the general (TV 22E
se) to a content type (TV news) to a race-specific type (TV
news of the Black community).

k

I

The analysis of the relationship betwqen trust in television
and a variety of usage measures revealed several.interesting
Of the couple of dozen relationships which tested as
significant via either the Kehdall's Tau b or Pearson's Correlation method, most Were inverse relationships. Not surprisin4ly,
findings.

.

choice of the mediuM for obtaining political information was
significantly associated with trust in TV when sUbmitted to
2
the Chi Square test (X = 52; d.f. = 30, p = < .008). But a look
at table 11/5/p40 showsittiat the significance does not derivp
from the TV using group's evincing more trust in television
In fact there are no real dif-:
than any of the other groups.
ferences between the 'TV and newspaper using grtups at all.
There is some4endency,' however, for both the radio using group

and the persons who prefefred to get their political information
from friends to trust TV more than the sample as a whole. We
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have commented elsewhere o'n this peculiar phenomenon of TV
users trUsting the medium 'less hnd less the more they see it.

The same sort of negative association was observed when general
"interest in politics was,crosstabulated against die scale of
While the largest numbers of rebpondents
were grouped,at'the middle pointsiof each of these variables,
trust in television.

there were also significaht groups at the.high-interest/low-TItrust and the lowAinterest/high-TV-trustebells of Table 11/5/p85e
Mi

The association between age and truSt in Ili was also in the same
old as the preceding; the vast majority of the saMple was on
f

ith e midpoint of tpe trust distribution; but there were enough
older persons who hadjow trust to establish an overall negatiVe- relatioaShip (see Table -11/5/p130).

None ofthe othcr nominal variables exc'ept educational achievement of the head ct-the household was signifipantly related to
tryst in TV. For reasons that are a bit difficult to understand,
eduCati!on &rned out tosbe positively related to trust; (Ken-.
dall's Tau b = .15, p = <.001). The ovet.all association seems

to come frop the observed tendencies towards the lest educated
to cluster at the lower end of the trust continuum and the-some-what more educated to clu tèr. towards the slightly higher end.
As the Table (11/5/p400) s OW81 very few of the top end persans

on the education variabl

deviated"from the center of the trust

distribution...

In turning to the -set of correlational.analyses we made on
trust in TV, a more consistent, albeit no less problematicaf
set of results obtained.

Confirming the associations-tested by nonparametric methods, we
found here, that age correlated negatively with trust in TV
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(r = -..20) and education correlated

poti*aly

(r = .17).4

Both are significant at p =
The scale of Black identity, reduced to three items from its
original ten, was found to correlate with trust in TV at a
weak bUt significant .09 (p = <.05). A parallel finding was
the somewhat stronger relationship with the.scale of knowledge
of Black political officials; (r = .13, p = <.03). One might
explain this latter result as being a function of the likelihood
that television is the best source where news relating to this
subject area is available (as opposed to the feature materials
that Bla6k magazines frequently print on these politicians).
Among the several measurements we made of our'respondents'
exposure to the mass media and te) specific types of content,
a set.of six variables were all found io be inversely related
to .trust in te3evision. The scale of frequency of viewing the
threp types of news programing (the so-called "breadth of.news
viewing" scale) correlated negatively at the r = -.23 level.
So too did retrospective campaignviewing (r = 7.16) and
reading (r = -.20), attentien to political: advertising on TV
= -.18), attention to other political issues on TV (r
and prospective bampaign viewing estimates (r = -.38). The
strength of the latter relationship may be based on the 1ogic7
that the levels of distrust in past and present are
presage even greater levels of distrust in the future.

This

may be especially true if one knows that the amount of television's involvement in the campaign is only bound to increase
froMeispring tErough Autumn of a general election year.

Trust in TV was also revealed to correlate negatively with
three nqn-media, politically relevant variables; these were
general interest in politics (r = -.20), interest in local
po3,itiq

(r = -.16), and a scale of six items we summed and'

1`,

,
'

7"-

ha.

labelled "involvement in 1.ocal community government" (r,m -.23).

The final points were a most interesting additional pair of,
obtained significant relatirdrZIPs. Both the evaluation of
"Sanford and Son" ahdikood Times" were negatively correlated
with trust in TV; the former at r mg -.20 and the latter at
r la -.18.

We can think of several ways these correlations

could be interpreted. The mOst straiiiihtforward may be this:
although evaluations of these two "Black comedies" are generally
high, the Programs are primarily performing purely "entertainment" functions. Our speculation is that the respowlents,
in evaluating these comedies positively while expreAing little
trust in television and TV news, were simply making different
ratipgs of two (for them),differePt diMensions of the concept
Anotrher angle on this may be worth noting: that is,
received, there
despite the good evaluations the.Black comedips
my
was a.great demand for "more Black programing" (73 percent of
"trust."

.

-

.the sample s o said)..

4

There is implicit support for the above reasoning when one
examines the -.21 corr41ational coefficient between trust in
TV and reliance on TV for news of Blacks and the Black comThis last is a telling piece of evidence,'we feel.
mulg.ty.
Overall, the responses on this reliance question indicated that
tfie medfum is not perceived as a ,reliable news source for the
community; other evidence lead6 us to conclude that the relatively low reliability stems from the lack of performance.
toO little coverage)'rather'than from errors-of commission'.

In the end and viewed quantitatively, the medium 22E se serves
poorly the information needs of the,people in the Black community.
Aen.it does proVide'them with'programing that fits their needs,.
either.for entertainment or for hard information, it is evaluated
positively and (probably) with s,ome hesitation.\

GENERAL INTEREST IN POLITICS
SUMMARY OF CORRELATIONAL FINDINGS
.

r.

interest in politics be developed
How cin a meaningful and broad
It is to this immensely
among Black Americans'in the mid-1970'p?
present research was
important and complex question that the
ultimately-Aaddressed.
to
This analysis is one of a number that focus on approaches
Our concern,
the question of Blacks' political-participation.
precursor to taking.
of course, is that "interest" ie a natUral

part in the politicalAystem's dynamics.
-

project
focus of the politlical sections of our research
behaviors fit into
in Sah Francisco during 1976 was on how media
with his political environthe p4cture.ot one's relationship
found that the reported frequencies
ment. Along this line we
nationaitly'
of viewing TV news and information programing, both
correlated with expressed levels
and locally originated, were
of'course, 4 revelation
of interest in politics. It is not,
to
that more interest is concomitant with greater exposure

The rea

'subjeCt area.
televised treatment of this particular
OA,

of findings that specific
No less expected was the parallel set
and proexposure to campan news 'both prior to the interview

of poli.tical interestf
jected afterwaxdb were tied to higher levels
significant negative
It was something of a puzzle to uncover a
and trust in.television,
correlation between interest in politics
negatively related to a...number
but since trust in TV was also
have been merely an artifact
of exposure variables, this one may
Incidentally, the trust/
of some other discordant association.
turnbd out
interest correlitticin when appligd to newspapers

positive.

Whether or not the other focal set of obtained significant
relitionships (Interest in politics with a scale of knowledge-

of Black politicians) is meaningful must wait for further.
analysis.

The speculation at this point' would have to be that

part of this knowledge will be'shown to derive from the fact
nthat the individual Black politiciahs' race was as,important
an identifying characteristic'as was their public position.

.

This was partly supported by theifinaing that attention to
Black affairs andknews on TV
political Interest.

positively with gesperal,

In brief, the expreis-sed degree of interest our respondents

avowed for politics in general, while not unimportant, doesn't
seem to be'capable of explaining more than a bit of the whole
of what we are trying to understand about Black people,. tele-

vision, and political farticipation.

a

r.
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THE DEMOGRAPHICS OF INTEREST IN POLITICS:
BIVARIATE ANALYSIS
In a word, interest in politics, as assessed in a general
question asked dUring the first wave of intervi ing, found
most persons in the sample to be more interested than not.
other
The sections which follow will look at some of th
variables that we conceived of as being logically belated to
this.

They coulAl, we think, get by generating an interest in

this selfpolitics or being a function of one's placement-on
of course, be
report variable. Again, the causality cannot,
clearly established by correlational analysis.
thought of as
The firL set which have been traditionally

effecting one degree orianother, of interest in politicis is the
that
demographics. It is most interesting to note, however,
income, education of
neither age, Occupational status, famlly
yielded.
the head-of-household, nor self-designated social class
when
statistically significant nonparametric relationships
Only
examined along with the interest-in-politics question.
reportable difference; males were higher in
op sex was there
.

interest than femal s.

ignificant relationship that was generated is
here; that is, the selP-designated measure of
worth reporti
political pos tion.(from "right" to "left") was nof related to
general interest,in politics. As we have reported
tIr level

pine other non

elsewhere,.most persons in the sample,considered themselives at
the center of the political spectrum, but )regardless of politiinterest in politics
cal orientation, their expressed general
was on the high side of neutral.

A number of the variables on which we collected data were in
the form of interval level scales. Among these were age, number
of children in the household, family income, and educational
level achieved by the head of the household. It turned out that
a

,

each of these was found'to be related to the attitudinal variable
under discussion here on a statistically significant level.
When the age of the respondent was correlated with political
interest it yielded a Pearson correlational coefficient of
.10 (p 7;4.03). family income was more closely related to
political interest, with an r of .20 (p au <.001), and education
yielded an r .= .11 (p

< .02).

The otller demogtaphic datum which we found to be significantly
related to the political interest variable was number of
children in the home. As one might intuit, the'obtained r
here was -.17. In fact the number of children was megatively

related to a host of,other variablei'encompassing political
participation, information seeking, etc. As has been asserted,
the explaniktion is probably no more complicated than th'e fact
that child care is exceedingly time consuming. It seems that
the political variables we measured areAust a few.of the
activities with lowet priOtities than homemaking.

Among the several inquiries along the way through the panel
study was a series focusing on specific interest in the 1976
presidential'election. The question posed to the sample in the
post-primary election wave of interv ewing found most persons
near the top of.the scale of in,eit. Quite zgtural1y , the
relationship tabulated in 11/5/p61 indicatei t at general
Interest in poliiics and this.specific area of the political'

.

Auestion are significantly related. Only among the persons
Nhose ieneral interest was highest was there also ce%maximal
interest in the presidential raceAthe generally less interested
,

groups showed somewhat loss enthusiasm for the presidential
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contest. Overalil, however, the evidence is clear that these
two question& were probably just tapping slightlif different

'nuances of the same basic eoncept.
-

A person's general level df interest in politics should logically
relate to, if not actually effect, pqrticipation in various
activities and information seeking focused on one's-local ggvernimental environment. A series of six items on the second yfve

.

of personal interviewing addressed this complex and was/
eventually summed to form a Scale we labelled "involve:al/It in
local'community governent" (Wave 3, Question.46). As antici-

pated, this scale was found to correlate positively with the
<.001.
,35, p
pivotal political intlarest variable; r

*
,

Part'and parcel of the above was the independently measured level
of interest in local politiv5. General political interest
rold local political interest correlated at a level of r m .33;
p 12 < .091.

Especially at the time this research was in the field,'much of,
what,was broadcastson television's national news programs
coniisted of information about the presidential dampaign. We
'

felt, therefore, that a strong positive relationship should
exist between interest in politics and frequency of viewing
national news. The nonparametric statistical test of thd.
relationship .shows on Fable..11/4/p114,iyielded what was antici-

pated: a positive, linear cova4ation '(Chi Square
< .02).
144 p

30, d.f.

Table 11/4/p115 depicts the,relationship between interest in
13olitics and reported frequencir of viewing "currents events
'shows" on television. The finding was very similar to the
'above.

I
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TntereStingly, first WWI* reports of viewing of local news
programing do not appear to be.ielated to interest in'politics
by the nonParametric tests; This is additionally curious in
that there was again a significant Chi Square calculated between
a Wave 3 measurement of local news vieWing frequency and the
isame interest in,politics question.

A plausible explanation for this might be that frequency of
viewing local news increased, in absolute terms and especially
among politically interested persons, between the first time it

was measured and the second time+ some two months later. With
this increase in frequency of viewing (which we could assume
is a function of increased interest) a positive relationship
had now been developed with generalized interest in politics.

et

.

A three-item scale designed to measure overall trust in teleVision
was administered near the end of the first-interview conducted
in our respondents' homes. The items progressed from the most
general trUst lel/RI (TV par se) to a content specific (TV news

un general) to the race specific (TV news of the

Bla6)c community).

When this summated scale was° run against general interest in
<.001). This
politics,-we obtained a Pearson r of -.20 (p
relationship was one, of several negatives involving 6xposure
variables. Anomalous iS it may seem, the more TV news one views

.

(especial)ry political news). the greater his distrust of what he
.

*

is seeing. This same direction of relationship applied to.the
exposure variables on the "Black shows." Some explanation will

b9-attempted later of why viewing does not diminish in the light
of this widespread lack of trust. The essence is, however, that
distrust notwithstanding, there are no Viable alternatives
among-the lckcal mass media.

It seems reasonable to assume that viewing of campaigp-related
programing should be seen as a subset of the exposure variable
discussed immediately above. A question was asked (during the
first Wave of interviewing) about .b4th retrospective and prospective (1976) campaign viewing. Agan,p/skposited that
general interest in politics shoula be strongly rglated to this

speCific set of behavios. In fact, the retrospective viewing
(.001):.'whi1e the
question correlated at the :36 level (p
prospective Viewing resPonses correlate0.at...39 (p = (.001).

AS an-aside, a retrospective question focusing on newspaper and
magazine reading of materials relating to the political campaigns
up *o the time of the first interview was also closely related
to reported political interest (r = .38, .p = <.001).
0

In proceeding one step farther than the level of exposure to
campaign related materials, we asked about the.degree of attehtion that the respondents generally'paid to the two types of
'content into which campaign programing roughly breaks, i.e.,
advertisements and other "Political issues" on television.

The relationships of each of thse with reported general interest
in politics were statistically significant, but attention to
advertising was the less closely correlated (r sc,.24,.as opposed
to .30; both at the level of p = <.001).
-

There were two seri'eis ot questions (one On each of the two

1,in-home intetviewing waves) which dealt with knowledge of plack
political figures and/or their activities. Since it was eXpected

that one of the important preconditions ofTheing knowledgeable
about Illack politics was a broad interest in politics RIK so;
it was'not surprising that we obtained statistically significant correlational coefficients between these variables.
The eight-item scale of national Black politital knowledge
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contained questions vequiting identification of such figures
as the mayors of L.A., Newark, and Atlanta, some members of
the Congressional Black Caucusc Justice Thurgood Marshall, etc.
The simmated scale scores wete found to, correlate positively
17,
with the scokes on the general political interest scale (r
p Es<

.005) .
111

4

A seven-item scale of knowledge of local Black political issues
was primarily focused on the legislative activities of California
Assemblyman Willie Brown. Even though the absolute levels of
knowledge of Brown's activities were low (in fact, much lower
than the identification scores,on the national figure's), we
still found an r of .25 (p =< .001) between this scale and Athe
interest scale for politics generally.
As an examination of the second personal interview schedule
will show, the long series of questions, midway through the
instrument, and dealing with identification of several nationally
known Black politicql figures was followed immediately by a
question asking "...how much attention do you pay to iAsues

concerning Blacks that appear on television?...." Weare assuming
that the question's location implied that a connection waS
supposed,to be made, and it is therefore not suiprising to note
that the data arrayed in Table ll/5/p62 show a significant,.
Specifically,
systematic relationship between the two variablea.
as interest in,politits increased, there was a steady and sharp
rise in the relative numbers of persons who said they pay close

attention to television programing on issues of concern to
Black people.

Since interest,in politics could be thought to relate to
exposure to politically relevant information in the ,newspaper
(especially where almost a4 persons avowed at least some
reading'of a daily paper), it seemed appropriate to investigate
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how Isal in newspaperp figured into.the equation. Table
ll/4/p1071shows the expected trend of truat and poaitical
interest varying concomitantly. The increasing trust/interest
line is not straight, however. The level oi trust appears to
'peak at the "interested in politics" level (which was the mode
of the interest distributivn) and then to diminish sharply
among fhose persons who reported that they were "very interested."
"Attentidh paid to political issues in newspapers" is an area
where another posj.tive relationship Was anticipated; Table
ll/S/p55 shows that there is a linear and positive relationship

betWeen the amouni of attention paid to political tssuea in.
the newspaper and the expressed degree 'of interest in politics
in general.

1-

71-
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PRIMARY SOURCES OF INFORMATION ABOUT POLITICS
We have reported that the newspaper was most often cited as
important as a source of information on politics. TV, inter.

personal communication, radio, and magazines followed in that
order.

The purpose of the next few sections of this keport

is to examine how this oFder of reliance on the various media
relates to other variables bearing on the general TV use.

The first interesting relationship we found to be statistically
signifi,cant'was with interest in politics. Those whose choice
of the medium for obtaining political information was newspapers
were, overall, much more interested in politics 'in general
thanIthe TV group.- Some 67 percent of the newspaper persons
stated that they were either "very interested" or "interested"'
in poli.tics in general, while only 49 percent of the TV persons
fell into these two posit4re categories. As a reference to
Table 11/4/p6 showA, the' cIther media tended to fall between
these two, but.the absolute numbers were small, and therefore
of less'import.

In light of the above, it seemed anómaloult to find that the

question on interest in local politics yielded almost.no
differences when the newspaper and television groups were comOne explanation which comes to mind is that each of the
pared.
questions was asked on a different wave of interviewing,,and the
time, lag may have produced the changes. Alternatively, it maY
berthat what we found accurately reflects a different media use
pattern for local as opposed.to national political informatlon
Several other variables which might have been expected
to be found related to the choice of a primary source of politiNeither
cal information also failed to show up as anticipated.
seeking.

,

attendanc to.political issues or advertising on TV nor
interest in the "upcoming presidential election," among 'others,
yielded a significant difference between newspaper and television using groups.

One could easily develop a rationale for expecting that the
source relied on most for political information might be
related meaningfully to a preference for different kinds of
television..thows that "ought to be aired for the' Black community." Our Table 11/4/04 shows that there were significant
differences.

Comparing the newspaper and television citing grqups (the
other media were 'of minor imi)ortance according to our findings),

.

we see that the pdrsons who were newspaper Choosers stated
,a preference for much,more educational programing to be aired
on TV than did the television using. group. At the same' tim6,
the television choosers avowed.wanting substantially more
Black cultural and dramatic programming. Relatively the same
proportions in each grouri cited a desire,for more news/public
affairs broadcasiing for the Black community in S4h_Francisco.

Id

to be added before making
Although many more analyses
conclusive statements about the use of these two major masp
media, it it.suggested that newspaper-oriented-persons might be

4

classifiable as "hard information" seekers, while television
Users tend towardt teeking entertainmentc albeit "cultuAl"
in nature; We have only, the farthest-out speculative evidence
on how this actually applies to the,use of television for
formulating opinions on political Matters, but what we do have
fits the mold that.has been used to describe the media in
It is that TV is the emotional" and newspapers the
general.
"rational" political information source.
V

4

was to be expected that the relationship betweeryseleetion
one's)
cif a most imporiant medium for Political information and
own media behaviors would be more positive. Table 11/4/p26
indicates thii to be so as far a's mewspaPer reading was con:-.
cerned. Those whose choice of an information source was the
newspaper had a median of about five days per'week when they

.repdrted reading a newspaper. The television using group only
it.ported reading a newspaper abOut two days per week. ,Among

.

the other groups (those who chose radio or "talking iosomeone"
as their prima-ry means of getting political information) the
newspaper /reading behavior was only a little above two days
per week.

,

,

A set of inverse associations was anticipated 'when we examined
the ways the various non-television groups ("Where do you get
most et your information about politics?") stated their reliance
on TV for general news of the Black community. table 11/4/p7

The newspaper-oriented group
more than
generally showed a negligible amount of TV-reliance;
,4
half of them fell into the "none at all" or the "not too much"
offers evidence on this issue.

categories, and only 17 percent expreld'a sense of moderEite
oi strong reliance on TV for Ois type of news.
As expected, llowever, the group whose choice of media for
political information was TV also tended to be heavily reliant
on this same medium for news of their' own Black community.
The only other group to show up with interesting and meaningful
resais on this question were thepersons whose 'main'source of
4

politibal information was "talking to someone." They stated
a distinct lack of reliance on TV for Black c9mmunity news.
All of these findings seem consistent with each other and with--'
the general proposition that, almost regardless Of the type'of
information one studies, our sample seemed prone to using one
medium or another but not different media for different types
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of information.

This case is made quite,neatly in the data presented in.Table.
lI/4/p29 Where each medium, iliturni is examihed as designated
e
for its use ih seeking political information and also as to its
Every

ulie for getting information about the Black community.

Persons usindnews
case is in the direction We noted above.
papers for the one type of inforpation tend moat ogien to say
-they use them for-the other type Of:information as well.
.

.

r'

Another most interesting aspect of this wrap-up table is the
second or third most prominent citeemedium. Without fail,
the "other" category comes up as the second most loaded and%
If we recall
the "talking to friends" Comes up a close third.
that many of the "others" were referenCes.to acquaintances or
professionals (e.g., mcnistersi shop keepers, neighbors,
co-workers), then the importance of.the coNbined interpersonal
'category is underlined., As we have written previously, this may
be due in large part to the paucity of information the mass

4

.

media offer to the person seeking news of San Francisco's Black
It may also relate to the findings we have reported
community.
about the low trust our sample felt towards the daily newspapers and television in general (and dven more negatively,
television's news treatment ok Blacks).
Whatever the case, we see that most:persons in this study cited
personal sourcds (outside their families) as being preferred
to mass Media lourcee' when seeking information about their own
community. Further, the broadcast media fared poorly as com-

.

pared to the newspapers'.

On the premise that the choice,ofia primary medium for obtaining
political information should be rel ted to general-news use
patterns .of the media, we investigated the' inputs to Table

It is most interesting.to note that there is no
substantial discrepancy between the newspaper and television
groups here. The implication may be that the newspaper using
1.1/4/P61.

v

group seeks news as intensely on television as in the. newspapers. This is.reasohable ik, f,6.example, it is understood
'that most of the newspaper.readers named the morning_Chronicle
as their paper, anemost of the local news on television is
broadcast in the evening or late at night.
Studie d! of areas where the afternoon newspapera predominate

in circulation wOuld*probably clai-ify this dimension of the

general questionlof people's choices of news media.

-
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MED VIEWING: iIVARIATE ANALYSIS
The public telivision station in San Fraricisco has, for some

sUbtessful in the country in terms

years., been one of the
.

In
om the community it serves.
of soliciting membership
general, most persons probably agree that it has also demon-

strated relatively se4ous'concern for the minority ethnic
If presSed on the question 'of why
groups within its reach.
they have not originated More programing for the Black population in San Francisco and Oakland, they would probably respond
that they have at least two other large minorities to redognise
The validity of AisdInd the argument that troduc'and serve.
.

tion budgets are extremely limited remains to be settled.

Whit we tried to do in the Survey in gan Francisco in 1976 was
to establish some baseline1 data on what u;les"our sample member
were making of KQED and w t they thought of the "Black programing." Welk also asked what may be the most fruitful type of
question in the long run ... "What kinds of other TV programs do
/

you think should be aired that would appeal to the Black com-,
munity here in the Bay Area?" Along with this was the corollary
"Could you tell me what some of your reasons might be for not
tuning in more oftenlko KQED, Channel 97"

All of this material is described in the opening sections of
this report. At this ,point, we will restrict/ourselves to
examining how the single most usable indicator of a person's
extent of vidwing - reported frequency of watching - relates
to the ieries of variables we have been discussing so far,.i.e.,
our "classificatory" set.

.

The deauency variable was used in.both a series of nonparamctric
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and in a
tests of association with nominal level measurements
series of correlational analyses with ordinal and interval
level data. The firstk crosstabulation with statisticallY significant tOdings was found with KQED viewing frequency run by level

Table 11/4/p68 shows interest greater
among those who report more frequent viewing of this station
.19,
.01, Kendall's Tau b
a6, p ing
(Chi Square m 31,d.f.
(.001). A straightforward explanation is this: the station's
p
extensive, coverage of local politics is probably manifesting

of interest in politics.

itself here.

Contrary to many of the studies on public television audiences,
the nonparametric demographic runs indicated that there were
viewing frequencies between persons
2 significant differences in
of various ages, of different incomes, social classes, or
educational levels. A few more women than men were non-viewers
or relatively infrequent viewers.

In general, though, across all descriptive parameters we
measured, most of the sample members were either "sometimes"
this
or infrequent tunes-in, to KQED. The significance in
non-significant finding is that the corporate and station
protestations about public television serving a broad spectrum
of people are, in fact, supported as far as the above data
are concerned. The remaining problem, of course, is th6t it
is a wide spectrum over a very small base.

,

'Since we were interested in as intense a picture as we could
get.of the use of this public television station by our sample,
we made a long series of crosstabulations using viewing frequency
as an independent variable. .The set of politically related
behaviors and attitudes yielded some interesting findings; for#
example, one's own designation of persohal political orientation

was related slightly but significantly to vi!hgwing freqUency;
1,

14 (1,

that isi as viewing frequency increased, thei ! was proportionately
more representation of persons from the "right* end of, the

political spectrum. .It-should be emphasized that while these
results are statisticealy significant, the_ preponderance of the
sample members were middle-of-the-road politically and still
only "sometimes" viewers of KQEp.

Although there was no obiained relationship whatsoever with
yiewing of a local commercial station's Belva Doris show, there
was a strong positive association betOeen KQED. viewing frevency
and the frequency reported for.viewing "JBlack PersPective
'on the News." Given the pert-Whole nature of this relationship,
we will not pay it much attention. The:same type of association,
not surprisingly, waAround when eXamining'the "Bladk Journal°
viewing frequency. Of the'several commercial station news viewing

,indicators which we ran against the KQED viewing frequency,
only national news viewing frequency was significa4tly associated
in a slight but clearly positive direction.

A number of variables we crossed with KQED viewing frequency
were amenable to vrrelational analysis by the Pearson Correlational subprogram cif the SPSS computer prickage we vere using.
The "breadth of inews viewing° scale which we had constructed
from a complex of local and national new's, "current events"
:

'

and interview, shows was found'to correlate at the level of

r = .14 (p

(.001).
04-

We did not make a direct measure of how or whether our . respondents.attended to the nightly local news program KQED broadcasts,
although this now seems like a good thing to have done. If
N.ie had, it is likely/that correlations would have been found'
between general newit viewing and the viewing of news and public
affairs programing on public television.
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Several correlational analyseithat we did,make support this
..C(01) with
of .20 (p
speculation. First, we found an
interest in local pillitics. (There was also a .19 rplationship
<.04)
.11 (p
with interest in politics generally.) The r
with frequency of viewing local news addes a little more to the

And the r m .28 with involvement
with local community goYernment matters suggests that KQED's
news "City-centrism" may well be an important reason.for our
sample viewing the station's programing - at least to tbe limited
strength of, the complex.

extent that they4-do.
,We have commented elsewhere about the anomalous piece to this
puzzle; that is, the finding of an r m -.16 when KQED yiewing
frequency is run against reliance on TV for news ofAhe Black
The thoroughly tentative rationale there,was' that
community.

PTV viewers generally tend (we found r m,.26, p m (..-001)., to be
more educated and thus more likely to report reading os a preIt seems to fit the
ferred mode of political neWs intake.
In fact, of the three, variables which
present case as well.
measured attention to campaign news (retrospective and prospegtive TV viewing and retrospective reading) only,the latter

was found to be significantly related to the KQED viewing
frequency measurement.

Still another pair of sUpportive findings come up when we
examine knowledge of loca,& and national Blacfc Politicians.
These are each significa tly correlated,with AQED viewing;
r m .21 and .36, respectively. The f4.na1 twO1 relationships
to note.are reports of attention to political advertising on
TV (r = .19) and,attention to general political issues on TV

(r = .25); both at the level of p m <.001.

The overall thrubt of these bivariate relationships involving
viewing of public television and the rest of our focal Variables

might be summarized this way: It is clear that the politically
relevant criterion variables are the ones with which '<QED viewing
is most closety tied. This was found not only in terms of

expressed interest in the political process, but in terms of
reported exposure to mass mediated political information and to
an ultimate effect level - augmented knowledge of political
The positive directions of all these results, by
matters.
their consistenc, outweigh much of 'the problem caused by the
relationships being only moderate in strength.
In the end, it can not', of course, be said that all these
increased states were resultarit from viewing KQED's programing.

Surely, a more comprehensive analysis would yield evidence
that there are many interactions inherent in the relationships
we have discussed. When one is interested in complex behaviors
like these, however, telicitous interactions are perhaps what
.

one seeks before the fact.
Notwithstanding 4he equivocation that has to accompany any,
correlational'analysis, the dita here seem to use to shOw yet
another of the /areas wherein television in general could perform
for all its audience the kind of positive social/informational
function it,is demonstrably doing for the few who do choose
to concentrate on this one of its potential uses.
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APPENDIX TO THE SECTION ON BIVARIATE ANALYSIS
"r

1.

COMPUTER CODES

.

1.

Identify

2.

AVWKE729

Respondent's identificatiOn number
Average TV viewing per wkday 24 hrs.

3.

NWES1033

Freq. viewing national news

4.

NWEV1134

Freq. viewing "60 Minutes"

5.

NWLC1235

Freq. viewing local,news

6:

BVFQ2459

Freq. viewing' Belva Davis

7.

BPFQ2762

Freq. viewing "Black Perspectives"

8.

BJFQ3065

9.

AIRP3368

Freq. viewing "Black Journal"
Programs that should be aired

10,

NBKFV628

Numbek of Black favorite shows

11.

KQED3470

12.

ESR

Reason for not viewing KQED
Reasons for viewing Black-oriented programs-

13.

ESR35A71

14.

ESR35B72

15.

ESR35C73
ESR35D74

17.

ESR35E75

18.

ESR35F76

19.

ESR35G77

Show how things are in' real life
To see folks that look like self

20.

ESR35H78

Because others insist on viewing

21.

EST35179

22.

4RAD3721

JUst to pass the time
Atierage radio listening per day

23,

NWRD4024

24.

RYrkVB459

25.

RYNE4610

26.

SEIN4711

27,

PTV

Main source of info. about Blacks
Reasons for viewing polit: dands. on TV,

28.

PTV54A18

Toidetermine how to vote

29.

pTV54819

30.

PTV54C20

To enable you to have.facts
Because it is an obligation

-cf

Just to relax
To get a good laugh
To get info, about what's happening
Because you can relate
To see how folks solve real problems

^%.

How many days read newspaper
How much rely on TV for info. about Blaqks
How much xely on NWSP for info. about Blacks
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To find out major issu;as
To find out candidates';Viewpoints.
To compare candidates

31.

PTV54D21

32.

PTV54E22

33.

PTV54F23

34.

PT154624

35.

PTV541125

To find out candidates' backgrounds
To observe how they act on TV

36.

PTV54126

To watch individuals

37.

PTV54J27

38t

PTV54K28

To find out candidates' ideas on Blacks
To see what Blackrpoliticians are thinking

39.

40.

NW
PNW56A38

41.

PNW56B39

To determine how to vote
To enable you to have facts

PNW56C40

Because it is an obligation

43.

PNW56D41

To fine out pajor issues

44.

PNW56E42

To find oui candidates' viewpoints

45.

PNW56F43

To compare candidates

46.

PNW56G44

47.

PNW56H45

48.

PNW56146,

To find out politicians' background
To read what they say in newspapers
To read About individuals-of own party

49.

PNW56J47

50.

PNW56K48

51.

BPCA5858

52.

BPNI5959

53.

BPRO6060

WB Nbclear Initiative
Republican opponent to WB

54.

BPSH6161

Speaker of the House?

55.

BPSH6262

156.

BPPA6363

WB Pre-school health scree1440 bill
Political affiliation of WB

57.

BPJB6464

58.

NBTM7373

Job.a8 assemblyman WA
Black supreme court justice

59.

pLIF7810

Source for polit. info.

60.

IP0L8016

Interest in politics

61.

,NWTR8425

62.

TTVR8526

Trust in TV

63.

TVFN8728

Fairness of TV local news

64.

NWFR8829

Fairness of major newspaper

Reasons for reading NWSP about polit. cands.

To find out candidates' ideas on Blacks
To read what Black politicians are thinking
Willie Brown (WB) Consenting Adult Bi;1

Trust in "Chronicle/Examiner"

.65.

TTVB9334

Trust in TV about Blacks

66.

TTVG9435

Trust in.TV in general

t7.

BKP09536

68.

BLACKID5

Wtnt to see more Black program
Black Identity Scale

69.

BIAH1045

Help eiich other

70.

BIH10452

Affects me personally

71.

BIK10455

72.

73.

NTV10657
OTG11951

Works hard
Number of TV's

74.

.gSD11912

.75..

DA120344

"Good Times" rating
"Sanford and.Son" rating

Age
Number of children

DNC12138
78.

DJ124512
DFIC1253

79.

DED12654

Occupation
Family income
Head of household education

80.

DSC12755

Social class

81.

DSX128.6

82.

.PLINF514

Sex of respondent
Media source for info.. about Pres. cand.

83.

SCHED518

84.

FAMVV619

Regular schedule
Watch with family or friends

85.

C9KQD720

Watch programs on Channel 9

86.

ILPL1034

Interest in local politics

87.

NWPL1236

88.

PAV

Att'n to polit. issues in newspaper
Statements made about politics

89.

PDV23B47

90.

PBQ23C48

914

93.

DY0i2449
PCTV2653
PITV2754

94.

EPSV3563

95.

.1i,EL2855

96.

NBLC3664
NBSC3765

77.

92.

97.

/114EB3866

Most of leaders devoted to service of country,
Black Cong. Caucus wokking in'Blacks' interests

Duty to vote
Att'n paid to,polit. advertising on TV
Att'n paid to polit. issues on. TV
NO. of Blacks on SF Board of Supervisors
Int. in upcoming Pres. election
Names of 2 Cong. Bladk Caucus members
Name (Shirley Chisholm) who)ran for Pres., 1972
,

Number of Black Senators
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99.

NBTB3967

Name (Bridley) of L.A. mayor

100.

NBJB4068

Political position of Julian Bond

101.

NBKG4169

102.

NBi4J4270

103.

TVIS4371

Name of' mayor of Newark
Name of mayor of Atlanta
Att'n td issues alout Blacks on TV

104.

P0LW4472

105.

S0AP4714

Political position
Viewing of daytime stories

106.

S1FQ4815

Frequency of viewing daytime soaps

107.

SALK5417

1P8.

SAW8

Especially like about soaps
Reasoni for watching soap operas

109.

SAW51A18

Relaxing way to pass time

110.

SAW51B19

I like the actors

111.

SAW51C20

I like the characters in the story

112.

SAW51E21

113.

SAW51F22

I like the Black people
FUn imagining being part of the story

114.

SAW51G23

Shares the emotions of the characters

115.

SAW51H24

Enjoys watching characters misbehave

116.
117.

SAW51n5
SPFQ537

Seeing the characters get caught
Frequency of viewing sports programing

118.

SPFV5428

Sports like to see best on,TV

319.

SPLK5529

Especially like about watching favorite sport

120.

NWLF6654

121.

HEAL8310

Freq. of viewing local news
Description of own health

122.

HMDQ8613

Quality of health care by private doctors

123.

HLCL8815

Quality of health care by clinics

124.

HOC8916

125.

HEQL9017'

Quality of emergency treatMtmt
Racial discrimination in health treatment

126.

RSED9726

127.

.TMSF9827

128.

REIA928

Belongs to religious denomination

129.

MAR10232

Marital status

State in which raised
Time spent in San Francisco

COMPUTED SCAOS' VARIABLES
1.

BLKPOTL3BLKPOTL3-

The San Francisco political knowledge scale
featuring Willie Brown
BPCA5858+ (Consenting Adult)
BPNI5959+ (Nuclear Iriitiative)

BPRO6060+ (Republican)

BP3H6161+ (Speaker of House)

BPSH6262+ (Pre-school Health screening)
BPPA6363+ (Democrat)
APSV3563 (Supervisor Francois)
2.

TRUSTTV4-

TRUSTTV4*

,Trust in television scale
TTVR8526+ (Trust in TV)
TTVB9334+ (Trust in TV about Blacks)
TTV09435+ (Trust in TV in general)

3.

BLACKID5=
BLACKID5+

4.

NATBKPL6=
liATBKPL6+

Black Identification Scale
RIAH1045+ (Help 'each other)
BIH10452+ (Personal affect)
BIKI0455 (Works hard)
The national Black political knowledge scale

NBLC36t4+ (Cong. Black Caucus - 2)
NBSC3765+ (Pres. Cand. Chisholm)
NEEB3866+ (Sen. Brooke)
NETB3967+ (L.A. mayor Bradley)
NBJB4068+ (GA St. Sen. J. Bond)
NBKG4169+ (Newark mayor K. Gibson)
NBMJ4270+ (Atlanta mayor M. Jacksorf)
N3TM7373 (Supreme Ct.. Juptice T. Marshall)
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f(4

PEARSON CORRELATIONAL COEFFICIENTS

SIGNIFIC4IT RELATIONSHIPS ONLY
Level of
significance
Age by
-.17
Number of children
.15
Occupational level
.10"
Family income
-.35
Education
-.20
Black Identity scale
-.20
Trust in TV
.33
News-viewing breadth
.29
Information about local community
Reliance op TV for news of local comm. .23
.23
Retrospective campaign viewing
.16
'Prospective campaign viewing
.10
Interest 0 politics
.16
Evaluati n'of Good Times
.16
Eva/uati n of Sanford & Son
.17
Interest in local politics
.16
General political alienation
.15
Belief in Black Congressmen
Attention paid to political ads on TV .13
.15
Att'n paid to politicekissues on TV
.19
R's political ponition lhigh=right)
.29
Frequency of viewing local TV news
-.23
R's health status,(highmexcellent)

.001'

.004
.05
.001
.001
.001
.001
.

.001
.001
.001
.002
.03
.003
.002
.003
.004
.006
.01

.008
.001
.001
.001

.1010=14

Number of childrenly
-

National Black political knowledge
Information about local community
Retrospective campaign viewing
Prospective campaign viewing
Retrospective campaign reading
Interest in politics
s/Interest in local politics
Belief in Black Congressmen
Attention paid to political ads on TV
Att'n paid to political issues on TV

Job status by
Retrospective campaign viewing
ctive campaign viewing
s healthostatus (Bigh=excellent)
rospe8

Se

.14
-.19
-.14
-.11
-.17
-.14
-.12'

-.14
-.20

.01

.003
.001
.005
.02
.002
.01
.03
.01
.001

.03
/03
.10

05

Level of
significance
ramily iricome by

Education
Social clams
Local Black, pblitical knowledge
National Biack political knowledgo
News viewing breadth
Information about local community
Prospective campaign viewing
Retrospective campaign reading
Interest in politics
Evaluation of Sanford & Son
Interest in local politics
General political alienation
Belief in Black Congressmen
,R's health status (high=*excellent)

.39
.32
.28
.28'

.11
.23
.11
;23
.20

-.12
.19

-.13
-.10

.001
.001
.001
.001
.03

001
.03
.001
.001
.02
.001
.02

.06

.14

.02'

17
Social class
30
.
Local Black political knowledge
.14
Black Identity scale
. 35
*National Black political knovriedle
. 17
Trust in TV
-.11
News viewing breadth
Rdliance on TV for news of local comm.-.29
. 11
Retrospective campaign reiding
.11
Interest in politics
-.19
Evaluation tot Sanford & Son
. 20
Fropency of viewing KQED
General political alienation
-.18
Belief in Black Congressmen
R's politital position Ohigh=right)
-.13
Ftequency of viewing local TV news
.23
R's health status (high=excellent)

.001
.001
.005
.001
.001
.003
.001
.02

..Educat'on of head of ho sehold b
.

.02

.001
.001
.006
.002
.05
.02
.001

,§221.49....simpalclassb
Evaluation of Good Times
Evaluation of Sanford & Son

.

R's health status (highcitexce11ent)-

-.13
-.20
.18

%02
.001
.001

NIP

l

Level of
significance

KnOwledge 9f local Black politicians by
Black Identity scale
National Biadk political knowledge
News viewing'breadth
Involvement in locallgommunity
Retrospective campaing viewing
Prospective campaing viewing
Retrospective campaing reading
Interest in politics
Frequency of viewing KQED
Interest in local politics
.

.

Black Identity by
National Black-Political knowle'dge
Trust in _TV
of,

Retrospective campaign viewing
Frequency of viewing local TV news
's health.status (high=excellent)
Plitk

.14
.49
.22
.28
.18
.11
.34
.25
.21
.20

,.01

.001
.001
.001
.002
.04
.001
.001
.001
.001

.13
.09

.

-.14
-.12

.02
.05
.0.07

.03
.03

.12

National Black_political knowledge by
.03
.001.
.001

.13
Trust in TV
.37
Involvement in lodal community
Reliance on TV for news of local comm.--,.30
.21
.Retrospective campaing reading
.17
Interest in politics
-114w
Evaluation of Sanford-& Son
.36
Frequency of viewing KQED
.23
Interest:in local politics
.18
Att'ri to political candidates on TV
,

.001'
.005
.02
.001
.001
.003
.001

.

.

A4'n paid to political issues onTV

.20

Scale of trust in TV by
1.

(1

-.23
News viewing breadth
-.23
Involvement in local community
Reliance on TV for news of local comm.-.21
-.16
Retrospective campaign viewing
-.38
Prospective campaign viewing.
-.20
Retrospective campaign reading
-.20
Interest in politics
-!.16,
Ev4luation'of. Good Times
-.20
Evaluation of *Sanford & Son
-.16
Interest in local politics
Attention paid to political ads On TV ...418
Att'n paid to political issUes on TV -.16
.
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:001

.

.001.

.001
.003

b01

.
.

.

'

.001
.001
.002
.001
.003
.002
.006

Level of
significance

/1701..D.ILST.M...112142-YiSA6.2.-W.

Involvement in local community
Reliance on TV for news of local comm.
Retrospective campaign viewing
Prospective campaign viewing
Retrospective campaign reading
Interest in politics
Evaluation of Good Times
Evaluation of Sanford & Son
Frequency of viewing KQED
Interest in local politics
Political alienation_
Att'n to political candidates on TV
Att'n paid to political issues on TV
R's political position (high=right)
Frequency of viewing local TV news
c

.28

401

.22

.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.006
.001
.001
.004
.005
.001
.001
.01
.001

.29
. 35
. 30
. 23
. 15
.17
. 14
. 16
. 16
. 25
. 25
.

14

.

25

Involvement In Local cotnmuity gov6rnment by

Retrospective campaign vipwing
Prospect.ive campaign viewing

,

Retrospective campaigis. reading

Interest in politics.
Evaluation of GooirTimes
Evaluation of Sanford & Son
Frequency of viewing KQED
Interest in local politics
Political alienation
Att'n to political candidates on
Att'n paid to political issues on TV
R's political positsion (high=right)'
Frequehdy of 14.ewing local TV news

.23
.26
.27
.35
.15
.09
.28
.53
.23
.44
.44
.15
.27

.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.08
.001
;001
.001?
.001
.001
.01
.001

time for the avera e da
Wave 1: Radio listeni
-.13
Frequency of iriewin.g local TV news
'

41/MINEm.

41=0.111...1=.4,

g

Reliance on TV far information about the local Black community by
f

.

Retrospectivecampaftn viewing
Prospective campaign viewing
,

Evaluation 'of'Sanford & SO ll

Frequency of viewing KQED
Frequency of viewing local TV news

-fe
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.19.

.18
.17

-.16
.12

.001
.901
.002
.004
.03

Level of
significance

of caipain news on TV b
Prospective campaign viewing
.45
Retrospective campaign rpading
.34

Retrospective

n

Interest in politics
Evaluation of Good Tires
Eviluation of Sanford & Son
Interest in local politics
Political alienatiop
Att'n,to political candidates on TV
Att'n paid to political issues on TV
Frequency of,viewing local TV news
R's health status (high=,excellent)

Prospective campaign viewing by
Retrospective campaign reading
Interest in politicb
Evaluation of Good Times
Evaluation of Sanford & Son
Interest in local politics
Att'n to political candidat
on T%
Att'n paid to political issue .on TV
,R's political position (high=right)
Frequency of viewing local TV newt

.36
.14
.14
.24
.10
.21
.21
.21

.001.
.001
.001
.009
.001
.001
.05
.001
.001
.001

.39
.39
.16
.16
.30
.29
.19
.15
.19

.00l
.001
.003
.003
.001
.001
.001
.009
.002

Retrospective reading, about campaign news by

Interest in politics
41110
Evaluation of Sanford & Son
Frequency of viewing 'QED
Interest in local politics
Att'n to political candidates on TV
Att'n paid to political issues on'TV

.001
.003
.001
.001
.001
.001

.38
.11
.26
.20
.25
.18

InItEttL_LaLLLI:JaEitz.
Interelst in lo,cal politics

Att'n to political candidates on TV
Att'n paid to political issues on TV
Frequency of viewing local TV news

Ats
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.33
.24
.30
.20

,

.001
.001
.001
:001.

h

4

EYALMALL21_2!....01=11.10Y..
EVaXuation of Sanford & Son
Att'n to political candidates on TVi
Att'n paid to political issues on TV

Level of
significance

.12
.13
.14
.13

.001
.04
.02
.02
.02

.14
.14
.13

.01
.02
.03

Interest in local:politics'
Att'n to political candidates on TV
Att'n paid to political issues on TV
Frequency of viewing local TV news
Interest in politics

.20
.19
.25
.11
.19

.001
.001
.001
.04
.001

Interest in local politics by
Att'n to political candidates on TV
Att'n paid to political issues on TV
R's political position (high=right)
Frequency of viewing local TV news
Trust in Black publications

.38
.43
.21
.27

.001
.001
.001
.001
.006

R's political position (highright)
.Frequency of viewing local TV news

.50,

Evaluation of Sanford & Son by.

*
Political alienation
Att'n to political candidates on TV
R's polit,ical position (high=right)

Frequency of viewing EgED by

politics
General
Att'n to political candidates on
R's political position

R's political position (high=right)
R's health status (high=excellent).
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-.15

.11
.10

.13
-.16

.03
.05

.02
.005

Level of
significance

tte tion said to solitical candidates on TV b
.71
Att'n paid to p6litica1 issues on TV
.30
R's political posit*on (high-right)
.15
Frequency of viewing local TV news
-.11
Trust in Black publications

.001

:001
.001
.04

Attention paid to political issues on TV by
R's'political position (high-right)
Frequency of viewing local TV news
Trust in Black publications

.23
.19

.001
.002

-.12

Rephndentby

6

R's health status (highmexcellent)

Health status of Respondent by
Trust in Black publications

-.15

.01

7.12

.02

A

,,
I.
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HEALTH

The major reason for administering the secon of Wave s3 that
dealt with health matters was to gather dai.a from.which we could'
establish the conceptual domains within whith this Black adult
sample relates to the area. The tltimate. use:to-which these
l be put is to create teleand any subsequent health data

needs for information on
vision programing to match people
4
health and medicine. We therefore made a special effort to try
to ass,ess tentatively what kinds of information TV today is
providing to the kind of viewers we researched.

We started out knowlng little about even the simplest level of
utilization questions. For exaMple, we guessed that the medically
oriented content that appears frequently on such disparate
types of te1evis3on programs aFt "Feelin'Good," "Medicril Contt%r,"
and "The Johnny Carson Show" might be getting to the viewers,
spontaneously recallable as "health/medical inforbut-not,

mation." At the same time, it seemed appropriate to keep from
oading the odds by asking diYectly about information gain and
by making speci.fic reference to the types ce shows in whidh we

/
I

werp interested. This was the reasoning behind the order Of
the questions on the health/medicine(section of,the questionnairta.

The data from the open-endöd introductory question (4i69) show
'that even if there is fiedicial/health informaien transmiftecid
intentional. or as a
(and
there-is,
whether
on television today
k
.
dramatiq.fare),
it
is not
completely incidental background to

recallW,as 'such by any but a small minority of the persons we
interviewed. The fact that fully, half tbe'sample-was unable to
name a'single TV rirogram whIch had given them any *such informatien

14.
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5.6 Surprising.

Given the high incidence of vicowing reported

for several hospital-sited soap Opp:FaS., for example, we mould
have'expected substantial unaided recall )4ere among other places.
Nevertheless, as the data tabulated beloW indicate, most.of the
programs or p.rogram.types we subsepientlygave as aids elicited
rather low frtquency scores.
TABLE TI

4

HEALTH IN.FORKWION BY TV PROGRAM 'ilk (AIDED RECALL)
IE DAYTIME STWII E S nAVE YOU P I MD
70. HOW ABOUT (1)
UP ANY HEALTH OR MEDICAL INFORMATION PROM WATCHING
ANY OF THEM?'
'
YES

'A 6%

NO

,

1. 07.4%

72. HOW ABOUT (2) N10ET TIME DRAMAS ABOUT DocTps
HOSPITALS?
4
r3.1
4. If 66 611
1o.
35.4%
YES
Il

74. HOW ABOUT

'

3) ACTIONS SHOWS LIft 'TUE ONE. pOuT THS'

PARAMEDI CS?
1;ES

28 1%

71

-NO

76. HOW ABOUT (4) NEWS SHOWS' ABOUll MEDICAL DIsCur.WIE

OR mins?
YES

37.8%

ce+4

NO

`1.

*, 78. now ABOUT (5) INTERVIEW OR TALR SBOWS-PaTUitliq4.
DOCTORS OR SCIENTISTS?
3k.5%
YES

NO...

.

.66.5%

80. HOW ABOUT (6). BIG SPECIALS LIM, THE-JERRY LEWIS
FUNWRAISER- FOR MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY OR THE VD BLUES?'
,

NO

6.5%
,4

82. AND HOWADOUT (7) ADVERTISEMENTS LIKE THE ONES TELLING
ABOUT THE 7 wAnnING simp OF CANCER?
29,5%
NO....
YES
Obviour,qy not much health/medical information is, ge7tting through

to Our respondents. Mat is i4entifiable can be,better recalled
-as the inte4 of the information is (objectively, at least)

,1 5

.

more recognizably intentional.

That is, as,the medical dontext

is more incidental to the program, the likelihood is less of
its being identified as .heAith information.

The special health promotional shows like the Jerry Lew
special or the widely shown commercial by thil American Cancer

Society do, in fact, get recalled by large numbers of persons
when the aided recall mode of question is presented.
In coding the open-ended responSes to the question, "What

kind of health/medical information was it (that you got from
program)?", we tried to build a meaningful:set of codes
.

by listening to the tape recordings of a sample of the interSince this health section was near the end of the interviews.
view and the interviewers were not trained im this,subject,
the large majority.of the responses were either non-specifiC or
purely objective descriptions of the obtained information (e.g.,
"...how the Swine flu vaccinations program is going...").

The only code we finally derived from these protocofs on "typo
of information" was one that classified the response as either
personally usefuf information or general, non-personally useful.
Only about 8-10 percent for each program type said that they
had received personally useful information from a TV show in
(To pass this "effect" off as insignificant
that category.
is to overlook such cases as the respondent.who saw Marcus
Welby, M.D. hiagnose and treat a malignant lymphoma; the respondent was able to self-diagnose a similar problem, 'haw an

M.D., and was successfully treated via the same therapy mode
Welby had used:)

4

Two points need noting here on the matter of the apparent
"penetration" of the health/medical information into the viewing

audience.

First, as suggested by the data, viewers max come

away from,a recognizably,medical or health oriented program
with what they-consider to be information, The challenge is
ultimately to get them to the informatión so that they can at
4.

least ingest it. It will be no less a challenge to design
programing which will both stimulate viewing per se and simul-

taneously induce learning of the desired information.

In the end we did not feel that the context of the Wave 3
questionnaire was sufficient to explore all the motivations
our people had for seeking health/medically oriented information.

This should_be, howver, one of the highest priority items of
änY future TV study of the Black community. As an important
control variable for analyses of attention to health/medical
information, we asked thiLrespondents to classify the state of
their own health.. Rather than presenting this as a close-ended
evaluative scale, we purposely left it up_to the respondent here
to articulate the appropriate state of health in his/her own
The point was, of course, to build a code scheme for
terms.
later work.

Our synthesis of the responses led to the code

tabulated below.

EXCELLENT
GOOD
FAIR
NOT WELL
VERY BAD

18.6%
52.3%
17.8%
1 Q.. 6%

...0.$%

Because the data are handy and timely, we present below the
figures derived from a National Institutes of Health hationwide
(Health: United States 1975. DHEW publication
survey in 1975.
HRA 76-1232, p. 243) These self-assessments of health status
(for 411 non-whites) showed:

EXCELLENT
GOOD
FAIR
POOR

36.7%
44.2%
14.1%
4 2%

sot

The San FranciSco sample figlires indicate that over two-thirds
of the sample classify themselves as being in good Or excellent
healt11, but the national figures are eyen more highly skewed
in a positive direction. If,one can assume that the,category

"fpir" is also taken by our respondents to represent albtate

of health that is not unsatisfactory on balance, then almost
90 percent of our own sample id in an Overall "positive" category,
and even more than that are positive in their self-assessment
on the national level.

.

In these data from the national sample, we can only guess how
the other "ton-white" ethnic groups' ratings affeCted those that
the Black sample members gave. We expect that the Blacks'
ratings might be even higher than the others in the group,

given the economic comparisons that could he made and the expected
relationship between these two kinds of variables.
As a final comparison, /and to highlight one of the crucial 'k
differences towards which this research is directed, the white

national sample data are tabulated below.
HEALTH STATUS:

WHITE NATIONAL SAMPLE,"l975 (SELF-DE4GNATION)
EXCELLENT
37.6%
GOOD
8 8%
FAIR
2 6%
POOR'

The obvious point of'how the two distributions are arrayed need
not even be made.

There is inequality.

One additional a"spect of this discussion should, however, be

We have no way of knowing whether the category labels
on what'was a set of closed-ended response possibilities were
taken to have the same meaning for,all the participants in the
noted.

survey by DHEW.

In fact, we suspect that with "getting by" as

a pervasive philosdiphy (outtf necessity) in Black communities
and with a "getting ahead" motjvé much more common among whites
than Blacks, the Black people surveyed might well have-lower

satisfaction levels than their white counterparts.

We intend

to look more deeply into this on later research.
Following the request for a self-assessment of health status,
we asked ou San Francisco sample a series of questions tapping
their.attit es about the adequacy of the health care delivery
systems JAI

he city.

Ideally, these-would include a set of

corollary questions about the system.

We,Eeel the'presumption

cobld be made that first hand'recent experience with, say,

a%

clinic or a generalhospital would tend to affect attitudes
Such variables as the type of need,servcd
toward's the sysiem.
by a respondent's use of medical/health facitli,ties and the
success of the service provided would prob.ably bear heavily on

what he/she thought of the system. We dsid not, however, feel
that huch'comprehensiv and intimate questions as would be

required to get into this area had a place on the present
researclx instruments. Thus, the,desirable control variables
which should be an integral part of this health/infOrmation/
attitude structure equation are missing here.

%

Certain inferences can,- nevertheless, be made even from what we

Thc question asked first had to do with availability of

have.

health care services' in San Francisco.
84. WE HAVE A FEW QUESTION'S ABOUT.HUALTH CARr IN SAN
INCIDENTALLY, WE'RE INTERESTED "IN .HEARING
FRANCISCO.
ABOUT YOUR FEELINGS TOWARD ALL KINDS OF HEALTH AND
MEDICAL CARE...PRIVATE DOCTORS OR PARAMEDICS, OR
CLINICS OR HOSPITALS, OR WHATEVER. FIRST OF ALL, DO
YOU THINK YOU HAVE AVAILABLE TO YOU ALL THE HEALTH
SERVICES YOU NEED HERE IN THE CITY?
%

18.3%

YES
fe"

1 61

More than four out of five persons said they fplt the necessary
services were n fact available to them in,the city. A. large
, new expanded an Francisco Venerill Hospital, located in an area
adtacent to where our interviewing took place, had not opened

2

at the tini# of our research, but the publicity attendant.to its
imminent opening may have'affec,ted these results somewhat.
if

On a question that should have found 'results closely related to

the aboVel we asked about personal difficulties experienced in
getting medical or health serviCes. -The real purpoSe here was
to lead into a probe about the dimensions of whatever problems
our respondents had encountered.

The large majority asserted

that they had had D2 problems whatsoever.
85. WITHIN THE LAST46UPLE OF YEARS; HAVE YOU PERSONALLY
HAD ANY DIFFICULTY GETTING NECESSARY MEDICAL OR HEALTH
SERVICES IN SAN FRANCISCO?
L
87$!74 ,
NO
%...12.3%
YES
6

It is apparent that when aOced general questions alvlt the,
404&
care situation available to and used by our central c4ity re
pondents, there is a pervasive level of satisfaction. The serie6
of questjons which followed these general ones was designed to
pose the same,sort of inquiry, but to reference it to specific
types of facilities and to specific types of personal health
care needs.

We first asked whether private doctors in the comnidnity yore
doing an adequate job on routine care.
86. IN TE:RMS OP ROUTINE CARE, CHECK-UPS AND SO FORTH,
HOW GOOD A Jop ARE THE PRIVATE DOCTORS nrRE IN THE
COMMUNITY DOING, AS FAR AS. YOU KNOW?

VERY GOOD
PRETTY GOOD
ALL RIGHT

109%
:51.6%
27.6%

NOT VER'Y GOOD,
PRETTY BAD...-.8.e%

VERY BAD

1 4%

Some 90 percent stated that they felt the private dOctors were
doing at least a ri3atiffactory job with"routine care matters.
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While there were relatively few who fell into the "very gopd
job" category, the fact that six out of ten respondents iiaitt
either "pretty good" or better, indicates how positive,these.
responses were.

When we switched the focus from private doctors to the clinics

°

and hospitals, however, ratings go doc411--appreciably.

88. HOW ABOUT THE CLINICS AND HOSPITALS... HOW DO THEY
DO AS FAR AS 'ROUTINE CARE,IN CONCERNED?
VERY GOOD.. ..10.1% NOT VERY' GOOD,
PRETTY BAD..:13.2%
PRETTY GOOD
34.5%
2 2%
35.1`k
VMY
BAD
_ALL RIGHT
Close to the same numbers as above rate,the clinics and hospitals
as generally positive (i.e., "all right," or better), but the
%

4

'level of satisfaction is definitely trending down.
The diminishing rating trend is even more evident, when we
examine the data on emergency care facilities. #

89. WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE ENWRGENCY TREATMENT OR
CARE FOR REALLY SERIOUS MEDICAL PROBLEMS HERE IN THE
COMMUNITY?
NOT VERY GOOD,
10.2%
.VERY GOOD'"
30.7%
PRETTY BAD....20.0%
PRETTY GOOD
4 7%
34.4%
VERY BAD
ALL, RIGHT
Now about one quarter of the sample finds the services unsatisfactory'
We do not have sprcific figures on San Francisco emergency care
center utilization by minorities. The national reports by DYIEW,
however, indicate tIlat inordinately higher numberspf. Blacks
use these kinds of. medical care faCilities than is true for the

general population. (HRA.pub., op. cit., p.'293) Twice tne
number of non-whi,tes u5pd emergency-.rooms in 1975 as did whites.

These same data include a figure that places specie'meaning on
the results we report in the section above dealing with clinic

te3

care. Non-whites nationally had an incidence more than three
tiines the reported figure for whites of visiting hospital

outpatient clinics (16.4% vs. 5.670. It is also interesting and
telling that of all the visits to-'doctors during 1975, only
11.3% were by non-whites. This is, of course,,substantially
lower than the proportion of this group witlan the general
popUlation figure.
The final segment in this.seTies tif attitudinal statements
about health care focused on what we expected to be the one
most fr 'tful quegation. This, of course, is the matter of

whetler reatment and facilities available are equally good
Staff persons in the
regardless of the race of the user.
Health Resources Administration have expressed,high priority
concern over the basic probleM of whether all peoples have
(or perceivt that they have) adequate access to whatever haalth
care delivery systems they may ned or want. The focus ofneeds
assessmpnt tAsk force groups during the mid 1970's has ltreen
said to be shifting 'away trom that of questioning and measuring
the "quality of care" and towards examining the obstacles to
individuals' access to extant systeth components..
AI

In a purely objectivesense, the access situation in San
Francisco's "Weptern Addition" where we conducted this.19,76.
research is physically/geographically good as far as Ole, iñaJc
community is cOncerned. ExCept for,the fact that during the
first wave of our 1976 interviewing, the municipal tranSport
was inoperati've because of a ttrike,
system in San Francis
the normal transportation servilil in out 'interviewing area ip

1,

4.

('?"6

good and inexpensive. Overall, there reems little reason to
have expected that any unusual temporal issues.would be manifest
The results are thus more
in our "equal treatment" questioh.

difficult to explain than simple.

t

,

90. HERE'S THE LAST OUESTION'ONHEALTH CARE. ASIDE FROM
WHAT YOU'VE ALREADY SAID, TELL ME WHETHER YOU THINK
THAT BLACK PEOPLE IN SAN FRANCISCO GET AS GOOD MEDICAL
TREATMENT WHEN THEY NEED IT AS OTHERS DO?
43.7%
NO
56..%
YES
o

While the majority of our Black adult respondents felt that
the healthcare services available to tihem were as good as

.

those anyone else could .get in San Francisco, the split was onli
a bdt over 50-50. kather than discuss the several possible
explanations_our data might provide for this finding, we will

defer the question until the section dealing with concomitants
of various measures of social aliena-tion we made.
41
As tne final point in the tentative mosaic we constructed in

the healthrilarealb we .asked about whether our respondents had had
a "check-up" during the past year.

87. HAVE YOU GOTTEN A CHECK-UP WITHIN:THE LAST YEAR?
9 7%
140
90.3%
YES

At first glanc6, the finding that nine-mut of ten l'3isones had-,
had a check-up during the time period prescribed is surprisAg
On reflection, however, we are disposed to
and most positive.
take these resu3ts.as artifacts .of a poorlyecohceived question.
The concern is simply thst without any definition by us of what
was meant by the phrase "check-up,":the respondents may have
',inferred the question to be aiking about anv vii.t..to a medical
practitioner. Thus we may be cbunting a largp number of
treatMent-sPeCific,66ctor (or non-M.D.) visits as contrasted to
what we wanted to cbtint, i.e.
.

,

complete, routine diaqnostic-'

,

appointments, (in other words, priventive care).
;

y poxnt
In fadti the. MEW figures from their 1975 national%su
While they do not report data
,Up ,thef problem.in out question.
'Ori-"general" check-ups, they do have listed several of the most
.

4

3

f4-4.

65

common types of examinations typicallk adMinistered in preventive
citre situations. -(The two year time frame of the DHEW data add
still more doubt to what we found in San FranCisco.)
SEE ATTACHED TABLE "CD.I.44

If, out of the tests listed here, the two female cancer
screenings are the most common among adults, the naXional fiqures
are still well below what we found. Perhaps the bottom li 6 in
establishing the significance of the finding on medical consultation "within the past year" is this: Even if the focus of many
of these examinations may have been specifically related to
traumas:or acute medical problems, almost all of our respondents
1 person fairly recently.
were apparently examined by some
All other
thing's disregarded or the m ent, the potential
,
.

problbm of convincing people 'to seek m dical assistSnce when
they have a problem is not seemingly of overwhelming importance
in our sample. On the other hand, the degree to which our
sample members let their health problems develop4before seeking

aid is something that we neither measUred nor can expect to
find so fortuitous when We do try to meaSure it later on.
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Table CD.I.44
within the past two years-by selected
Percent of population with preventive care examination
United States, 1973
demographic charaCteristics:

Type of examination
Breast
examPap
ination
smear,
Routine Eye exam- Chest
1ema1es- females
x-ray,
inntiorlo
phyal
17 years 17 years 17 years
3 years
unde5
17 years and over and over and over and over

Demographic characteristic

All persone'

62.4

56.6

57.7

71.3
55.9
46.2
54.5
48.4

Electrocardio- Glaucoma
grsulk

test4

40 years 40 years
and over and over
r-

43.8

57.6

I,59.5

33.0

33.3

39.1

58.1
74.7

59.9
73.7
54.8
36.9

32.7
37.3

34.8
34.0

57.6

59.5

36.3
30.2

31.1
35.2

33.1
31.4

34.0
27.2

AGE
3-16 years
17-24 years
25-44 years
45-64 years
65 years and over

44.7
47.2
41.5

5/.0
.30.1

SEX
Male
Female

64.6
60.7

56.3
56.9

44.5
43.2

62.7
61.1

57.0
53.8

42.4
54.8

.57.8
56.0

59.8
57.4

72.6

62.0

62.3
56.4
60.5

$4252.6

55.7

42.2
43.5
44.6
45.3

52.7
57.9
57.7
63.9

57,5
58.0
59.7
64.5

34.2
31.1
32.4
35.3

35.2
31.5
31.8
36.2

58.0
53.2

46.4
38.0

59.4
53.4

62.0
53.8

35.4

35.8

27.7

28.1

50.2
53.8
58.0
63.0

42.4
42.4
43.5
47.6

42.9
58.1
64.9
66.2

46.6
59.3
65.6
68.7

31.9
31.1
31.0
37.9

27.6
30.9
33.6

,

COLOR
White
Ail other
GEOGRAPHIC,REGION
Northtast
North Central
mkouth
West

57.1

RESIDENCE
1

66.7
53.3

Metropolitan
Nonmetrupolitan

!
'

FAMILY INCOME

1

Under $5,000
$5,000-$9,999
$10,000-$14,999
$15,000 and over

55.4
59.0
63.7

69.0

A2.0

17-iiTcludes unknown income.

SOURCE:

National Center for Health Statistics.

Unpublished data from the Health Interview
273

Survey.
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interviews for persons ages
Table CD.III.1
of health status as reported in-henith
United States
Assensment
demographic characteriatics:
17-44 yearn,

according to selected

1973

Health status
Demographic
characteristic

Totall

)

Excellent

/

17-44

Good

I

Percent distribution
38.8
52.2

\,

TOTAL-

ases

100.0

/ears
Fair

Poor

7.1

1.4

SEX
Hale
Female

100.0
100.0

57.1.

100.0
100.0

54.2

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

53.4
54.0
47.6
55.8

47.6

5.8
8.3

1.2
1.7

37.8
45.2

u 6.2
13.4

1.2
2.9

39.3

5.6

38.0

6.3
9.1
6.7

1.1
1.1
2.0
1.4

35.4
41.9

COLOR
VII it

e

All other

Northeast
North Central
South
West

38.0'

,
.

40.7
35.7

RESIDENCE
Metropolitan
Nonmetropolitan

38.0
40.7

6.8

100.04

53.4
49.2

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

40.3
47.654.2
61.5

42.3
42.1
38.5
33.7

13.0
8.5

100.0

,

1.3
1.8

7.9

FAMILY INCOME
Vnder $5,000

$5,00049,999
$10 ,000-$14,999

$15,000 and over

,

3.8

5.8

1.5
1.0

3.8

0.6

.,---1/ Includes unknown health status.
.

2/ Includes unknown income.

SMCF.:

National Center for Health Statistics:
Health Interview Survey.

unpublished data from the
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?Ole CD.ITI.2
reported in health interviews for persons'ages
United States,
Assessment of health ntatus as
selected demographic characteristics:
according
to
45-64 years,
1973
Health status) ages 45-64 years
Demographic
characteristic

1

TOTAL

Total

1

Excellent

1

100.0

Fair

Good

1

Poor

I

Percent distribut on
16.2
42.0
35.2

6.0

I

SEX
Male
Female

38.1
32.5

40.2
43.7

14.8
17.5

6.4
5.7

100.0
100.0

36 .4

42.3
38.8

15.2
26.0

5.6
9.9

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

35.3

46.2
44.0
39.0
38.1

13.9
15.2
20.1
14.3

4.0
4.8
8:7
6.1

42.4

14.6

41. 1

19.8

5.2
8.0

35.3
43.7
44.8
41.8

28.1

100.0
100.0

-

COLOR
I

White
All other-

24.2

RECION

I

Northeast
North Central
South
Vest

'35.6

31.6
40.9

RESIDENCE

1

l
Metropoitan

Nonmet.ropolitan

100.0
100,0

37.3
30.5

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

18.4

FAMILY INCOME
I.

Under $5,000
$5,000-$9,999
$10,000-$14,999
$15,000 and over

29..0

36.8
47.3

17.7
6.2
3.9
1.8

70.3
14.1
8.7

1/ Includes unknown income.
bk,

SOURCE:

Nationfl Center foi; Realth,Statistics:
Health Interview Survey.

unpublished data.from the
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RADIO

Throughout this study we have evinced a broad interest in all
If one is
the media behaviors that our,respondents reportm.
interested ln the part that media play in the totalitli of
A

information-seeking by the individual, it is appropriate to
ponsidpr in the ultimate equation some reference to the &mount
of attention paid to,the various sources of various kinds of
information. Communication researchers have discussed for some
time the important interpretive differences that are built

into the simple descriptivestatistics typically uscd in
analyzing print and broadc6st media. One critical point is
that people can and do pay attention to the broadcast media at
the same time as they are attending to other tasks or pastimps.
In fact, some of these othcr tasks may themselves Ix? informationafly orionted: e.g., reading a magazine or the evening
paper while listening to the radio or even while "watching"
television.

The matter of what. relationships there might be betWeen amount
of "exposure" to a medium and amount of infoNtlation gained

is one of the mostlelusive areas in media retsearch. While we
could not presume to address it dirc:tly in the present research,
we ,intend to do so in the future. For the meantime, the xetro-

spective.reporting of amount of time spent with each medium "on
the average day" will have to suffice in our trials at building
Despite the
the picture of media uses and gratifications.

obvioullunknowns which bea on a fully meaningful analysis of
these data, especially when radio, the "background medium," is
concerned, the two time-separated response patterns to the
radio time-use questions appear below.:
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37. NOV? MANY 'HOURS WOULD YOU SAY YOU SPEND ON THE'

AVERAdE WEEKDAY AND EVENINGS LISTENING TO'THE RADIO?'
4:30 10.3%
0 - :29
11.0%
5:30 - 6:29
10.7%
:30 - 1:29.,
6:30 - 7:29 ...... 3.4%
11.6%
1:30 - 2:29
17.2%
7 : 3p 4
11 9%
2:30 - 3:29
.

.1

.

MEDIAN = 3.56 hr.

WAVE 2

14. ON THE AVERAGE, HOW MANY HOURS A DAY 60 YOU LISTEN
TO RADTO?
8 0%
4:30 - 5:29
5.6%
0 - :29
6.8%
5:30 - 6:29
12.5%
:30 - 3:29
2.0%
6:30 - 7:29
1:30 - 2:29...,.17.9%
19.0%
7:30 412.9%
2:30 - 3:29
35.6/,
3:30 - 4:29

A'

MCDIAN + 3.34 hr.

The first point of interest here is that with the onetit of t1w
summer, meaian viewing time, decreased by 20 minutes or so.

Even 30, we have reports h._,re Of close to four bollr;; per (lay
spent lit:Itoning,to the recliu.

Later analyse will deal with who among our respond&Its Is
listening how much. /t this point, however, the li;rce
In fact, o6
range.and the grcot variation are worth noting.
each of the ocGasions when the' question waspaskod, the modal
respcme was the highest_ category possable: i.e.omore pert;oil
reported 7:30 houa:1 4 of radio listening thc.n rcporte0 any ot/wr
4

%

amount of time.

ilk

The types of programing tht appealod to our respondent s wc:rc:
coded by the scheme indicated below.
15. WHAT KINDS OF' Ri1D10 PROGRAMS ny YOU MAINLY LIVP:N TO?
64.9
MUSIC PROGRAMS

PUBLIC AFFAMS PitOORAW
EDUCMIONAL (INSTRUCTITNAL)
DRAMA PROGIZAMS
SPORTS PROGRAmc;

0 8%
0-OZ
11.7

TALK,SHOWS
OT1WR

"".,...

7

1 71

Music programing predominated by quite a margin. Of the one
third who did not designate music as their primary response to
the question, "talk shows" and several other types evidenced
some (limited) appeal. The "radio feedback" section to be
appended to this report offers some suggestions as to how the
race of the talk show hosts plays a part in the listening behavior
of the audience.

A corollary question to the program type preferences asked about
the stations most often attended. The resultS of our identifying
the reported station a41"soul" or "other" were:
PREFERRED "SOUL" STATIONw
PI,ERRED 'ANOTHER STATION

64.8%

When the r4AsonS for stating the att nded radio stations were
examined for explicit race definitiocl, we found that few Persons
spontaneously mentioned race as a reason forrn liking their radio
stations.

MENTIONED RACE AS A REASON
RACE. NOT MNTIONED AS A REASON FOR
LIKING STATION

14.6%

85.2%

On the surface it is not easy to reconcile this finding with the
Looking at the individual remarks, however,
preceding ones.
'indicated that the responses were almost all of content types
In the context of the preceding question,
(music, news, etc.).
it seems that race and the music played on the "soul" stations
,

in this area were simply inferred to be parts of the skame'ulf6heral
response category; that is,,a noting of 8 "music" stati6n is a
race-related reason for listening to the/radio when the Aation
is a KSOL Or KDIA (i.e., a "soul station").

As a prdjective adjunct question to the one about program type
preferences, we also presented the role-playing "If you could
be in charge of a radio station..." question. The results were
)
kt,
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quite different from what the listening preferences would have
predicted.

21. IF YOU COULD BE IN CHARGE OF A RADIO STATION, WHAT
RINDS OF PROGRAMS WOULD YOU PUT ON THE AIR?

MUSIC PROGRAMS
A
PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMS
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
DRAMA PROGRAMS
SPORTS PROGRAMS
TALK PROGRAMS
40THER
ORIENTATION OF PROGRAMS TO BE AIRED:
EXPLICITLY MENTIONS SHOWS RELATED TO
BLACKS
DOES NOT EXPLICITLY MENTION SHWS
RELATED TO BLACKS

n1(1
1 2%

A. !%,
28.2%

23.3%
76.7%

Music'programing in this hypothetical situation is cut more than
Barely more than one quarter mentioned this as their
half.
first choice of format. Educational and public affairs pro-.
graming were mentioned first by about 30 percent of the sample.
The rest of the projected prpgram preferences were more or

less consistent with the prOceding question on types.
1

rientation of the
As was the case previouty, the racia
responses here was coded after the fact. There iA only a little
increase in the Black-relatedncss evidenced here. -It may again
be that in some cases respondents were implying Blzlck programing,
e.g., when nominating theAwo more informationaroffthe code
categories, i.e., educational and public affairs prOgraminci.
The times when people attend to radio are traditionally tied to
other, often more important, time-budget requirements. "Drive
time," for example, is fhis medium.'s equivalent to television's
"prime time" in terms of magnituae of audience. Asking our

respondents when they listened to their radios then seems to be.
asking only a fraction of what one would need to interpret fully
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the set of findings below.

18. WHAT TIME OF DAY DO YOU LISTEN TO RADIO?

MORNING
AFTERNOON
NIGHT
MORNING AND AFTERNOON
AFTERNOON AND NIGHT
MORNING, AFTERNOON, AND NIGHT
MORNINt AND NIGHT

25.2%
5 ay
18.9%
4 2Y
5 M.
21.8%
19.7%

Notwithstanding our too microscopic focus on this time-used
variable, it does seem clear that afternoons are low on the
usage spectrum. Morning seems a bit higher than any other time
of.day.

Overall, radio use:was fairly close to television in as far as
the raw amounts of reported exposure during the "average day.6
'ogether, the broadcast media far outdistance the other mass
media in this time-use sense. Especially given the unparalleled
near monopoly that radio presently has on Black culture programing, it is incumbent on us to include a much more comprehen-

sive invesigation of it in the next research project.
As a service to the National,Public Radio unit of the Corporation
for Public Broadcasting, we included a single question about
the respondents' knowledge of local public radio stations.
About two thirds (64.8%) stated that they did not know of a
public station in their area.

The question remains how many of

these simply did not realize that stations of which they did
know were, in fact, part of NPR.

As a fina) radio question, we inquired about the choice the
respondents might make between tuning in one or the other of
the broadcast media at a given time.
CT

"

19. DO YOU EVER CHOOSE TO LISTEN TO RADIO.INSTEAD
OF WATCHING' TELEVISION?
20.2%
NO
79.8%
YES

1 7.4

Four out of five respondents reported that they had chosen
radio over television at some time. The reasons for this
substitution behavior were so diverse as to defy meaningful
(Some 40 percent did refer to "programing" as a reason).
coding.
The overriding conclusion about radio's use by this sample of
.

Black San Franciscans is that it is perhaps perceived as of.
more latent than it is manifest utility. It competes well

with television as far as gross attendance numbers are concerned:
Perhaps this is because a significant segment of what radio is
relates directly to the Black experience - on a day to day
basis as well as on an abstract, contemporar/ cultural basis.
An alternative or complementary explanation for all of these
results would point to the ubiquitousness of radio in the
It may be used for no other reason than
society we sampled.
that it is there... and Black.

A

To the extent that the widest present use of radio derives
from the music that it provides, we can see the legitimacy of
designating this medium as high on the cultural communication
Adding thits to the projective data that stressed

function.

people's desires to have more "high information" content
(education and public affairs), we can suggest that radio is,
by no means, the unimportant medium of communication that
others might conclude it is.

,11.
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MAGAZINE READING
Data on newspaper reading and television viewing both,indicate.
that our samplt has an intense desire to have more and better
Black community-related information and entertainmept. The
number of Black magazinos available was thought to be h major

Like newspapers, this medium
has the great built-in advantage (over broadcast media) of
being fitted into the user's life-space as he/she sees fit.
Magazine reading is a leisure time activity that the reader
source of this type of material.

can control completely, once the cost of acquisition has b7
managed. The wide spectrum of subject areas which Black
magazines deal with was expected to be anotherstrong Keasonfor this medium be,ing especially important to people like those
There is available no other source of e:ctensive
we researchetl.
feature coverage of Black sports persons or politicians or
entertairmient persons, etc.
In order to asses's how magazines were used by our sample, we
presented tVro lists of publications, one consisted of: Black

periodicals r.id others were-of general circulation. Beyond
being able.to compare overall the extent of exposure we in-

cluded, for'those magazines respondents reported reading,
a question about the dOgree of trust he/she felt towards it.
44: DO YOU READ ANY ATICLES OR STORIES IN TIIE FOLLOWIEG
MAGAZINES?
NOM
A
QUITE
A
BIT
LITTLE
AT
ALL
NO
YES
18.2% 81.8% 29.3% 56.9% 13.8%
A4k JIVE
B. BLACK 'STARS ...... ...34.9% 65.1% 32.7% 53.1% 14.2
18.5% 81.5% 31.7% 51.7%
C. TAN
79.9%20.1% 63.4% 29.e% 7.0
D. EBONY
20.8% 79..2% 48.5% 47.0%'
E. .ENCORE
48.6% 51.4% 49.4% 42.3% 843%
F. ESSENCE

I 76

K.- FREEDOMWAYS

QUITE
A.
NONE
A BIT. LITTLE aljia
YES , NO
25.5% 74.5% 46..2% 46.2% 7.5%
22.0% 78.0% 46.5% 40.8% 12.7%
81.7% 18.3% 55.0% 34.7% 10.*
19.1% 80.9% 32.8(A57.4% 9.8%
8.5% 91.5% 44.4% 44.4% 11.1%

L. MUnAMMAD SPEAKS
(BILALJAN NEWS)
M. TliE SUN REPORTER
N. OTHER (SPECIFY)

44.6% 55.4% 40.0% 46.2% 13.8%
66.2% 33.7% 58.5% 29.2% 12.3%
19.1% 80.9% ---

a

G. BLACr SCHOLAR
H. BLACK yORLD
I..JET
J. SEPIA

-

e

,

/elt As anticipated, the sample's readership was highest on the
general news arid feature magazines in the Black group.

fifths of the respondents said they read Jet and EbOny.

Pot3i-

At the.

.wy

other cnd of the spectrum, the scholarly journals and the pulps
were read by one fifth or less. Excluding the scholarly

magazines,,trust sc res parallel readership at the two extremes
of distribution.

In general, we found a relatively high degree of rpading of
Even mOi-e
these maciaz,ines, as illustrated by the table above.
impress.ive was the uniformly high level of trust exflressed in
Even the less preptigious.and least
_read on the list are held to be at 1eastf minimally trustworthy.

the puhlations rdad..

READING FREQUENCY: BLACK MAGAZINES
PERCEVTAGE RLAD
NUMBER 02 MAGAZINES READ
.

&AY

9 qc;
8 (tc

U1;0

10.6%

1\'ONL

.v.13.7%

THRE) ..

12.5%
13.7%
6 K,
16.7%

FOUR
FIVE
SIX
SEVEN.OR MORE

a

1 '7 7

'

READING OF:DAILY METROPOLITAN NEWSPAPERS
While the primary focus of the 1976 research project in San
Francisco was television usage, the rationale was clear for
examining use of the other mass media..at the same tiMe. Most

previous work has concentrated on thelpily newspaper, the
other media assuming positions of apparently lesser importance
to the researchers, -This descending order of significance may,
in faq, be perfectly reasonabl-p when one is dealing with general
In the present research, we started-out
with strong intuitive and moderate empirical reasom to think
that the order would not hold in this sample of Black adults.
4
for
example,
radio was, in a'time/
As we have noted elsewhere,
population samples.

attendatice sense, more important than,television,to this
There is also some evidence (Greenberg, 1970; Lyle, 1969;-

Nobles, ed., 1973) in both the communication reseprch and the
ethnological literature that Oral 'Communication is a much stronger
force in contemporaiy Black America than the written forms.

The background of the newspaper situation irf.the area wh0re
this research was conducted breaks doWn briefly to this:
th6re arc; two daily newspaPers available in the q..1.ty, the
morning Chronicle and.the afternoon Examiner. The former
has tfaditionally been recognized as a locally-oriented "sensa-

tionalistic" paper; the latter is the original Hearst newspaper
property and has, until very recently, maintaineil a condervative

A

approach to journalism. We have no figures specifically applicable to the circulation of these two dailies within the San
Francisco Black community. Since our interests lie in gauging

the damensions of utility of the various media on the individual
level, however,' the gross exposure ,data are relatively unimpor,

tant here.
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In order to get at the usage area, we presented ou,r respondents
a seiies of Aeven questions dealing with the daily newspapers
tbey read. A leading mile in the initial Wave of personal inter:-

.

viewing he'd to'do with frequency of exposure, an important
contiol variablm. We found that a bit less 'than half the sample
reroTted that they, did read a newspaper daily.
38. DO. YOU READ A NEWSPAPER EVERYDAY?
NO.,
YES'

4-'0141%
,

oShortly afterwards came what' was intended tea B'ia a "var i ant, of the
same question: Now fewer than one-thisd reported reading;a:
oiewspaper every day.
,.

40. ,ABOUTHOW.MANY'DA.YS 4 WEEK DO YOU READ A NEWSPAPER?

(

,.

...\ ONE
TWO

,

15.51*

,

14 ..P9%

THREE

r.

,

.

.

*
,

29.7%.
.

P

.

,

"The'' likeliAecohciling these' disparate resu`lts' is'difficu3it.,
...c,
'hood, thoug , is that 'i.-11,e general question, "Do ypu read a,
newspaper e eryday, ':, was 'taken more lOosely by' the 'respondrits ;

t.,

-

.
FIvE.-..... ...... i...5.7%

'

'FOUR:
., . :: .... ; . .....e.6% '

.

.

sm,.. ..
SEVER.,..:d

11,40e

,\::, (..
$

,

tifilt iS, they perceived'tk'a Oleir

t.

.

,,

"intentions" towards radIng:,-

r,

newspapers every day were t !ir'object of the inqu3ry.- ''If thi'S
, is acceptable, the, lArge group .of persons who, wherti later,
leSs. than daily .readitig,. were .
a0ed for spec*tics rep6rted
,
apparent-fy.'
just svxflibiting a stront so6ial
,...
vi. h vis newSpaper reading 2.9r se On the initia4. question.
.
This is especially
interest q in lighti.of., 't'he widely, held4.,.
.
1
regard- i., rt -the
retactively.
belief thatt- reading Is `.'held
.

.

.

.

r

-4.

,

-..

,

..

--

,

.,

.

,

-i

.

d6si-rability.

:

..

4.
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,

'

*

.
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American. 131ack cdmmunity 'te) day.
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1

.
any c,ategOry
of.'retpondents diG1,, after
'The' largest" num
,
,i
r
.A41.; report thpt thf.n. read. a ne:W spaper. frery- dair, ; ut the media.n
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.
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e

.
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-of the number of days came out to a median of about 28 minutes
per day.

41. ABOUT HOW MUCH TIME DO YOU USUALLY SPEND READING YOUR
--.1%1EWSPAPER ON AN AVERAGE DAY?
/.
.

,

j
.s

15.2%
40.6%

30-44 MIN....,
45 MIN. OR MORE

LESS THNN 10 MIN.V.9.2%15.2%
10-19 MIN.
19.8%
20-29 MIN

resultS of the question_on daily readership preference show

.

that most of,the persons in-the 41mp1e were Chronicle readers
(that idi of the 89.9% who read newspapers at .4311).

..

39.fWHICH NEWSPAPER IS IT?
,

.

39.2%

52.6%
iXAMTNER
3 1% :;

CHRONICLE
SUN REPORTER,.
.

,Getting moxe to th& paint of this research awl its%basic thrpst,

showed
the question of types of news Sogght in the rwWspaper
r.
.

the results tabulated bellow.

,

42. WVAT'kINDS.OF'NEWS DO YOU ESpECIALLY TRT TO READ IN TI1E
NEWSPAPER?
INTERNATIONALNEWS (APRICA,,ASIA,.,MIDEAST; Eir.)..11.0%
12.7%
NATIONy, (U4.).*
*9.2%
STATE,'BAY.AREA,. OR CITY
NEIGHBORHp0D4pECIFIC (OR "NEWS,OF liLACK

,

6

V

,

,

.

.

.
4-

,

.

A
,

.

GENERAL, NON-SPECIFIC

1

.-

-,

_

11

.' 'This first coding of the dpen-zend4ri;gponse here was .nOt
,
Of
'euccessful, mesliof the 'responses' were not classifiable.

..

I

,

.

.

,- those which were, international, national, and state news weib
ill at about-the same level... Iftwegjecifica:liy_gea'red to fhe,

:

neighborhood,or'tO-the BlaclJc6Mmunity'shoWed up in very,ftw-

...-

,

.,'respndentaf.14ners.
,.

Y

'1%..

(It-pay:136 that this latter point6 is

'simply a reaction tp-the paucity of dUc, T. localized- newqravailable
fh any of thIdaily, n'evispapf;rs in

/be. loca6iop5

trtxt

n.Frincisco.")

which newer,ofiginates.are.ObVIously not indo-

:pendent of the types.ot 9rws.that arcialkOly'to occur there

1

V

p.

4

#

\

(e.g., political news coming from_Washington, D.C.). With this
confounding efement in mfncif we still tried to claisify the

.

news types sought by our respdhdents along cdetont ,linels.

POLITICAL, coWT, DIPLOMATIC NEWS.4'I:.
ECONOMIC, LABOR NEWS

10.6%
2 8%
2'5%

i
CRIME, DISASTER NEWS.
NONHhRD NEWS SECTION (e.g., SPORTS,,FOOD,
20.8%
WOMEN'S)
HEAVY NONHARD NEWS (e.q., SOC AL SERVICE SYS-.
2 1%
TEMS NEWS: HOWING, nEXLTH hRE,*C.)
5 314
.
-ADVERTISING OF ANY KIND
55.8%.
GENERAL, NON-SPECIFIC 1ESPONSE
.

,

.

.

of those content type's which could be meaningfully classified,.
k

featuie seCtions were the mose fisequently read.

For same unfathomable reason, the probe question on types of
news sought in newspapers showed a significant increase in the
selectiori of ptate, local, or regional news types.
%

.

to

43. IS THBRE ANY OTHffil KIND OF INFORMATION'THATrYOU ESPECIALLY
TRY TO GET FROM THE NEWSPAPER WHEN YOU READ IT?

r

.

INTEMATIONAL NEWS-(AFRICA, ASIA,

0.

6 8%

MIDEAST, ETC; )
.

IlATIONAL

(U S

,

,

1 B 9C

.

)

-k

STATE; BAY AREA,.OR QITY .. OOOO ". -.,. . . ... . . .21.494

AEIGHBORMOD-SPECIF"TO (OR "NEIS OF
. . .

5 7%
58.3%

. , . .. .

.-5.8%

..

,

IAN

.

GE=171=PgIFIC

RESPONSE
4

CONTENT GENRECHOTCE
POLITICAL, GOV'T, DIPLOMATIC NEWS. :.
'ECONOMXC.,' LABOR.NEWS

0--

2 1%

CRIME, DISASTER NEWS
a"
I
NOMAD, NEWS SECTION (eV4:, SPORTS,

.3. 2,96

44.

26.3%

mop, WOMEN'S)
'HEAVY,-NONHARD NEWS (e:g". SOCIAL SERVICE
'SYSTEMS NEWS;'HEALTH'CARE, ETC0)-AgINVORTISING OF ANY KIND .

GENERAL', NON-SPECIFIC

,

4.2%

.

......

tr

.

.

The bnly nOteworthy change in the results-tot the.ucpnfent.typed
on this_probeAvas that adVertis'ing.rose by- almost_ acfa'ctor of'
I klr".
five; one:-quarteriif-the responden63 now Mentioned that *wt.

,

4

.

.

sought out advertisements in the newspapers. There was also- *
a slight increase in citing the feature sections in this probe
*question.
co

Although we haVe reported the, data below in another section of
thisymper, they have relevance here too, and are Worth

repeating in thjs context..
46. WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW HOW MUCH.YOU'AELY OfiNEWSPAPERS
AS YOOR SOURCE OF INFORMATION ABOUT BLACKS AND THE
BLACK COMMUNITY. WOULD YOU SAY-YOU RELY
NOT TOO MUCH
10.1%
VERY MUMS
17.4
NOT AT ALL
11.0%
'PRETTY MUCH
30.6%
SOMEWHAT

.

Few of oui sample expkessed much reliance on,the newspaper f
neWs,of theit: own community. We would expect to find that ma
of these wer.e not even referring io the daily metropolitan
newspapers but'to' the Sup Reporteli7, San francisco's.Black weekly.

Given'the disproportionately low .eoverage thaethe Black community
gets in the two large dailies, it is not surprising to tind
that they-rely relltively little on these sources for news o
their neighborhoods.

In sum, the sa4le we researched in San Francisco read. for only
a relatively ehort time (less-than half an hoilr),on those days
(averaging every other :qay) When they did read a daily newspaf)er.

They were largey unspecific about the types 6f content they.
sought in their newspapers, but Showed a slight tendency, on
,loalaAbc to be':intersted in mews that originated in Wifornia:
'Despite this(rather lOw level of reported acti'lal'useOf the
newspaper, there is an indication thatdithe sample 15.erceived

enough value in.regular newspaper reading to abstrac"t aboilt
their own behavior when askeci the'Most general question "Do you

read a:bewspspbr dmery,da?" lohe interOret this to mean,that
tb and,.in fart, "should" read
they feel'hat'they
a newsioaper.,daily, but aodubt manade t'o do so.. Future analysis

'182 :
.

e.

.

of these data will 'address the questions of how sub-groups of
oui simple, by age,.political orientation, etc., specifically
reacted to these questions about neWspaper usage.
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ALIENATIOig FROM WHITE NEOSPAPERS
4

There Are several general reasons one could posit for 'the sample's
.
,
peyond those which

low usage patterns for dairy newspapers
relatO to the content per se not being relevant to the Black
adults we intervieVed, there is the distinct possibility that
%,

.

these peoples reading behaviors are symptomatic of their general
aversiveness towards'many pf the instit tions of white sod ety.
,The direct, eilswers to' this question lie

. n

the bivari:ite rola-

in this report. Preliminary to loaincr qt those, howev(r, it is ai-ropriat..',. to see
tionshiPs which are

exAmined elsewhere

*.

howe o'br respohdenis felt abOut the whitO*---dominated medsia in
general. Alei)g these linestae sh.lve derived (from lichumaim and
7
liachett., University of Michigan
Survey Research Ceilter) a scale
The four item pertaining to
of "trust in. majoiity
. mcd,ia."

.

(Thcfrseven TV items are analysed

-newspapers apl ear ,below.
e3 sewhere. )

8.4. DO YOU FEEL THAT you CAN TRUST 91.1"1T;:: A LIT OF 1,73I2T
QR Cm YOU
YOU READ IN TITE C11:1077ICL'.:

TROST.A LITTLE BIT OR
MITI:1 A LIT

,

,IT A-T ;IL?

11. 8`;',

NOP11 AT ALL

A LITTL13. BIT
The direct question of:trust in .the twb larc*e dailies incl_icted
that the overwhclm.i ng proportion e::oressed m nimal faj
About one-Teiglith of the -respondoni-b reporterl,"a lot of trust"
.

cjuul numbc,./7 aN!ovod "no

in the content of newspapext.1, but au
,

.trust cif: all."
,4

On another dimension, we _inquired about 'opi wions ,of the a'decluIley
of 'these newBpapers' ce4ge of newrg..of the Black comuni
-

Th6 time-relatednos of -this- questim was

-,wantpet
fiv

tentional; we

mo,re than an absolute judgment of coy
4'

;

f

ago, but rather

a comparison of "now', with "tbe past."

88. WHAT ABOUT THE MAJOR SAN FRANQI8C0 NEWSPAPERS? DO YOU'
THINE THERE HAS BEEN AS MUCH PROGRESS A$ THEY SAY IN
COVERING.BLACKS AND NEWS,OF THE BLACK COMMUNITYl'OR
DO YOU THINK THEM] HASN"r BEEN ANY PROGRESS IN THE
NEWSPAPERS?
18.8Y,
DON'T KNOW
2.5%
MUCH PROGRESS
.7%
NOT MUCH PROGRESS..
,

The results are very similar .tc the above. About two oilt
of three persons 'said that t .y,felt there had,"not been, much

progress," and.most Of 6 rest dlid not express an opinion.
Only one eighth Viewed the situatfon as having "progressed alotos"
The third quest.ion in the series on attitudes towards metropolitan newspapers was, inadvertantly, a duplicate of the first

The fact that it came as the.91st in.a complicated series
wl4ich had tal:en some GO minutes by.ihat time probably sufficed
to mask 1'.he9ovorsiqbt as for as thoiropondentsi were collcOrl.
There wore on)y-minnr dif.rerences between Con tp;wosets of
one.

1

results,
e.,,n1T OF

91l DO YOU.FILI::L"TIL'.T YOU C10.-; 'litUST

;?;:rD THE Ti

TfiL:
nEAD
TRUST A LITTL1: 02

QUITE 7% BIT

10.5%

A LIWLE Or" IT

79 .0Y,

YOU

O. CAN YOU 313,'.T
IT 222 2'ILL?-

Us..

,1

1D'2.0

16.5y

nmip AT Afit

I.

Havin..:"Cealt with atLitudA al,out, the c::tent of eov(-1z.

i.)cfairs nn0 trust 3n ren,-ol ne,,o

cp-1_

iy

dailies, we tried ne:.ft,te.zero in on our rr:3pcmclents' trust in
news 61 their o3wn 11 ach comunity as presented in the Chronic-le
and Ei:riminer.

92

TITES r-; PATEl;S AMUT THE
NInS YOU REM)
BLACK_ p04-1lJN1TY. 1101/ Mugu OF IT CAN YOU TRUST? "4
NONE AT ALL.. . .
.1 3. 4%
2
QUITE A BIT

WHAT AlIOUT

4,

LITTLE or

.

2.r;

ft"'"

Ng.t.. surprisingly, tile results we?e similar7tO what w* gound 131.,

the other questions of-this set:

.

About threcr-qu rters cef1/44_11e
.

15

It

%Is

sample stated they trusted "a little bit" of what these large
newspapers print about the Black commUnity; the remaining quarter
In general,
were split evcely into the two extreme categories.
-

,

this sample's feelings about the two metropolitan daily newspapers is one of minimal trust of what they perceive to be
minimal coverage of their community. Th 40111rall evaluation is
that these newspapers cannot be truste'd a4 far as general news
,

-

is concerned elther.

The only conditiona3 elemQnL which we feel ought to be noted
here about the very low rrlips that these nem,Tapers received is

3.

this: while television, bop news and entertainment included,

lb

fdlIly hchouyuneuus in iLs conLent and form,A. in moL.,t cAie.s

across the country, newspapers.; arempuchless so. We must
therefore eert sme ci-Att:;en before 'infcfrring from these

that moLlepOitz'n newbpapers in general are likely to be heI0,

in such low regard by Wachs elscwhcre than in olgir'smple
4

4
"lb

41.

Or

10-

4rai
14.

e.

t,

at
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BLACK NEWSPAPERS
There are two aenerally available Black newspapers in San
Francisco. The' Sun Reporter is locally published weekly by
a nationally esteemed plack'leader, Dr. Carlton Goodlett.
Its circulation in the area where this research was condueLed
is estimated at slightly less than 10,000. ^Some Wo-thirds of.
our sample reported being readers. The Bilalian News is.
published weekly in Chicago by the Nation of Islam. Circulation figures on this newspaper are not available, but 45 percent
It should be
of our sample said they i'ead thepublic,ation.
borne in mincl that the 11ncalized nature of the pun Reilvrter's
news and features and the non-local nature of ThP Bilalion
rows might be reflocted in very distinct usage paLterns and

niile the data arrayed below do not diotinguish jusi
which publiciltions_the respondent intenCed to be describinc"
we4 ale"precocAlin9 wn Llie bdsis thaL the bulk of the respondents
had. the Sun :enortrr in mind when an:iwering.
appeals.

y

22. AS YOU MAY hl :fl:MBL;1:

m5 oun EARL= SURVEY WE

ALOUT YOUR RMS0;.4S F01(

A.S1U:D

71.Tel A N6 33LAC17.-OR 1 flNTED

TO KEOW YOUR REASONS Fon
RIINYING bL710:-OR1ENTED 1!SPAPS. WE WOULD L11:E TO
SWIT.11,TS APPLY TO YOU
);Acil OP TI,LS
A LOT, A LITTLE:, OR NOT AT ALL2
1 c' 01" 4
A
.1WE WOUY.,D 1,1

PR9GRA1'i3

A. JW:lrr-TO

TO

2.7 A CrOD LMGH

To uor IN Po:

211.3013T

Ei a NG
MAT S.
1.11.:CAUXOU,CA1i REL:CE TO TL:1

(KIM; ARTiCtrS
TO RU.AD HOW sm.: morLE SOLVD
THEIR Lv):1typily ppoilLE11;
1i2Y SrOW 110W T11 INGS
4ECAUSE
AriC IN R1:2\L LlrE

8

2 7

.

1%.

JUST TO 1U;AD ABOWT POLKS TMT
lq.8%.
L001: LIM: YOU
PEC1\USEYSO1MIMEL5 2 IN VIHE

FAMILY IhSISTS ON R13AMNG TMM. O"P'
JUST TO IJ2\:2S TAE TIMU

d r)".

51 ()
A.

4 )'

rit

,'

A471.)07%,1

Five of theknine items have been answered such as to indicate
that our sample does not use Black newspapers for what
might be termed "passive" information-intake reasons. -These
items, A,B,G,H, and J were all rejected by most respondents.
The accepted four items seem to share an activ'e, -informationseeking component.

As w; the case with the data bearing on 1150 of Black news and
public .affairs teleyision, the clear direction in this sample
is towards positively seeking locally oriented, Black-relevant
information. The paucity of this type of information in thc
daily newspapers of the city probably shifts the burden for
fulfilling this debire even more heavily onto the Black newspapers than would otherwise be the case. The same information
load shifti.nq is, no doubtaapplicable to the TV situation as
1M the end-, thc balance of the responsibility for providing rile print p5'rtion of local Black ney:::seems to be squarely
on the one masis infocmation wedium left, i.e., the Sun net)orter.
well.

11

A

188
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SPORTS VIEWING
RINA

Pre-test:data gathered in 1975 in Richmond, California had indicated
the
.that sports programing,on television was vex), popula.r among
Black adults questioned then. Tfie racial composition of the profeslional arid amateur teams in most sports might le enough, when considered in the light of our data on' Blacks in politics.and on
television, to suggest that thAs sample .would watch a lot of ports

With this and other speculations in mind, the second personal4
u'
and
interview in our series contained a sectTon on ,sports4Vieawng

on TV.

motivations for such viewing.

The first question determined that some nine/tenths of the sample
reported that they did"watch sports on television.
52. DO YOU EVER WATC11'SPORTS'SHOWS ON TV?
NO
88.1%
YES
.

1

11.9%

Even the bioadness Of the time frame in this filter question prolxibly
did not overcharacteri7,e the extent of sports viewing; some'43.5
percent of the viewers chose the "every week" catego6 when asked
about the frequency of their sports watching; thit was'the highest
category available on lhe scale we presente0 to them.
53. HbW OFTEN DO YOU WATC11 SPORTS PRC)GRAMING?
43.5%
22.6%
26.2%
7 7%

EVERY WEvIl

ALMOST EVERY WEK
ONCE IN A WHILE
ALMOST NEVER

we can see that about'
Collapsing the two most frequent reFponses
two/thirds of the viewing .ample here watch some sports programing
Given the fact that the
or another at least almost every week.
interviewing on this wave was conducted during the late spring (rn ir
,

of broadcasting,of the 1976 Olympios) when
the dports offerings on San Francisco television are very sparse, the
results are,even more imPressive.
of it precedr,d the ...;-tart

,

#

lt would sebm plausible that a seasonality factor might also have

sports.2

Mb

influnced'the resblts of.the'question on "favorite

1:)orts" somewhat.

54. S'PORTS YOU LIKE.TO SEE BEST ON TV
A141J SPORTS (4,1 NO SPECIAL ONE ... . .. 7...2.1%

RASEnALL.........

BASKETBALL
,.BOXING
,

29.3%
5.8%
27.3%
2 9%
0 0%
.

*1

FOOTBALL
TRACK AND FIELD
flOCKEY .

.

7 4%

ANY OTHER iSPORT

Basketball,'basOball, 'and footba11..eachoadcounted for about one quurter
A

,

Of the sports viewing sampWs preferences..

5

,

On another codirkg, constructed out of the "reson.for liking Your

'favorite sport" qistion, we foOnn very little mention of theirace
of the'participants playing apart in the selection.
55. WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT WATCHING YOUR FAVORITE SPORT?
/
"I JUST LIKR, IT" OR OTHER
NOa-SPECIFIC RESPOWA!,
A RESPONSE THAT MENTIONS RACE
A'RESPONSE. THAT MiENTIONS ACTION
AREs:P0,1)SE THAT MENTIONS RACE

ANp AC'TION.

28.4%
5 1%
.31.8%
2

RESPONDENT PLAYETA THIS SPORT

HIMSEWHERSE4F
OTHER

17.8%
14.4%

1

Of thoSe resor4 wlilch were meaningfully codifiable the predominant
Six times as many persons
'ono, by 'far, was,the action.orientation.

designoted.this reason for likingtheir favorite as said that race
the pl'jmary Considbration. 11 surprising number also made.reference
to their hilving p13yed their favol7ite viewing sport themselyes in the
pa'st

thus ma4.niOning an.interest in it through watching it on

televisiO.

Race ;ias noted by only one third the number that mehtion

thiq personal,experipnce rationale fot
,

So th4t the oide'rs of sports viewing preference would be explicit to
tfie'resporiderft, wp asked a second, separate, question about favorite
spoil:n for vi40?ing on television.

Here the predominance of basketball

and foottill come out' even,more clearly.
a
,
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We are, of course, treatiin.0

Sports 3

6

44

cithe two preference tables as a set of independent pair4choices in
\

that no one person named the same sport twice.

56. WHAT IS THE NEXT BEST SPORT YOU.LIKE TO SEE ON TELEVISION?
5 6%
ALL SPORTS OR NO SPECIAL ONE1
.11.6%BASEBALL
28.0%
BASKETBALL
8 2%
nOXING
22.4%
FOOTBALL
7.8%
TRACK AND FIEL13
HOCKEY
15.5%
ANY OTHER SPORT....'
The corollary question here on motivation for viewing found reasons
similar to those discussed above. Action, rapid pace,.and movement
are what seems to be bringing the great majority of sports viowers
in our sample to the set for watgling their fav6rite sports.
N.

The major reason fo'r Vcluding the question on sports disliked for
television watching Vas to get at the race issue and the action
motiVd.from different directions. The expectation.was that thisA/ould
'provide a less soeial-deL:irldlity-bensitive opportunity for the
respondeAt to demonstrate the appeal of watching Black athletes on TV.
Paralrt14 to the interest that communication rescarcher have .had
recently in the effects of violent content on viOwens! attitudes and
behaviors, wc felt that this question wOuld also-be ah appropriate way
to elicit whatever aversive reactions there migh bp to the morce
actioneorjerfted (i.e. viol(Ant) sports on TV.

58. ANY SPORT YOU ,DISLIKE WATCHING ON TV?
0
ALL, SPORTS OR NO SL'CIAL ONE.

209%
.

....

BASEBALL ..

'

,

,

BASVETBALL
BOXING
FOOTBALL:...
TRACK AND FaELD
HOCKEY

1

('/,

3 MC
.7

..-

.

,

-.

11.4%

...::,...

ANY OTHER PORT

On/

1 O.
10.9%
36."0,
.;

4.

A number of persons mentiifted that hockey, which is both exClusive of,.
h

,;

BWk athletes and also Oolenc.e filled,as being' the diS14ed sport.;.t.
the-reasoning was mdre loaded on the excessiVe violence- cagoryj:han
on the

not,..enough-BlueRseplaying category.. The numbers

19

fperscintilin

I.

into,thosp.,-the tables below were not large enough to separate them
too fast and Naolent
who disliked orie sport or another because it was
and those who disliked a sport (predominantly baseball) *because it

lacked sufficient action.

59. COULD YOU TELL ME WHAT IT IS YOU DISLIKE ABOUT WATCHING
(THE SPORT NAMED IN THE ABOVE QUESTION)?
"I JUST DISLIKE IT" OR OTHER NON16.6%
k
SPECII ,1C RESPONSE
6 4%.
A RESPONSE THAT MENTIOW) RAU.
.43.'9%
A RESPONSE THArP MENTIpW) ACTION
A RESPONS'E THAT MENTIONS. RACR, ,
6 6/
AND ACTION...,
32.')%
OTHER
sample x;tat(,d for waLcbing or
On balance, the overriding reason this
centel5ed about
avoiding their favorite televised_ :,;p9rt.'s programing
ffxpliKcit socking qutof programing.
the action inherent in tlh.-!-game.
be-very common as -a
that featured Black bzIthletes did .not appozir to
primy reastIn; it cannot be discoun'ted'ah'integral to the viewing
-

°.

,

equation, neverthele:3s. The t4cd
;.-;ec6ndary'referencea to this issUe.

.

The, Summer

AntervicrOcled subtanCIal

197p Olympic Game; were more- hei-aldud fov the political/.
*

diplom6tic th8n the atirletic contests:

.

Althcm-gh- me could not

ana0pate

,

.\

interviews, the
it when'designing tIntt cuerltioffrfaire for our Wave 3
what taappened
-rac6 isitle was destineii'to be,a very important part'of
.-4

We refer, of murse, tp.the . vj.thClril41-tro'ill'prtie.ipati
..,
N %
this
c,..weateA.less
than a week'
of., almost all Afr:ican nationalN)6ms;
Th-zis.<6f. obr linol
befored-tlie game; .commenced, and durfhg 60:latter
Whit n)o.re'
Th0 anEettsis oi tilo%Oata tabulated'below.i
'interviewing
complicated than it would be if we had ilot been wbrking-yith:these
in Montr'eal.

,

,.

.

.,4

4

unforseeable events

a

I'

t

,-

-4

o.

'
t
.

e

e6

'

j.f.,
RN'

,

-

.1

~ow

,t

4_

60. AS YOU MAY KNOW, THE OLYMPIC GAMES ARE BEING HELD IN
MONTREAL, CANADA; THIS SUMMER, AND THEY'LLrBE ON TV
FOR ABOUT 2 FULL WEEKS. WE'D LIKE TO KNOW WHICH OF
THESE SPORTS YOU THINKYOU WILL TRY TO TUNE Ig
'NO
YtS
2.9%
97.1%
(PLAN TO WATCH)

1

TRASK AND FIELD
WEIGHT LIFTING
GYMNASTICS'
WRESTLING
SWIMMING....
BASKETBALL

es.O*
49 8%

50.2%
19.9%
51.9%
.22.7%

80 190
48 .1%

77 3%
84.6%

'

13.4%

Out of the 97 percent of the sample who said they 'would (or hod)
watched .sc;me part of the Games, almost 7/8th said they would view
ould then 1-,a,rdly have 'been
the track and field competition. Ther
more viewing of this one segment where the'absence of the many world.

class Africans was most obvious,

Knowing that many American track

competitors were Black and thinking that this would attract our
Black viewers does not, however, jibe with the antj-nationalistic
expressioris the sample made in the "Black identity" section,ot the
The same sort ot anomalous, evidence appears in the
findings.on the swimming competition; only one..ef thw hundreds of

uestionnalre.

of
athletes was Black, yet the sample wAs very high in its watchUg
1?
hi
this sport.

/t is.rather simple to ihpute to the Romanian' and Sovie

women the

4

high score obtained on the, gymnastics viewing-.

We would haire f' o infer

that the specific characteristics of weight-lifting, especially its
Overall the matefials
slow action., were behind the low scores there.
discussedlito this point indicate again, as was the finding on khe
assessmer!L of TV sports favorites, that Ihe race of the competitors

is either not very important to these BlaCk viewers or that theY my
that it was. We think the former
have been reluctant to, admit.
it more accurate.

A series pf questionu that deAlt with viewing,of the Winter'Urympics
9yielded about what; was anticipated, but we cannot.. now state that this
The excluslvely
meont what we oriiiinal*expected it'would mean.
.g1

9.

Spoits 6

.
.

white domiin IA these winter events wap not viewed very much by our
sample for . ot'her reasons than'the racial compositiomdfithe participants
e
Perhaps there is a connection betwelion this finding and a str.ong reason
noted earlier for watching one's favorite sports TV eventi that is,
familiarity with a spOrt being refated tb liking it. Certainly fv:
Black Ameeicans are active snow sports enthusiasts.

}

,

1

61. HERE'S ONE QUESTION ABOUT THE WINTER OLYMPICS THAT WERE
ON IN FEBRUARY. HOW OFTEN tap YOU WATCH TIE SKIING AND
HOCKEY_AND SO.FORTH. FOR_LTiS 10 WYS/IT WAS,ON CHANNEL 7?
7 8%
EVERYDAY
,
.
14.9%
MOST DAYS
3e.
./...31.0%
A FEW DAYS..,
-v.
17.5%
HARDLY ANY..,..t
'28,7%
NONE AT ALL

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

,

Near the end of the spOrtsoseries, we tried a final point of addressing
the violencejaCtion labelling 'problem as it relates to televised sports.
or non-contact
This amounted to as)cing about preferences toward contact
,I
Sp orts and.then,a reason _for the stated preference, if any.
..

'

\

..../.1

62. JN GCNERAL, W 'ULD YOU SAY YOO,PREFEWTO WATCH THE :3PORTS
LOT.OF PHYSICAL CONTACT.., LIKE FOOTBALL
WHEVE THERE IS.
OR BASKETBALL 0 DO YOU PREFER TIM NON-CONTACT SPORTS LIkE
ACK?
GOLF:, TENNIS 0
38.2%
'CONTACT SPORTS
1.3:4%
NON-CdOTACT.SPORTS
r
.
48.5%
MAKES NO DIFTERENCE
.p.
-

'.'

(ANSWER IN #62)?

63. WHAT IS ,THE'REASON FOR PREFrkI."
.

)P GENERAL, NON-SPECIFIC REASOP
A RESPONSE CITING,ACTION, PHYSICALNESS,
AGGRESS'FVENESS, OR VIOLENCE
ABSENCE pF/ACTION, PHYSIdALNESS,
AGGRESSIVENESS, OR VIOLENCE
OTHER

2V..1)%'

23.9%

4bout half the sample avowed havfibg no prel'.Crence ).)et.weeil the'two!
of those who did select one, contaCt sports predominote 5y a

'

three-to-one margin.Most pqople's reasoning 14re was in the

,

'direction of being attracted-by action or beir10 aversAme to the
slOwness and lack'of action they perieivq,d in some sports.
e

The abstract,1c4e1 of questioning about ou'r Yespondentn' re4i3onv

u or
4
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1

watching sports on television came la.st in 'the series. 1114s ,ordering
reflect here on what they'
'.14e*s purposive, We-wanted theM to be able.to
*
had said about the many ppecific sports we had mentioned. If this
indeed worked, we haVtja sumffiing.up Of general reasons fqr sports
64. HERE I; 1rHE 11M3T SPORTS QUESTION. 'WHAT FOLLOWS ARE
S PEOPLO HAVE GIVEN FOR WATCHING SPORTS
.GgNtRAL RE
eiLD LIKE TO KNOW WHETIfER EACR OF THESE
WE
ONtTV.
STATEMENTS APPLIES TI YOU A LOT, A LITTLE, OR NO' AT ALL.
I

NOT
AT ALL

A

I WATCH THESE SHOWS

THE COMPETITION IS XCIT71'NG ......
I WANT TO SIT BLAC' ATHLETES
DOING WELL*
I nIKE THE TEAM TH T REVRESENTS'

a.
b.
c.
I

.

54.0Y01..20.4%..

,MY HOMETOWN

I FOLLOW THE PLAY OF A
FAVORITE STAR
I TRY TO PREDICT HOW A GAME

d.
e.

52.8°A.

WANT TO ShE IF THE'UNDERDW

I WANT TO-WATCH
PEOPLE AT in OR
h. *SPORTS ARE JUS7
WINNINGtIS WI
WANT TO SEE a
A GAME

.

.

23/. 8%.

SKIITED
.

.

23,4°1 0

4c).6%.

CAN WIN....,

'gt,

'A

94.3%...21.1%.

MLL END UP
f.

.LITTLE

LOT

ECAUSE'

.... .74.54/0v

.

LIKE LIFE,
T REALLY COUNTS

.

39.0%. ..

.

/Mt 4. 0 .0%
.

.

38. 6y,

HE SUSPENSE OF

The.first observation obvibvs umona these results'is thnt all the
stiltemcnts' were (;:cepted by a thajority of the sample, even though
acceptnce, of dourso,; v4ried substantially.

*the &wee

V

supporti
The fuur most widc)yeembiaced reasons.(a., b:, go, and 1.) both
and contradict our other output discussed earlielJ in reference to
specific snorts., It is to have 1309n expecied thai;, excitement, suspcms0,
and even the pute demorwtiation of athletic skill, per se, viould have
appealed .as baFiAc motives for this audience's watching sports on'TV4;
Zut now, for the firat timo, thore is a vei-istrong\statement that. the
,

!

We reject the
racp of.the athlbtaf is important 4to tb72s0 viewers.
biddition pere of the concept 'cioirN well"
slight pillility .pat
,

.

was what the responatqits keyed on anti that thio truestV.On thus' diff6rod
9
4

t.

4,5

Sports
'
f

r-

Tn fect,'
fram previous (open-ended) counts of reasons for viewing.
It may be'that theltclosed-enddd nature of this form of.the questioh
produced our results; orie rationale woUld be thatnowth social
e

desirability component is uhavoidable Whereas ori.the open-ended
e

questiohs'it was not.'

3.

The second grouping, .according to degree of gcceptance of the.Aate-..
ments (c., d. e., and f.), suggests that ailegianceFT to teams ror

individual te m members are relatively less important than -the actidn
So too are thd passive prediction tole (Q.) and the
or-race issu
underdog e4ect (f.). A tentative explanation for,this latter result.
is this: televised sports .teams generally AnNade such numbers of
.

4

Black members - oh bpth winning and losing sides - that the
race-underdog empathy is effectively dis*sipated. That is, even the
.

A

leading team

an be perceived as a-(succeosful) aderdog.

1

I

The-final 0.osed-ended reason lie presented to the respondents was
rejected as- a vipble statement by about four out of tcn personFi.
4

'
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